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Chapter 

1 

 

 

Problem statement and thesis outline 

 

lants are frequently challenged by a wide variety of microbial pathogens. Plant pathogens 

are often categorized into three major groups based on their lifestyles, namely biotrophs, 

necrotrophs and hemibiotrophs. Biotrophic pathogens need living host tissue to establish their 

life cycle, whereas necrotrophs kill host cells first, and then feed on the dead tissue. A third 

group, hemibiotrophs, exhibit an early biotrophic phase followed by a necrotrophic lifestyle in 

later stages of infection. Therefore, it can be presumed that an efficient defense response 

against pathogens with different lifestyles, may demand distinct mechanisms.  

Complete resistance to biotrophic pathogens normally follows the ‘gene-for-gene’ hypothesis, 

discovered and coined by Harold Henry Flor (Flor 1956). According to this hypothesis, 

interaction between the product of a certain avirulence gene (Avr-gene) of the pathogen and 

the corresponding recognition protein in the plant, encoded by the resistance gene (R-gene), 

results in rapid activation of defense responses. These R-gene-mediated resistance responses 

typically entail rapid production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), called ‘oxidative burst’, 

resulting in an active form of programmed cell death (PCD), named hypersensitive response 

(HR) in the challenged tissue. In synergy to the HR cell death, de novo synthesis of various 

antimicrobial proteins (PR proteins) and secondary metabolites (phytoalexines) can ultimately 

impede pathogen colonization. In contrast, there is no R-gene model of resistance (monogenic 

P 
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resistance, vertical resistance) known to be effective against necrotrophic pathogens. 

Moreover, since most of necrotrophs benefit from host cell death, they may not be limited by 

ROS-mediated, HR-dependent defense responses. Necrotrophs are further categorized into two 

main groups: 1. host-specific necrotrophs (HSNs), infecting through secretion of host-specific 

toxins essential for their pathogenicity, and 2. broad host-range necrotrophs (BHNs), possessing 

various forms of virulence factors. Although resistance mechanisms against host specific 

necrotrophs such as Cochliobolus carbonum, have been fairly well explained, resistance to 

broad host-range necrotrophs, such as Botrytis cinerea, seems to be more complex (Mengiste 

2012).  

Botrytis cinerea (teleomorph: Botryotinia fucheliana) is the causal agent of the gray mold 

disease (or Botrytis blight) with a broad host range, attacking over 200 species worldwide (Van 

Kan, 2006), with very few reports of host resistance (Williamson et al., 2007). Recently, B. 

cinerea was announced to be the most scientifically/economically important necrotrophic 

fungal plant pathogen (Dean et al., 2012). Although there are some chemical controls available 

for Botrytis blight, many classes of fungicides have failed due to the genetic plasticity of this 

ascomycete (Williamson et al., 2007). Commonly, more severe Botrytis infections occur during 

cool (15-18 °C) rainy seasons in places having a dimmer light. Presence of small wounds or 

necrotized plant tissue may also increase the chance of Botrytis infection. B. cinerea is 

characterized by abundant conidia (asexual spores), borne on tree-like conidiophores that are 

branched from the vegetative mycelia of the fungus. B. cinerea overwinters in dead plant debris 

forming compact and hard masses of mycelia, termed as sclerotia. In the next spring, sclerotia 

germinate, developing fresh sporulating mycelia. New conidia can be then wind-borne or 

water-splashed to cause new infections, completing the life cycle of the fungus (Fig 1-1). 
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Figure 1-1. The life cycle 

of B. cinerea, (Figure 

adapted from 

http://www.nicks.com.au/

index.aspx).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our lab has previously shown that abscisic acid (ABA) deficiency in the sitiens mutant of 

tomato, blocked in aldehyde oxidase, the last step in the ABA biosynthetic pathway (Fig. 1-2),  

results in a strong resistance response to the necrotrophic fungal pathogen B. cinerea 

(Audenaert et al., 2002). It has been also demonstrated that the defense mechanism 

underpinning this resistance response involves a rapid epidermal production of hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) followed by a highly localized HR and cell wall fortifications, which ultimately 

impede further spreading of the pathogen (Asselbergh et al., 2007). However, application of 

exogenous ABA during the development of the mutant restores the disease susceptibility to 

wild type levels (Asselbergh et al., 2007). Moreover, Tom1 tomato arrays were used to compare 

wild type and sitiens plants at 0 and 8 hours post inoculation (hpi) with B. cinerea. After 

extensive statistical analysis 240 genes appeared to be significant differentially induced in 

response to the pathogen infection. Microarray analysis revealed that in addition to groups of 

genes coding for pathogenesis related (PR) proteins and enzymes related to cell-wall structure 

being upregulated, expression of a cluster of genes involved in primary amino acid metabolism 
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significantly increased in the resistant mutant at 8 hours post inoculation (hpi) (Asselberg et al., 

2007). However, the cause and the presumable role of these primary metabolism-associated 

transcriptional alterations in the resistance mechanism of sitiens against B. cinerea remained 

unclear. 

 

Figure 1-2. ABA biosynthesis pathway in the 
plant cell. The mutation in the sitiens mutant 
of tomato has occurred in the aldehyde 
oxidase gene, catalyzing the last step of ABA 
biosynthesis. IPDP: isopentenyl diphosphate 
(the main precursor for ABA biosynthesis); AO:  
aldehyde oxidase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The primary objective of the current study was to further characterize the sitiens-B. cinerea 

interaction, as a model pathosystem in which a strong resistance response against a true 

necrotrophic  pathogen has been observed. Our results may provide further insights into better 

understanding of the complex defense mechanisms against broad host-range necrotrophs. In 

this work, we mainly sought to deal with three essential questions: 

1. Do the observed alterations in the genes involved in primary amino acid metabolism in 

sitiens play an influential role in the defense response against B. cinerea? 
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2. Is there a link between the rapid epidermal defense response, reported previously 

(Asselbergh et al., 2007), and the observed alterations in primary amino acid 

metabolism in the sitiens mutant. 

3. How can the seemingly, fast and timely perception of the pathogen, resulting in the 

rapid epidermal defense reaction of sitiens in response to B. cinerea, be mechanistically 

explained? 

This dissertation possesses two main parts, devoted to deal with the aforementioned essential 

questions. In the first part (Chapters 2, 3 and 4), the main focus has been laid on the role of 

primary metabolism during plant-pathogen interactions, particularly the incompatible sitiens-B. 

cinerea model pathosystem. Chapter 2 is dedicated to a comprehensive overview of the current 

knowledge on the role of primary amino acid metabolism (glutamate metabolism) in plant 

defense responses against phytopathogens. Further evaluation and synthesis of the 

information collected in the review led us to a conceptual model describing how 

reconfigurations in the host glutamate metabolism may affect the ultimate outcome of the 

defense response against different pathogenic lifestyles.  

In Chapter 3, we explore the possible interconnection between alterations in primary amino 

acid metabolism and the resistance response of sitiens against B. cinerea. Using transcriptional, 

enzymatic and metabolic analyses, we found that over-activation of both GABA metabolism and 

the glutamine synthetase/glutamate synthase (GS/GOGAT) cycle, are critically involved in the 

sitiens defense response against B. cinerea, leading to a secondary anti cell-death defense 

mechanism in the mesophyll that suppresses the pathogen-induced senescence in later stages 

of the interaction. This may suggest an important role for plant central C/N metabolism in 

shaping an effective resistance response against necrotrophic pathogens. Additionally, in this 

chapter, a possible link between the primary epidermal ROS-mediated defense response 

(Asselbergh et al., 2007), and the secondary GABA-GS/GOGAT-dependent reaction has been 

proposed. In Chapter 4, which is an addendum to the previous chapter, the possible role of the 

senescence-associated gene, asparagine synthetase in the B. cinerea-tomato interaction has 

been explored.  
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Chapter 5 presents a study on the role of nitrogen supplementation on the tomato-B.cinerea 

interaction. We brought up evidence showing that root-supplementation of ammonium nitrate 

(AN) to the commonly susceptible wild-type tomato, results in increased resistance against the 

gray mold disease. Further characterization of the observed resistance in the wild-type plant 

revealed no sign for a rapid ROS-mediated defense mechanism, similar to the early epidermal 

reaction in the sitiens mutant. Instead, a late mesophyllic restriction of B. cinerea growth, 

mimicking the secondary phase of the sitiens defense response (described in Chapter 3), was 

observed in this type of AN-induced resistance.  

In the second part of the dissertation (chapters 6 and 7), we assess early signaling events during 

the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. In Chapter 6, the main focus of the dissertation is shifted to 

the signaling and elicitation aspects of the sitiens resistance response. We present evidence 

that ABA deficiency has resulted in marked changes in the cell-wall and cuticle structures in the 

sitiens mutant. It is shown that the cuticle of sitiens leaves is more permeable than that of wild-

type plants; and more importantly, cuticle permeability and resistance to B. cinerea are 

positively correlated in the mutant, while such link cannot be seen in the wild type. In the end, 

a schematic model is proposed, explaining how these structural differences may lead to a 

successful resistance response in the sitiens mutant. Chapter 7 is a continuation of the previous 

study (Chapter 6). In this chapter, the possible nature of elicitation-associated components of 

the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction has been further investigated.  

Finally, in Chapter 8, we try to derive some important overall conclusions form our study, and 

provide final answers to the essential questions posed in this chapter. Furthermore, we 

propose some fertile targets for future research. 
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Chapter 

2 

 

Glutamate metabolism in plant disease and defense: friend or foe? 

Hamed Soren Seifi, Jonas Van Bockhaven, Geert Angenon and Monica Höfte 

Published in Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions 2013, 26 (5):475-485 

 

he plant glutamate metabolism (GM) plays a pivotal role in amino acid metabolism and  

orchestrates crucial metabolic functions with key roles in plant defense against pathogens. 

These functions concern three major areas: nitrogen transportation via the GS/GOGAT cycle, 

cellular redox regulation, and TCA cycle-dependent energy reprogramming. During interactions 

with pathogens the host GM is markedly altered leading to either a metabolic state, termed as 

‘endurance’, in which cell viability is maintained; or to an opposite metabolic state, termed as 

‘evasion’, in which the process of cell death is facilitated. It seems that endurance-natured 

modulations result in resistance to necrotrophic pathogens and susceptibility to biotrophs, 

whereas evasion-related reconfigurations lead to resistance to biotrophic pathogens, but 

stimulate the infection by necrotrophs. Pathogens, however, have evolved strategies, such as 

toxin secretion, hemibiotrophy and selective amino acid utilization, to exploit the plant GM to 

their own benefit. Collectively, it seems that alterations in the host GM in response to different 

pathogenic scenarios function in two opposing ways, either backing the ongoing defense 

strategy to ultimately shape an efficient resistance response, or being exploited by the 

pathogen to promote and facilitate infection.   

  

T 
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Introduction 

The dynamic co-evolutionary conflict between phytopathogens and plants over the host 

nutritional resources has shaped distinct invasion strategies. Pathogens with biotrophic lifestyle 

need living cells to ensure supplies for their growth and reproduction, while necrotrophs prefer 

dying tissues. Plants, on the other hand, have devised sophisticated mechanisms to deprive 

pathogens of nutrients. Upon timely perception of the presence of pathogenic micro-

organisms, a resistant plant is capable of deploying assorted types of defense strategies to halt 

pathogen progress. These strategies range from constructing physical barriers (e.g., reactive 

oxygen species (ROS)-dependent cross-linking of structural proteins in the cell wall), to de novo 

synthesis of various anti-microbial compounds (e.g., PR proteins or phytoalexins). The 

regulation of genes controlling these well-established defense strategies has been extensively 

studied through transcriptional profiling studies, particularly on incompatible plant-pathogen 

interactions. Commonly, these gene expression analyses also report marked alterations in 

transcriptional levels of genes encoding pathways related to primary metabolism, suggesting 

some roles for host central carbon/nitrogen metabolism in relation with defense mechanisms.  

There are dozens of research studies corroborating the link between primary metabolism and 

plant-pathogen interactions (reviewed by Berger et al. 2007). The indispensable role of host 

primary metabolism in plant defense machinery has been recently reviewed (Bolton 2009). 

However, molecular knowledge on the role of central carbon/nitrogen metabolism in plant 

defense mechanisms against different pathogenic behaviors is still scarce (Liu et al. 2010).  

Nitrogen (N) is an essential element for plant growth and development. The assimilation of N 

onto carbon (C) skeletons is the entry point for the newly-uptaken nitrogen (NO3
- and NH4

+) 

into the plant central metabolism (Lam et al. 1996). In higher plants, this physiologically crucial 

assimilation is carried out by the enzyme glutamine synthetase (GS), via the GS/glutamate 

synthase (GOGAT) cycle (Forde and Lea 2007; Cren and Hirel 1999).  Being at the interface of 

central C and N metabolism, the GS/GOGAT cycle constitutes a metabolic node with a pivotal 

position in plant amino acid metabolism via which the amino acid glutamate is continuously 

metabolized (Lam et al. 1996). Glutamate metabolism (GM) is known to play a central role in 
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plant amino acid metabolism, orchestrating crucial metabolic functions including: 

assimilation/dissimilation of ammonia, amino acid transamination and providing both the 

carbon skeleton and α-amino group for biosynthesis of amino acids with key roles in plant 

defense such as γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), arginine and proline (Galili et al. 2001; Forde and 

Lea 2007). Thus, it seems that proper investigation of the interaction between plant central C/N 

metabolism and defense mechanisms needs specific focus on the alterations in the host 

glutamate-mediated central metabolism during challenge with pathogens.  

In this review we categorize GM-related pathways that are altered in response to pathogen 

invasion in three major areas: 1. N remobilization/reutilization, 2. Host cell death/viability and 

3. Tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle exhaustion/replenishment. We hypothesize that these 

alterations can ultimately result in two opposite metabolic states, namely ‘endurance’ and 

‘evasion’.   We define ‘endurance’ as a state in which cell viability is maintained via N 

reutilization through the GS/GOGAT cycle, ROS scavenging, or by replenishment of the TCA 

cycle. In contrast ‘evasion’ is defined as a state that facilitates the process of cell death via N 

remobilization away from the GS/GOGAT cycle, ROS generation, or by exhausting the TCA cycle 

(Fig. 2-1).  How these GM modulations in response to pathogens with different lifestyles will 

lead to resistance or susceptibility will be further discussed.  
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Figure 2-1. Three major conflicts between the host glutamate metabolism and different pathogen 
virulence strategies. An integrated model of GM-dependent metabolic pathways, reported to be 
influential on plant defense responses. Green arrows indicate pathways associated with ‘endurance’, 
and red arrows indicate pathways facilitating ‘evasion’. The central role of glutamate in supplying 
different defense-associated pathways can be seen in this model, as suggested previously (Galili et al. 
2001; Brauc et al. 2011). ARGAH: arginase; AS: Asn synthetase; AST: Asp transaminase; GAD: Glu 
decarboxylase; γ-GC: gamma glutamylcysteine; GDC: glycine decarboxylase; GDH: Glu dehydrogenase; 
GOGAT: Gln-oxoglutarate aminotransferase; GOX: glycolate oxidase; GS: Gln synthetase; GSH: 
glutathione; GSHS: GSH synthetase; NOS: nitric oxide synthase; OCT: Orn carbamoyl-transferase; OG: 
oxoglutarate; PAO: polyamine oxidase; P5C: ∆1-pyrroline -5-carboxylate. 

 

I. Nitrogen remobilization/reutilization 

Amino acids as nutritional sources for pathogens. The premise that plant pathogens actively 

vie for a reliable N source in planta seems to be widely accepted (Pieterse et al. 1993; van den 

Ackerveken et al. 1994; Pérez-Garcia et al. 2001; Bolton & Thomma 2008). It is also known that 

all N needed for fungal pathogen growth is derived from plant sources, including nitrate, 

ammonia and amino acids (Solomon et al. 2003). In addition, for some fungal pathogens 
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utilization of amino acids seems to be generally preferred over inorganic N uptake (Walters and 

Bingham 2007). For instance, to supply the demand for organic nitrogen, the biotrophic fungal 

pathogen Ustilago maydis, has been reported to modulate the allocation flow of amino acids in 

its host maize, to be mainly transported to the infection tumors (Horst et al. 2010). Likewise, in 

the compatible interaction between tomato and the biotrophic ascomycete Cladosporium 

fulvum, increased apoplastic levels of GABA in infected tissues have been suggested to be 

associated with the pathogen acquisition of a N source (Solomon and Oliver 2001 and 2002). 

Some bacterial pathogens have also nutritionally evolved to utilize amino acids that are present 

in their hosts as both C and N sources. For example, while non-pathogenic strains of the genus 

Pseudomonas show potent nutritional versatility in the assimilation of various amino acids, the 

pathogenic P. syringae pv. tomato has been demonstrated to be nutritionally specialized to 

catabolize the abundant amino acids in the tomato apoplast, such as GABA, aspartate, 

glutamate and glutamine (Rico and Preston 2008).  

N transportation ‘away’ from the challenged cell (remobilization).  The inter-dependency 

between the pathogen C and N needs and the plant central C/N metabolism makes the basic 

substrate for a metabolic battle in which host GM plays a central role. In angiosperms, there are 

two distinct GS isoforms, cytosolic (GS1) and chloroplastic (GS2), which possess two different 

physiological roles in plant metabolism. GS1 is commonly believed to be involved in ammonium 

re-assimilation during natural and stress-induced senescence, as the GS1 transcript is known as 

a putative senescence-associated gene (SAG)/marker.  GS2, though, plays a crucial role in 

amino acid anabolism via assimilation of ammonium obtained from nitrate reduction and 

photorespiration (Perez-Garcia et al. 1998; Bernard and Habash 2009). Early upregulation of 

several plant SAGs, such as GS1 and asparagine synthetase (AS), in response to pathogenic 

infections has been repeatedly reported (Abuqamar et al. 2006; Pageau et al. 2006). Both 

asparagine and glutamine are key intermediates in N metabolism with a prominent role in 

nitrogen transport in higher plants (Lam et al. 1996). However, asparagine is known as a more 

efficient N-transport compound due to its higher N:C ratio (2:4) compared with glutamine (2:5) 

(Kim et al. 1999). In some (hemi)biotrophic interactions, a rapid and strong invasion-triggered 

senescence is considered as an effective defense strategy, termed as ‘slash-and-burn’ defense 
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strategy (Tavernier et al. 2007). This defense strategy consists of a timely and efficient 

remobilization of ammonium, in the form of asparagine and/or glutamine, away from the 

invaded area to the phloem. The rapid N export out of the challenged tissue may either protect 

the host N content or deprive the N-starving pathogen of its nutritional target. Pageau et al. 

(2006) reported a marked and early (2 hours post inoculation (hpi)) induction of GS1 during an 

incompatible interaction between tobacco and the hemibiotrophic P. syringae, which was 

independent of HR induction. Accordingly, rapid accumulation of GS1 mRNA, paralleled with 

the defense-related genes chalcone synthase (CHS)  and phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL), 

were observed in an incompatible interaction between common bean and the hemibiotrophic 

pathogen Colletotrichum lindemuthianum (strain R255) (Tavernier et al. 2007). In tomato leaves 

infected by P. syringae, the expression of GS1 coupled with AS1 was postulated to be 

responsible for forming a metabolic draining route, from the cytosol of challenged cells into the 

phloem. Through this route, the host transfers high levels of asparagine, carrying the free 

ammonia released by amino acid catabolism, out of the invaded area (Olea et al. 2004). A rapid 

(5 hpi) and strong induction of AS1 in pepper was shown to be essential for resistance against 

the hemibiotrophic bacterial pathogen Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria, whereas later 

(15-20 hpi) induction of the enzyme was associated with susceptibility (Hwang et al. 2011). 

These results highlight again the importance of ‘timeliness’ in the ‘slash and burn’ defense 

strategy. The same defensive phenomenon was also observed in transgenic Arabidopsis plants 

overexpressing pepper AS1, against P. syringae and the biotrophic oomycete Hyaloperonospora 

arabidopsidis (Hwang et al. 2011).  Interestingly, P. syringae pv. tabaci seems to be able to 

neutralize this defensive N-translocation via secretion of a dipeptide toxin, named tabtoxin, 

which irreversibly inhibits GS activity resulting in an excess accumulation of free ammonia in 

the host tissue (Turner 1981; Thomas et al. 1983). In the same vein, drastic depletion of the GS2 

isoform in infected leaves of tomato has been shown to be associated with the pathogenicity of 

P. syringae pv. tomato (Perez-Garcia et al. 1995). 

N transportation ‘towards’ the challenged cell (reutilization). The efficacy of above-mentioned 

senescence-natured, slash-and-burn defense responses seems to be dependent on the 

pathogen’s lifestyle. In fact, for some necrotrophic pathogens, like the ascomycete Botrytis 
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cinerea, induction of senescence in the host tissue is known as a mode of pathogenicity 

(Swartzberg et al. 2008). Therefore, it could be hypothesized that an opposite defense strategy, 

i.e. translocation of N towards the invaded area in order to supply central metabolism of the 

challenged cells, could be effective for a resisting host. For instance, drastic depletion in 

glutamate storage in distal non-invaded regions of sunflower was postulated as a defensive 

reaction against B. cinerea. Through this mechanism, infected sunflower plants were presumed 

to provide N supply to be reutilized in the challenged area, eventually delaying the necrotroph-

induced senescence (Dulermo et al. 2009). In the same vein, overexpression of glutamate 

receptors (transporters) increased ammonium transportation within the challenged cells in 

transgenic Arabidopsis plants, resulting in delayed senescence and increased levels of 

resistance against B. cinerea (Kang et al. 2006). This may also explain observed levels of 

resistance against B. cinerea in Arabidopsis lines over-expressing arginase, an urea generating 

enzyme which eventually supplies the GS/GOGAT cycle with ammonium  (Brauc et al. 2012). 

Interestingly, the necrotrophic pathogen Cochliobolus victoriae seems to be able to induce 

senescence in oat by interrupting the GS/GOGAT-mediated N-reutilization, as an effective 

counter strategy. Secreting a host-selective toxin, victorin, the fungus targets glycine 

decarboxylase (GDC) the mitochondrial enzyme converting glycine to serine, which also feeds 

the photorespiration-derived ammonium into the GS/GOGAT cycle (Navarre and Wolpert 

1999). Through the inhibition of the GS/GOGAT-supplying GDC enzyme, the pathogen may 

neutralize this anti-senescence defense strategy in its host. 

 

II. Host cell death/viability 

The life span of a cell is controlled by many processes, but one of the determining factors is the 

cellular redox balance (De Gara et al. 2003). In general, a more reductive balance lengthens the 

cell life span while oxidative stress leads to senescence and cell death. In plants, metabolic 

redox-dependent regulation of cell longevity plays a prominent role in shaping the overall 

response to different environmental stimuli including biotic stresses (Foyer and Noctor 2005).  
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On the other hand, pathogens can find ways to exploit these mechanisms in order to induce 

susceptibility in plants.  

Programmed cell death (PCD) 

PCD is mainly controlled by perturbation in cellular redox balances through generation of 

different ROS such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (De Gara et al. 2003; Van Doorn et al. 2011). 

One of the best-studied type of PCD reactions in plant cells is the host hypersensitive cell death 

(HR), a pervasive feature seen in incompatible plant-pathogen interactions (Dangl and Jones 

2001). In this context, glutamate metabolism, embodying complex ROS generating/scavenging 

machinery, could also be considered as a spatiotemporally important determinant of the host 

redox status during pathogen infection. It is noteworthy to underline that ROS-triggered HR 

may be particularly effective against pathogens with biotrophic (or often hemibiotrophic) 

lifestyles, due to the necessity of viable nutrition sources for these type of parasites. However, 

some necrotrophic pathogens may favor, or even induce, ROS-mediated cell death in their host 

tissue for a successful invasion (Van Baarlen et al. 2004; Govrin et al. 2000).  

Photorespiratory ROS generation. Photorespiration is known as one of the main secondary 

sources of ammonium generation in the plant cell (Lea and Azevedo 2007), connecting the 

Calvin cycle to the GS/GOGAT cycle (Fig. 2-1). The key ROS-generating component of plant 

amino acid metabolism is the photorespiratory enzyme glycolate oxidase (GOX). The 

peroxisomal GOX enzyme also converts glycolate into glyoxylate, the main substrate for several 

key aminotransferases involved in amino acid metabolism (Fahnenstich et al. 2008).  

Although the plasma membrane-bound NADPH oxidases are commonly known as the main 

sources of ROS production during HR, the ROS generated by intracellular organelles 

(mitochondria, chloroplasts and peroxisomes) have been also shown to play an important role  

in initiating and shaping a HR reaction (Zurbriggen et al. 2010). The HR-dependent resistance in 

the melon genotype PI to the biotrophic oomycete pathogen Pseudoperonospora cubensis was 

shown to be controlled by three photorespiratory enzymes: glycolate oxidase (GOX), serine 

glyoxylate aminotransferase (SGAT) and glutamate:glyoxylate aminotransferase (GGAT) 
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(Kenigsbuch and Cohen 1992; Taler et al. 2004). It was revealed that the HR, responsible for the 

arrest of the pathogen in the resistant genotype, was linked to the higher expression of SGAT 

and GGAT genes, presumably via the over-activation of the ROS generating enzyme (GOX) 

(Taler et al. 2004). GOX is also known to play a role in H2O2-fueled nonhost resistance in 

tobacco and Arabidopsis against nonhost strains of P. syringae (Rojas et al. 2012). The latter 

work showed that alleviated H2O2 production in GOX-silenced plants is independent of the 

oxidative burst mediated by NADPH oxidase, suggesting GOX as an alternative source for ROS 

production during HR-dependent defense responses.  

Proline oxidation. An interesting illustration of metabolic regulation of plant cell redox 

homeostasis during pathogen infection is the proline (Pro)/pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C) cycle 

(Fig.2-2). The Pro-P5C cycle comprises of the cytosolic P5C reductase (P5CR) and mitochondrial 

proline dehydrogenase (ProDH) (Phang et al. 2008; Cecchini et al. 2011, Servet et al. 2012, 

Natarajan 2012). In higher plants, proline is known to accumulate in response to different 

environmental stresses (Reviewed by Szabados and Savouré 2010). The main precursor of 

proline biosynthesis is glutamate and P5CR catalyzes the last step of the biosynthetic pathway, 

whereas ProDH consumes the cytosolic pool of proline to produce P5C in the mitochondrion 

(Hare and Cress 1997). ProDH activity is known to be highly sensitive to many environmental 

stresses, therefore stimulating cytosolic proline accumulation in cells undergoing different type 

of stresses including defense-associated oxidative stress (Verbruggen and Hermans 2008). On 

the other hand, it has been shown that under certain circumstances, over-activation of ProDH 

results in an incomplete oxidation of Pro, which in turn transfers an overflow of electrons to the 

mitochondrial electron transfer chain (mETC), inducing mitochondrial redox imbalances (Miller 

et al. 2009). In a recent study in Arabidopsis, ProDH was suggested to function as a defense 

gene, contributing to timely HR induction against P. syringae (Cecchini et al. 2011). Therein, 

ProDH-silenced plants were also shown to be compromised in a rapid HR development, 

displaying reduced cell death levels and enhanced susceptibility to an avirulent strain of the 

bacterial pathogen. A similar role was reported for ProDH and the other main P5C generating 

enzyme ornithine delta-aminotransferase (δOAT) in the induction of the HR-mediated non-host 
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resistance in Arabidopsis and Nicotiana benthamiana against different strains of P. syringae 

(Senthil-Kumar and Mysore 2012).  

 

Figure 2-2. proline/pyrroline-5-
carboxylate (P5C) cycle. Over-
activation of proline dehydrogenase 
(ProDH) results in an incomplete 
oxidation of Pro and transfers an 
overflow of electrons to the 
mitochondrial electron transfer 
chain (mETC), inducing programmed 
cell death (PCD) (Miller et al. 2009). 

 

 

 

 

Arginine-dependent NO generation. In synergy to ROS, reactive nitrogen species (RNS), such as 

nitric oxide (NO) also act as important signaling molecules in the plant immune system, 

orchestrating different defense responses ranging from transcriptional and hormonal 

regulations to HR development (reviewed by Mur et al. 2006; Moreau et al. 2010). Despite the 

large body of evidence supporting the importance of nitrate and nitrite in NO biosynthesis, 

existence of an arginine-dependent NO biosynthetic route has been also reported in many 

plants (Moreau et al. 2010). The NADPH-dependent enzyme nitric oxide synthase (NOS) 

catalyzes the two-step oxidation of L-arginine to NO and citrulline (Crawford 2006). 

Interestingly, preharvest L-arginine treatment on tomato fruits has been shown to be sufficient 

to induce postharvest resistance against B. cinerea through its effect on increased NO 

biosynthesis, and consequently, over-activation of defensive enzymes such as PAL, chitinase 

and glucanase (Zheng et al. 2011).  

Polyamine oxidation. Arginine is also known as the main precursor for polyamine (PA) 

biosynthesis. In higher plants, arginine decarboxylase (indirectly) and ornithine decarboxylase 

(directly) form putrescine, the main precursor of other PAs (Kuznetsov et al. 2006). PAs not only 
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play a signaling role in plant defense, but their oxidation also imposes oxidative stress leading 

to cell death after infection (reviewed by Walters 2003). During the incompatible interaction 

between barley and the powdery mildew fungus Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei, increased 

levels of PA and PA-oxidase were shown to be associated with cell death (Cowley and Walters 

2002). This might explain why interference in arginine biosynthesis is a foremost invasion 

strategy for some pathogens. For instance, the non-host specific antimetabolite toxins, 

phaseolotoxin and mangotoxin, produced by virulent strains of P. syringae have been shown to 

inhibit different steps in the arginine biosynthetic pathway, facilitating bacterial colonization 

(Tourte et al. 1995; Arrebola et al. 2003). Similar mechanism can be considered for a report on 

P. syringae pv. phaseolicola and vetch interaction, where downregulation in arginine 

biosynthesis was associated with the inhibitory effect  of phaseolotoxin resulting in 

susceptibility (Patil et al., 1972). Likewise, an uncharacterized toxic activity of some strains of P. 

syringae pv. tomato seems to have a similar mode of action (Arrebola et al. 2003).  

Since there is an indirect connection between GM and HR-mediated defense responses via NO 

biosynthesis and PA oxidation, further focus on defense-associated NO/PA alterations stays out 

of the intended scope of this review paper. 

Host cell viability 

The redox regulating capacities of GM also lie in the ability to scavenge oxidative stress. The 

ROS-scavenging function of some GS/GOGAT-dependent metabolic pathways creates a 

reducing environment that guards host cell viability. Here, quite contrary to PCD, an increase in 

cell longevity is presumed as an effective defense strategy against necrotrophic pathogens that 

benefit from an early cell death, while it can potentially promote biotrophic interactions.    

Redox regulatory role of the GS/GOGAT cycle. A redox-balancing role was suggested for the 

functionality of the GS/GOGAT cycle, negatively modulating HR-mediated defense responses 

(Liu et al. 2010). The authors demonstrated that in Arabidopsis leaf cells, inhibition of the 

GS/GOGAT-supplying glutamine transportation from the apoplast into the cytosol leads to 

resistance against the hemibiotrophic anthracnose fungus Colletotrichum higgisianum and the 
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biotrophic powdery mildew pathogen Erysiphe cichoracearum. Accordingly, loss of function of 

the Arabidopsis isocitrate dehydrogenase enzyme, generating 2-oxoglutarate as the main 

carbon skeleton required for normal functionality of GS/GOGAT cycle, was shown to induce 

redox perturbations and cell death. Consequently, this confers resistance against the virulent 

DC3000 strain of P. syringae pv. tomato (Mhamdi et al. 2010). However, continuation of 

GS/GOGAT cycle operation, through the over-activation of the cytosolic GS1, was a feature seen 

in early stages of a compatible interaction between P. syringae and tomato (Pérez-Garcia, et al. 

1998). Collectively, it seems that GS/GOGAT cycle functionality could be considered as a 

molecular ON/OFF switch of cell viability, negatively controlling the overall resistance response 

against biotrophic-natured virulence strategies (including hemibiotrophic interactions). By 

contrast, it could be expected that the impact of this master switch on necrotrophic invasions 

might work in the opposite way. Interestingly, it has been recently observed in our lab that the 

resistance seen in sitiens, an abscisic acid deficient tomato mutant, against B. cinerea 

(Asselbergh et al. 2007; Curvers et al. 2010), correlates with the ability of the mutant to retard 

the necrotrophic pathogen-induced cell death by maintaining the GS/GOGAT cycle activity (Seifi 

and Höfte, unpublished data).  

Glutathione-mediated ROS scavenging. Being involved in the biosynthesis of a highly 

important antioxidant metabolite, the tripeptide γ-glutamylcysteinylglycine or glutathione 

(GSH), GM may modulate redox alterations occurring during pathogenic infections. GSH is 

known to play several roles in plant physiology and development (reviewed by Noctor et al. 

2012), as well as in plant defense responses (De Gara et al. 2003). Increased levels of GSH 

accumulation in tobacco and barley have been shown to occur during HR-mediated defense 

responses against biotrophic pathogens, as a protective mechanism in the cells surrounding the 

HR-undergoing areas, mitigating further oxidative damage to the rest of the tissue (ElZahaby et 

al. 1995; Fodor et al. 1997). Likewise, peroxisomal accumulation of GSH was shown to be part 

of an antioxidative defense reaction to counteract P.syringae-induced cell death in Arabidopsis 

(Grosskinsky et al., 2012). On the other hand, GSH content could also be exploited by some 

pathogens to establish their infectious colonization. For instance, lower levels of GSH have been 

observed in tomato leaves infected with the ROS-favoring pathogen B. cinerea (Kuzniak and 
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Sklodowska 1999) as well as in Avena sativa leaves during the necrotrophic interaction with 

Drechslera spp. (Vongonner and Schlösser 1993). According to the latter reports, attenuating 

the antioxidant capacity of the host tissue is crucial for a successful necrotrophic virulence 

strategy.  

Proline accumulation. Proline accumulation was particularly observed in leaf areas surrounding 

HR lesions in a gene-for-gene mediated incompatible interaction between Arabidopsis Co1-0 

plants and P. syringae (Fabro et al. 2004). The authors then hypothesized that proline might 

play a protective role, as a free radical scavenger, to ameliorate the burden of oxidative 

damage to the photosynthetic tissues around the challenged area.   

Taken all together, it seems that plant GM plays a dual role both as an inducer and as a 

scavenger of oxidative stress in the challenged site, leading to either programmed cell death or 

increased cell viability. This redox-regulating potential, on one hand, is important in the defense 

against pathogens with different lifestyles; while on the other hand, pathogens may also exploit 

these very mechanisms to induce susceptibility.  

 

III. TCA cycle replenishment/exhaustion  

TCA cycle Replenishment. All levels of inducible resistance reactions are known as highly 

energy-demanding processes in plants (Heil and Bostock 2002; Berger et al. 2007), heavily 

draining TCA cycle-generated energy and intermediates (Kinnersley and Turano 2000; Bolton 

2009). The TCA cycle plays a crucial anabolic role in supporting the costly defense-related 

metabolic pathways, such as stress-induced phenylpropanoid metabolism, which is known to 

consume up to 20% of the total photosynthetic carbon in the plant (Dennis and Blakeley 1995). 

This huge demand highlights the significance of anaplerotic reactions (i.e ‘filling-up reactions’; 

Kornberg 1965), such as the GABA shunt, to replenish the cycle and ensure its constant 

functionality during such circumstances.  
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The GABA shunt is a cytosolic-mitochondrial pathway that connects the GS/GOGAT cycle to the 

TCA cycle consisting of three key enzymes: glutamate decarboxylase (GAD), GABA transaminase 

(GABA-T) and succinic-semialdehyde dehydrogenase (SSADH) (Fait et al. 2008). Specifically 

using glutamate as the main precursor for GABA biosynthesis, GAD activity catalyzes the first 

step of the GABA-shunt in the cytosol, while the other two steps of the shunt, GABA-T and 

SSADH, have been shown to locate in mitochondria (Shelp et al. 2012). Therefore, it could be 

postulated that the TCA-replenishing role of the GABA-shunt during stresses requires 

maintaining a constant level of cytosolic glutamate generation through the GS/GOGAT cycle, 

again highlighting the central role of GM in orchestrating several defense-related pathways in 

host amino acid metabolism.  

The physiological link between the GABA shunt and primary carbon metabolism via the TCA 

cycle has recently attracted some attention (Studart-Guimaraes et al. 2007; Fait et al. 2008; 

Arujo et al. 2008). The latter authors have demonstrated that in potato, inhibition of 2-

oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (the second enzyme of the TCA cycle bypassed by the GABA shunt) 

induces a clear upregulation in the GABA-shunt-comprising genes. Likewise, GABA 

transportation into the mitochondria under carbon limitation was shown to be essential for 

proper carbon metabolism in Arabidopsis (Michaeli et al. 2011).  

Although there are a number of studies suggesting roles for GABA-shunt in response to abiotic 

stresses (Kinnersley and Turano 2000; Bouché et al. 2003;  Ludewig et al. 2008), information on 

the molecular mechanism underpinning metabolic roles of GABA-shunt in plant defense 

mechanism against pathogens is still scarce. A TCA-replenishing role for the GABA-shunt was 

proposed when a novel GABA-T gene was found to be induced in rice leaves during challenge 

with different abiotic and biotic stresses, including ultraviolet radiation, mechanical wounding 

and infection with the hemibiotrophic blast fungus Magnaporthe oryzae (Wu et al. 2006). 

Accordingly, the race non-specific Lr34-mediated resistance response against the wheat leaf 

rust pathogen Puccinia triticina has been shown to be considerably energy-intensive, entailing 

concurrent upregulation of the TCA cycle and the GABA shunt (Bolton et al. 2008). It was also 

shown that over-expression of cytosolic aspartate transaminase in Arabidopsis increases 
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susceptibility to B. cinerea, presumably through over-consumption of the cytosolic glutamate 

pool, resulting in depletion of some important defensive metabolites such as GABA (Brauc et al. 

2011). 

TCA cycle Exhaustion. The senescence-associated gene, glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) is 

another linking route between the TCA and the GS/GOGAT cycles, where the aminating activity 

of GDH adds an amino group to the TCA-intermediate metabolite 2-oxoglutarate, to generate 

glutamate (Masclaux-Daubresse et al. 2002). This TCA-draining function of the enzyme has 

been reported to occur in response to bacterial as well as viral invasions (Pageau et al. 2006). 

The latter authors have observed GDH enzymatic over-activation in tobacco leaves during 

infections with P. syringae and Potato virus Y, presumably facilitating the cell death process in 

the host tissue. Likewise, recent transcriptional analysis suggests that draining of the TCA cycle 

due to an increased expression of GDH might facilitate the progression of the necrotrophic 

fungus Cochliobolus miyabeanus in susceptible rice plants, while the opposite was observed in 

more resistant plants. The GDH-mediated export of glutamate from the mitochondria and 

subsequent draining of the TCA cycle might be a strategy of the fungus to induce senescence 

and susceptibility (Van Bockhaven and Höfte, unpublished data). A similar hypothesis can 

explain why  over-expression of aspartate transaminase, which reversibly converts 2-

oxoglutarate into glutamate, increases susceptibility to B. cinerea in Arabidopsis (Brauc et al. 

2011). Likewise, the necrotrophic fungus Alternaria citri, via secretion of the ACR-toxin, induces 

leakage of  NAD+ from  the TCA cycle causing cell death in rough lemon (Tsuge et al. 2012).  

Collectively, it seems that exhausting the host crucial anabolic apparatus, the TCA cycle, can be 

considered as an effective virulence strategy for some necrotrophic pathogens.  

 

To endure or to evade, that is the question 

The modulation of disease resistance via alterations in host GM seems to be a complex 

phenomenon. Table 1 summarizes all the previously-discussed reconfigurations of the GM of 

different host plants in response to biotrophic, necrotrophic and hemibiotrophic pathogens, 
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clearly showing that the ultimate outcome of the overall defense response is largely dependent 

on the lifestyle of the invading pathogen. For instance, while ‘evasion’-related strategies such as 

the  over-activation of the cell death-facilitating aminating activity of GDH in the challenged 

tissue could be effective in shaping a successful HR-dependent defense mechanism against a 

biotrophic pathogen (Pageau et al. 2006), the same reaction would be greatly favorable for a 

necrotroph (Dulermo et al. 2009). This dual pathogenesis-dependent role of GM might also 

explain the observed contradicting effect of N supply in tomato against different pathogens 

(Hoffland et al. 2000). According to this study, increased N concentrations in tomato 

hydroponic cultivation could reduce susceptibility against B. cinerea, whereas it significantly 

increased susceptibility against the biotrophic powdery mildew fungus Oidium lycopersicum. 

Similarly, Lecompte et al. (2010) demonstrated that a high N nutrition lowers the susceptibility 

of tomato to B. cinerea stem infections.  It could be hypothesized that N nutrition replenishes 

the GS/GOGAT cycle, boosting the ‘endurance’ state in infected tissues. This enables the plant 

to retard the necrotrophic pathogen-induced cell death, leading to increased resistance. 

However, during the true biotrophic interaction with Oidium lycopersicum, the N-induced 

endurance state sustains the host cell viability, which is extremely beneficial for the pathogen. 

Taken all together, a simplified juxtaposition model is proposed, describing how the two main 

functionalities of host GM (i.e. evasion and endurance) in response to different infection 

scenarios (i.e. biotrophic, hemibiotrophic and necrotrophic) can modulate the overall defense 

reaction (Fig. 2-3). It seems that reconfiguration of the host GM during pathogenic challenge 

functions as a ‘double-edged sword’, either backing the ongoing defensive strategy, or being 

exploited by the pathogen, thus facilitating infection. According to this model, the state of 

‘resistance’ depends on the concurrence of certain metabolic events in the host that oppose 

the metabolic demands of the pathogen. Yet, how mechanistically a resistant plant tailors and 

fine-tunes these metabolic rearrangements according to the lifestyle of the invading pathogen 

merits further elucidation. 
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Figure 2-3. Pathogen virulence strategy versus host glutamate metabolism. A hypothetical model 
showing how plant GM, in response to pathogens with different virulence strategies, may modulate the 
outcome of defense response. AS: Asn synthetase; AST: Asp transaminase; GDH (AM/DAM): Glu 
dehydrogenase (aminating/deaminating); GOGAT: Gln-oxoglutarate aminotransferase; GOX: glycolate 
oxidase; GS: Gln synthetase; GSH: glutathione; PAO: polyamine oxidation (PA-oxidase); P5C: pyrroline-5-
carboxylate. 
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Table 1. Roles of host glutamate metabolism in plant-pathogen interactions. 
GDMP: glutamate-dependent metabolic pathway, ND: not determined;  ↗: up-regulation, ↘: down-
regulation.  

Enzyme abbreviations: AS: Asn synthetase; AGT: Ala glyoxylate aminotransferase; ARGAH: arginase;  
AST Asp transaminase; GABA-T: GABA transaminase; GAD: Glu decarboxylase; GDC: glycine 
decarboxylase; GDH: Glu dehydrogenase; GOGAT: Gln-oxoglutarate aminotransferase; GOX: glycolate 
oxidase; GS: Gln synthetase; GSH: glutathione ; GSHS: GSH synthetase; NOS: nitric oxide synthase; OCT: 
Orn carbamoyl-transferase; P5CR: ∆1-pyrroline -5-carboxylate reductase; P5CS: ∆1-pyrroline -5-
carboxylate synthase; PAO: polyamine oxidase; ProDH: Pro dehydrogenase; SGT: Ser glyoxylate 
aminotransferase. 

 

Host plant Pathogen GDMP 

involved 

GDMP  

mode of action  

Effect on 

overall 

resistance  

response 

Reference 

      

Barley Erysiphe 

graminis f.sp. 

hordei 

↗GSHS Cell viability: Restricting 

the extent of HR, 

protecting non-invaded 

areas 

+ ElZahaby et al. 

1995 

Tobacco Tobacco Mosaic 

Virus 

↗GSHS Cell viability: Restricting 

the extent of HR, 

protecting non-invaded 

areas 

+ Fodor et al. 1997 

Melon Pseudo-

peronospora 

cubensis 

↗SGT, AGT, 

GOX 

Cell death: Generation 

of ROS, HR-mediated 

defense 

+ Taler et al. 2004 

Wheat Puccinia 

triticina 

↗GABA shunt TCA replenishment: 

Replenishing the TCA 

cycle, providing energy 

for the Lr34-mediated 

resistance  

+ Bolton et al. 2008 

Tomato Cladosporium 

fulvum 

↗GABA 

biosynthesis 

Apoplastic GABA 

accumulation, providing 

N source for the 

pathogen 

_ Solomon and 

Oliver 2002 

Arabidopsis Erysiphe 

cichoracearum 

 ↘GS/GOGAT 

(via the Gln 

transporter, 

LHT1) 

Cell death: Induction of 

redox imbalance, 

resulting in a  HR-

mediated defense  

+ Liu et al. 2010 

Biotrophic interactions 
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Arabidopsis 

 

Hyaloperonosp

ora 

arabidopsidis 

↗AS N remobilization: 

Facilitating cell death 

+ Hwang et al. 2011 

 

 

     

Arabidopsis Botrytis cinerea ↗Glu 

transporters 

N reutilization: Increase 

in NH4 reutilization, 

delaying senescence 

+ Kang et al. 2006 

Arabidopsis Botrytis cinerea ↗ARGAH N reutilization: Increase 

in NH4 reutilization, 

delaying senescence 

+ Brauc et al. 2011 

Tomato Botrytis cinerea ↗Arg-

dependent 

NO 

biosynthesis 

NO-induced PR protein 

accumulation 

+ Zheng et al. 2011 

Tomato Botrytis cinerea ND  N reutilization: 

Induction of resistance in 

N supplemented plants 

+ Lecompte et al. 

2010 

Arabidopsis Botrytis cinerea ↗AST TCA exhaustion: Over-

consumption of cytosolic 

Glu pool, resulting in 

depletion of GABA 

_ Brauc et al. 2011 

Oat Drechslera spp. ↘GSHS Cell death: Facilitating 

cell death  

_ Gonnen and 

Schlöser, 1993 

Oat Cochliobolus 

victoriae 

↘GDC  Inhibiting N reutilization _ Navarre and 

Wolpert, 1999 

Sunflower Botrytis cinerea ↗GDH TCA exhaustion: 

Facilitating cell death 

_ Dulermo et al. 

2009 

Tomato Botrytis cinerea ↘GSHS  Cell death: Facilitating 

cell death  

_ Kuzniak and 

Sklodowska, 1999 

      

Arabidopsis Colletotrichum 

higginsianum  

 ↘GS/GOGAT 

(via the Gln 

transporter, 

LHT1) 

Cell death: Induction of 

redox imbalance, 

resulting in a  HR-

mediated defense  

+ Liu et al. 2010 

Arabidopsis Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato  

↗AS N remobilization: 

Facilitating cell death 

+ Hwang et al. 2011 

Hemibiotrophic interactions 

 

Necrotrophic interactions 
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Arabidopsis Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato 

↗P5CS (Pro 

biosynthesis) 

Cell viability: Restriction 

of the extent of HR, 

protecting non-invaded 

areas 

+ Fabro et al. 2004 

Arabidopsis Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato 

↗ProDH/P5C

R  

Cell death: Induction of 

electron overflow in 

mETC, resulting in a HR-

mediated defense 

+ Cecchini et al. 

2011 

Arabidopsis Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

syringae and 

tabaci 

↗GOX Cell death: Induction of 

ROS-dependent nonhost 

resistance 

+ Rojas et al. 2012 

Common 

bean 

Colletotrichum 

lindemuthianu

m 

↗GS1-GDH N remobilization: 

Depriving the pathogen 

of nutrients (slash and 

burn defense strategy) 

+ Tavernier et al. 

2007 

Tobacco Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tabaci and 

tomato 

↗GS1, GDH N remobilization: 

Facilitating cell death 

+ Pageau et al. 2006 

Tobacco Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato  

↗GOX Cell death: Induction of 

ROS-dependent nonhost 

resistance 

+ Rojas et al. 2012 

Tomato Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato 

↗GS1-AS N remobilization: 

Transfer of free 

ammonia out of the 

invaded area 

+ Olea et al. 2004 

Tomato Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato 

↘GS/GOGAT 

(via ICDH 

enzyme) 

Cell death: Induction of 

redox imbalance, 

resulting in a  HR-

mediated defense 

+ Mhamdi et al. 

2010 

Rice Magnaporte 

oryzae 

↗GABA-T TCA replenishment: 

Restricting the levels of 

host cell death 

+ Wu et al. 2006 

Pepper Xanthomonas 

campestris pv. 

vesicatoria 

↗AS N remobilization: 

Facilitating cell death 

+ Hwang et al. 2011 

Arabidopsis Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato 

↗AtGAT1 

(GABA 

transporter) 

Apoplastic GABA 

accumulation, providing 

N source for the 

pathogen 

_ Ward et al. 2010 

Mango Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

syringae  

↘Arg 

biosynthesis 

ND _ Arrebola et al. 

2003 
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Tobacco Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tabaci 

↘GS/GOGAT 

(via 

irreversible 

inhibition of 

GS) 

Inhibition of N 

remobilization: 

Induction of the 

accumulation of free 

ammonia  

_ Turner 1981 

Vetch Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

phaseolicola 

↘Arg 

biosynthesis 

ND _ Patil et al. 1972 

 

Pathogen exploitation of the host glutamate metabolism 

Although the main scope of the current review was to focus on the role of host GM 

reconfigurations in plant-pathogen interactions, it is also important to understand how 

pathogens may exploit plant GM to their own benefit.  

Secretion of various effectors/toxins is broadly known as a potent virulence mechanism that 

enables pathogens to subvert host cell metabolic functions (Block et al. 2008; Duke and Dayan 

2011). For instance, P. syringae, via secreting a constellation of type III effectors (TTEs) and/or 

various toxins into the target cell, is able to manipulate the host central metabolism,  including 

amino acid metabolism, to its own benefit (Rico et al. 2011). Despite the currently scarce 

information on TTEs that specifically target host central C/N metabolism, there are some 

available data about pathogen-derived toxins with this particular mode of action, termed as 

‘antimetabolite’ toxins (Arrebola et al. 2011). Some of the most notable examples of these 

toxins were briefly illustrated in this review in their relevant contexts and are summarized in 

Table 2. However, in addition to these toxin-mediated virulence mechanisms, pathogens may 

deploy other strategies to cope with defense-associated host GM reconfigurations. Here, we 

only provide a preliminary insight on this fertile area, which definitely warrants further 

exploration.  
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Table 2. Pathogen-secreted toxins that target host central C/N metabolism. 
Enzyme abbreviations: GS: glutamine synthetase; RuBisCO: ribolose  1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase; 
OAT: Ornithine N-acetyl-transferase; OCT: Ornithine cabamoyl-transferase; GDC: glycine decarboxylase. 

 

Timely switching of pathogenicity modes. Some pathogens, mostly hemibiotrophs, are able to 

neutralize plant GM-mediated defenses by responsively adapting their lifestyle to these 

metabolic reconfigurations. For instance, Leptosphaeria maculans was observed to switch from 

an early biotrophic phase into a necrotrophic invasion strategy, when its host, Brassica napus, 

tries to evade the initial biotrophic invasion by remobilizing N  away from the challenged tissue 

(Rossato et al. 2001). Another interesting example has been depicted in a study by Tavernier et 

al. (2007), on the interaction between Colletotrichum lindemuthianum and Phaseolus vulgaris. 

In this compatible pathosystem, upon the pathogen ingress, a rather late GS1-mediated 

‘evasion’ of the first biotrophic challenge occurs in the host, resulting in glutamine 

accumulation in the phloem around the infection site. Concomitantly, C. lindemuthianum shifts 

Toxin Pathogen Host Mode of action on host central C/N 

metabolism 

Reference 

Tabtoxin Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tabaci 

Tobacco, 

Pea 

Irreversible inhibition of GS, disruption 

of the GS/GOGAT cycle 

Turner 1981; 

Thomas et al. 

1983 

Mangotoxin Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

syringae 

Mango Inhibition of  OAT, downregulation of 

Orn biosynthesis 

Arrebola et al. 

2003 

Phaseolotoxin Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

phaseolicola 

Vetch Inhibition of OCT, downregulation of Arg 

biosynthesis 

Patil et al. 1972 

Unknown Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. 

tomato 

Tomato downregulation of Orn biosynthesis Arrebola et al. 

2003 

ACR-toxin Alternaria citri Lemon Induction of NAD
+
 leakage from the TCA 

cycle 

Tsuge et al. 

2012 

Victorin Cochliobolus 

victoriae 

Oat Inhibition of GDC, accumulation of free 

ammonium in the cytosol 

Navarre and 

Wolpert 1999 
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into a necrotrophic invasion style, presumably because the increased vascular glutamine 

concentration is perceived as a signal of the host escape. This timely transition in virulence 

strategy enables the anthracnose pathogen to trap high levels of glutamine in the phloem, 

before the host can efficiently translocate its N reservoir out of the challenged area. In spite of 

the competence of this adaptable infection strategy, an early and strong ‘evasion’-based 

defense reaction in the host has been shown to be sufficient to stop the development of some 

potent hemibiotrophic pathogens, such as Colletotrichum higgisianum (Liu et al. 2010), and 

Phytophthora infestans (Shibata et al. 2010) while they are still in their biotrophic phase.  

Selective amino-acid utilization. Deciphering why some pathogens metabolize or neglect 

particular amino acids during the infection course may provide an intriguing insight into the 

metabolic interface between plants and pathogens.  

It has been shown that P. syringae pv. tomato is well-adapted to metabolize the six  most 

abundant amino acids in the tomato apoplast as both nitrogen and carbon sources. Most low-

abundant amino acids are used very poorly or not at all, except for asparagine, arginine, proline 

and histidine (Rico and Preston 2008). Utilization of histidine has been attributed to the energy-

intensive anabolism of the amino acid by the pathogen itself; however, it is not clear why the 

three other amino acids are utilized. Nutritional value is probably not the only evolutionary 

cause that has made these particular amino acids so important, since the highly abundant N-

rich amino acids, like aspartate, glutamate and glutamine, should be sufficient to supply the N 

need of the pathogen. By selective utilization of asparagine, P. syringae may affect AS 

expression in its host. However, as previously discussed, early and strong induction of AS in the 

host seems to be linked with a ‘slash and burn’-natured defense strategy (Hwang et al. 2011). 

Therefore, a late induction of AS, as observed in the compatible interaction of P. syringae-

tomato at 2 dpi peaking at 4 dpi (Olea et al. 2004), might be beneficial for the hemibiotrophic 

pathogen, facilitating the cell death associated with the necrotrophic phase of the infection. 

Confirmingly, no significant alterations were observed in asparagine levels of Arabidopsis leaves 

during early stages (8 and 12 hpi) of P. syringae infection (Ward et al. 2010).  
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Likewise, regarding the roles of arginine and proline in the host GM-mediated defenses (Fig. 2-

1), it can be hypothesized that the ability to utilize these amino acids might help the pathogen 

to seize two important defense-related precursors, repressing the following HR-inducing 

modules.  

Another example of a utilization-dependent virulence strategy can be seen in a recent study on 

the role of GABA in the P. syringae pv. tomato-Arabidopsis interaction (Park et al. 2010). The 

authors have demonstrated several important findings: firstly, that GABA is a suitable nutrient 

source for the pathogen in in vitro cultures; secondly, that higher levels of GABA are induced in 

the host in response to the infection; thirdly, that Arabidopsis pop2-1 mutants, accumulating 

higher levels of GABA, exhibit reduced susceptibility to the pathogen; and finally and most 

importantly, deficiency in the GABA catabolic pathway in the pathogen also results in reduced 

susceptibility in the host.  These results give support to the hypothesis that active utilization of 

a particular amino acid by P. syringae is not always just a nutritional preference; but beyond 

that, it may function as a ‘virulence strategy’ via which the pathogen interferes with an 

effective defense component of its host. 

 Conversely, by neglecting a particular amino acid or intermediate metabolite, the pathogen 

may prevent activation of the associated biosynthetic pathway.  This may explain why P. 

syringae lacks the glycerate pathway, which is necessary for glyoxylate utilization (Rico et al. 

and Preston 2008). Since  glyoxylate is not used as a carbon source,  further stimulation of the 

H2O2-generating GOX enzyme (Fig. 2-1) is avoided, leading to  attenuation of  the HR response 

in the host.  
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Targets for future research 

In this review we tried to explain how alterations in host GM can lead to either susceptibility or 

resistance, depending on the lifestyle of the pathogen. We hope that the endurance/evasion 

model may inspire further research in this fascinating, but underexplored area.   

To further substantiate the concepts of this review, glutamate (and possibly other key 

metabolites) could be labeled with stable isotopes such as 13C and 15N to study its metabolic 

flux in the GM-dependent metabolic pathways depicted in Figure 2-1 upon pathogen challenge.  

The observed alterations in host GM are clearly the result of a dynamic interplay between the 

host, trying to defend itself, and the pathogen, manipulating the host metabolism for its own 

benefit. We need a better understanding of the virulence factors of the pathogen such as toxins 

and effector proteins that modify the host GM. Moreover, the hypothesis that pathogens utilize 

certain amino acids to interfere with plant defense should be tested via mutants impaired in 

the uptake or metabolization of these compounds. To fully understand the metabolic events 

that rule plant-pathogen interactions, metabolic changes need to be studied both in the host 

and the pathogen, which is clearly exemplified by the GABA work of Park et al. (2010) discussed 

above. Analytical techniques that can help to achieve this are summarized in Rico et al. (2011) 

and Allwood et al. (2008). Novel approaches such as “dual metabolomics” described by Allwood 

et al. (2010) will be very helpful in this respect. In this method, plant cell cultures and 

pathogens are co-cultured for a certain amount of time, separated by filtration and 

subsequently, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is used to study the intracellular 

metabolomes of pathogen and plant cells (metabolic fingerprints) and the metabolites 

extruded in the supernatant (metabolic footprints).  

The role of plant hormones such as abscisic acid in host GM alterations is unclear and needs to 

be further explored. And finally, it will be interesting to see how environmental factors such as 

light and nitrogen nutrition, which are known to have profound effects on amino acid levels in 

the plant leaf (Urbanczyk-Wochniak and Fernie 2005; Jankanpaa et al. 2012) interfere with the 
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host GM and disease susceptibility. We believe that a better understanding of the role of plant 

GM in disease resistance can lead to new insights and strategies to control plant diseases.  
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eficiency of abscisic acid in the sitiens mutant of tomato culminates in increased 

resistance to Botrytis cinerea through a rapid epidermal hypersensitive response (HR) and 

associated phenylpropanoid-pathway-derived cell wall fortifications. This study focused on 

understanding the role of primary carbon/nitrogen (C/N) metabolism in the resistance response 

of sitiens to B. cinerea. how alterations in C/N metabolism are linked with the HR-mediated 

epidermal arrest of the pathogen, has been also investigated. Our results on the sitiens-B. 

cinerea interaction favor a model in which cell viability in the cells surrounding the invaded 

tissue is maintained by a constant replenishment of the TCA cycle through overactivation of the 

GS/GOGAT cycle and the GABA shunt, resulting in resistance via both tightly controlling the 

defense-associated HR and slowing down the pathogen-induced senescence.  Collectively, this 

study shows that maintaining cell viability via alterations in host C/N metabolism plays a vital 

role in the resistance response against necrotrophic pathogens. 

  

D 
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Introduction 

Plants have evolved a plethora of defense strategies to persist in a hostile environment that is 

abound with pathogens. Besides constitutive structural and biochemical defenses, plants 

possess sophisticated defense machinery, induced against those few pathogens that succeed in 

overcoming the preformed barriers. The plant possesses an arsenal of these inducible defenses, 

including the reactive oxygen species (ROS) burst, hypersensitive (HR) cell death, cell wall 

fortifications and de novo synthesis of various anti-microbial compounds which ultimately 

deprive a (hemi)biotrophic pathogen of the plant’s nutritional resources (Pieterse et al., 2009). 

However, the efficacy of such ROS/HR-mediated defense strategies against necrotrophic 

pathogens, which favor host cell death, remains questionable (Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2007).  

Botrytis cinerea has been recently nominated as the most scientifically/economically important 

necrotrophic fungal plant pathogen (Dean et al., 2012). As a true necrotroph, induction of cell 

death in the host tissue is known as a crucial mode of pathogenicity (Van Baarlen et al., 2004; 

Govrin et al., 2006). To accomplish this, B. cinerea is armed with an array of virulence factors 

such as phytotoxic metabolites, oxidative burst-evoking enzymes and oxalic acid (Govrin & 

Levine, 2000; Van Kan, 2006). On the other hand, resistance to necrotrophic pathogens like B. 

cinerea depends, to some extent, on the ability of the host to control the balance between cell 

death and survival (Mengiste 2012). It has been shown that expression of a senescence-

associated gene of Arabidopsis (SAG12) is induced by B. cinerea infection, while transgenic non-

senescing tomatoes exhibit some levels of resistance to the pathogen (Swartzberg et al., 2008). 

A model has been proposed for Arabidopsis non-host resistance to B. cinerea, according to 

which presence of a cellular zone around the primary infection site with a slower rate of cell 

death can restrict pathogen colonization (Van Baarlen et al., 2007).  

We have previously demonstrated that abscisic acid (ABA) deficiency in the sitiens mutant of 

tomato results in a strong resistance response to B. cinerea (Audenaert et al., 2002). 

Additionally it was recently shown that cuticle permeability and specific cell wall structure in 

the mutant leads to rapid defensive responses, including an early and localized production of 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and HR followed by cell wall fortifications in the epidermis, which 
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ultimately impede further spreading of the pathogen (Asselberg et al., 2007; Curvers et al., 

2010). Microarray analysis revealed that in addition to groups of genes coding for pathogenesis 

related (PR) proteins and enzymes related to cell-wall structure being upregulated, expression 

of a cluster of genes involved in primary amino acid metabolism significantly increased in the 

resistant mutant at 8 hours post inoculation (hpi) (Asselberg et al., 2007). The most notable of 

the latter group of genes were peroxisomal/glyoxysomal aspartate transaminase (AAT), the 

lysine catabolic gene ketoglutarate reductase/saccharopin dehydrogenase (LKR/SDH) and the γ-

aminobutyric acid (GABA) biosynthetic gene glutamate decarboxylase (GAD). However, the 

cause and the putative role of these amino acid-associated transcriptional alterations in the 

resistance mechanism of sitiens against B. cinerea remained unclear. 

Although there are dozens of studies corroborating the link between primary metabolism and 

plant defense responses (Reviewed by Bolton 2009), molecular knowledge on the role of 

primary amino acid metabolism in plant resistance mechanisms against pathogens is still 

fragmentary. We have recently reviewed the role of glutamate metabolism in plant-pathogen 

interactions, highlighting the importance of infection-triggered alterations in central amino acid 

metabolism in molding a resistance/susceptibility response in the host (Seifi et al., 2013). A 

causal link has been proposed between the disruption in glutamate/glutamine homeostasis and 

induction of cellular redox imbalances in leaf cells of Arabidopsis, leading to ROS-mediated cell 

death and resistance against the biotrophic fungus Erysiphe cichoracearum and the 

hemibiotrophic fungus Colletotrichum higginsianum (Liu et al., 2010). Conversely, drastic 

depletion in glutamate storage in distal, non-invaded regions of sunflower was postulated as a 

defensive strategy against B. cinerea. It was hypothesized that through this mechanism, 

glutamate-derived N-rich amino acids are supplied to the infected area, delaying the 

necrotroph-induced senescence (Dulermo et al., 2009). In Arabidopsis, LKR/SDH is significantly 

upregulated by abiotic stresses, but also by B. cinerea infection (Genevestigator, Zimmermann 

et al., 2005). It is suggested that stress-induced lysine catabolism serves as a generator of 

glutamate, the key precursor for important stress-related metabolites such as arginine, proline 

and GABA (Galili et al., 2001). Similarly, the observed increased susceptibility to B. cinerea in 

cytosolic aspartate transaminase (AAT1) over-expressing lines of Arabidopsis was suggested to 
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be caused through the repression of glutamate consuming pathways to maintain normal 

glutamate levels. In this way, less glutamate would be converted to key defense related 

metabolites such as proline or GABA (Brauc et al., 2011).  

GABA is known to accumulate in plant tissues in response to various abiotic and biotic stresses, 

suggesting assorted functions for the molecule ranging from involvement in central 

carbon/nitrogen (C/N) metabolism to functioning as a signaling molecule during plant-microbe 

interactions (Kinnersley & Turano, 2000; Roberts, 2007; Fait et al., 2008). Making up a 

considerable fraction of total free amino acid content in some plants (Roberts, 2007), GABA 

might be an attractive nutritional target, particularly for intercellularly growing pathogens. For 

instance, infection of tomato by the biotrophic fungus Cladosporium fulvum was shown to 

induce high levels of GABA in the apoplast, providing the pathogen with a rich nitrogen source 

(Solomon & Oliver, 2002). GABA also appears to be a nutrient source for Pseudomonas syringae 

pv. tomato in Arabidopsis. However, conditions promoting high levels of GABA can increase 

plant resistance by repressing the expression of the hrp genes in the bacterium (Park et al., 

2010). The involvement of GABA in plant-stress interactions have been also attributed to the 

metabolic functions of the GABA shunt, a cytosolic-mitochondrial pathway with an important 

role in the plant central C/N metabolism, connecting amino acid metabolism to the tricarboxylic 

acid (TCA) cycle (Fait et al., 2008). The GABA shunt consists of three key enzymes: GAD, GABA 

transaminase (GABAT) and succinic-semialdehyde dehydrogenase (SSADH). Specifically using 

glutamate as the main precursor for GABA biosynthesis, GAD activity catalyzes the first step of 

the GABA shunt in the cytosol, while the other two steps of the shunt, GABAT and SSADH, occur 

in mitochondria (Shelp et al. 2012). Although there are a number of studies demonstrating 

involvement of the GABA shunt in response to abiotic stresses (Bouché et al., 2003;  Ludewig et 

al., 2008), information on the molecular mechanism underpinning the role of this pathway in 

plant defense mechanisms against pathogens is still scarce (Wu et al., 2006).  

This study aimed at unraveling the role of the GABA shunt in the resistance response of the 

sitiens mutant to B. cinerea. In addition, we investigated how alterations in GABA metabolism 

may be linked with the HR-mediated epidermal arrest of the pathogen seen in the mutant.  The 
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efficacy of the ROS-fueled defense  of sitiens against a ROS-favoring pathogen, such as B. 

cinerea, appears to be vitally dependent on a secondary anti cell-death defense mechanism, 

activated in the area surrounding the invaded cells via concurrent over-activation of the GABA 

shunt and the cytosolic glutamine synthetase. Our sitiens model has revealed that maintaining 

cell viability via alterations in central C/N metabolisms is crucial in the resistance response 

against a necrotrophic pathogen.  

 

Results 

The GABA-shunt is involved in resistance of sitiens against Botrytis cinerea  

Previous microarray analysis has shown an upregulation of the GABA anabolic gene, glutamate 

decarboxylase 1 (GAD1), in inoculated sitiens (Asselbergh et al., 2007; Brauc et al. 2011). 

Additionally, a presumable link between AAT1 and LKR/SDH upregulations by B. cinerea 

infection and GABA metabolism, was previously proposed (Brauc et al., 2011). These 

observations prompted us to investigate whether GABA metabolism might play a role in the 

defense machinery of sitiens against B. cinerea. Quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR 

analyses revealed that all the key genes comprising the GABA-shunt, i.e GAD (GAD1 and GAD2), 

mitochondrial GABAT (GABAT1) and SSADH, were induced during early stages of the sitiens - B. 

cinerea interaction, whereas these alterations could not be seen in the wild type (Fig. 3-1a). A 

SSADH enzymatic assay confirmed the rapid increase in the activity of the last step of the GABA-

shunt upon inoculation of the mutant (Fig. 3-1b).  

In order to further evaluate whether the GABA shunt plays a role in the resistance of tomato 

against B. cinerea, GABAT1 (the transcript which showed the highest upregulation in response 

to B. cinerea) was functionally tested using the tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-based virus-induced 

gene silencing (VIGS) technique (Liu et al., 2002a; Liu et al., 2002b; Anand et al., 2007). The 

GABAT1 gene was cloned and a TRV construct was developed for VIGS in 10 day-old wild-type 

and sitiens seedlings. Three weeks after agroinfiltration, plants were assayed for resistance 

against B. cinerea. As a control, a TRV construct harboring the GUS gene sequence (with no 
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homology with plant DNA) was used. Furthermore, the Phytoene desaturase (PDS) gene was 

used to visually detect the proper time for pathogen inoculation (Supplemental Fig. S3). VIGS of 

GABAT1 increased susceptibility to B. cinerea in sitiens but not in the wild-type (Fig. 3-1c). 

However, silencing of GABAT1 imposed severe physiological disturbances in the mutant, 

causing death of some sitiens seedlings (~30%) and a hampered growth phenotype in the 

remaining plantlets, whereas such negative effect was not observed in GABAT1-silenced wild-

type plants (Fig. 3-1d).  
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Figure 3-1. Involvement of the GABA-shunt during sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. (a), Relative transcript 
accumulation of genes involved in the GABA shunt in sitiens (Sit) and the wild-type (WT) tomato in 
response to B. cinerea infection. GAD: glutamate decarboxylase; GABAT: GABA transaminase; SSADH: 
succinate semialdehyde dehyrogenase. One leaflet from each spray-inoculated leaf, taken from at least 
nine different 5-week-old plants, was excised, pooled (three leaflets per replicate), and flash-frozen at 
different time points after inoculation. Data presented here are relative gene expression in infected 
plants to the expression level in mock-inoculated control plants at each time point ± SE of three 
biological replicates. Experiments were repeated two times with similar results. (b), SSADH enzymatic 
activity, the enzyme functioning as the last step of the shunt, in sitiens mock-inoculated (SitM) and 
infected (SitI), and wild type mock-inoculated (WTM) and infected (WTI); during the infection course. 
The sampling procedure and data expression were performed as described above. For relative activity 
(infected/mock) of the enzyme, see Supplemental Fig. S2. (c), Disease severity in GABAT-silenced sitiens 
and wild type plants (Sit-GABAT1 , WT-GABAT1) and control plants  (Sit/Sit-TRV2, WT/WT-TRV2) infected 
with B. cinerea. The downregulation of GABAT1 gene expression in silenced plants was confirmed using 
qRT-PCR (Supplemental Table S4). Disease index calculation and inoculation were performed as 
described in “Material and Methods”. Data represent means ± SE of at least six different plants (leaves), 
with 4 leaf disks per leaf, from a representative experiment. Different letters indicate statistically 
significant difference (Duncan’s test; α=0.05), analyzed using SPSS Software (Version 15; SPSS, Inc.). (d), 
Physiological effect of GABAT1 silencing on sitiens and wild-type plants. (e), The effect of  HBA  (1mM) 
on disease severity  in Sit and WT. Symptoms were evaluated 5dpi. The downregulation of SSDH 
enzymatic activity in inhibitor-treated plants was confirmed (Supplemental Table S5). Data represent 
means ± SE of four different plants (leaves), with 6 leaf disks per leaf, from a representative experiment. 
Different letters indicate statistically significant difference (Duncan’s test; α=0.05). Significant 
differences between gene expression levels in WT and Sit (panel a), and enzyme activity levels in 
infected and mock-inoculated plants (panel b) are indicated by an asterisk (t-student test, p < 0.05).  

 

To avoid the severe physiological effect of GABAT1 silencing, we tried to pharmacologically 

inhibit the shunt in sitiens plants. Application of a potent GABA-shunt inhibitor, 4-

hydroxybenzaldehyde (HBA) (Tao et al., 2006), resulted in enhanced susceptibility in the mutant 

(Fig. 3-1e). Both silencing of GABAT1 and HBA treatment ultimately subdued the mutant’s 

capability to contain the pathogen, while the early epidermal HR-like symptoms and cell wall 

fortifications appeared intact resulting in an uncommon susceptible phenotype. The symptoms 

observed were quite similar to the resistance responses in the control plants until 2-3 days 

post-inoculation (dpi), while spreading mycelial tissue colonization outside of the inoculation 

site occurred afterwards (Fig. 3-2a-HBA/TRV2:GABAT1, 3-2c; the phenotype of the HBA-treated 

wild-type is shown in supplemental figure S8). Conversely, resistant control plants could 

effectively arrest pathogen growth within the inoculation site by forming a mesophyllic HR-like 

ring, differing from the epidermal HR, which appeared after 3 dpi as a ring encircling the 

inoculation area (Fig. 3-2a-Ctrl, 3-2b). 
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Figure 3-2. Macroscopic and microscopic analyses of the primary (12 h, 16 h and 72 h) and the 
secondary (7 dpi) defense responses in infected, water-treated sitiens (Ctrl), in comparison with GABA-
shunt-inhibited (HBA)/GABAT1-silenced (TRV2:GABAT1), and glutamine synthetase-inhibited 
(MSO)/GS1- silenced (TRV2:GS1) plants. (a), The early epidermal cell-wall fortifications could be seen in 
all samples: auto-fluorescence of phenolic compounds, deposited in the epidermis of sitiens inoculated 
with GFP-expressing B. cinerea at 12 hpi, and epidermal cell-wall modifications stained with safranine-O 
at 16hpi. At 72 h, GABAT1 silencing/GABA-shunt inhibition and GS1 silencing/GS inhibition did not affect 
the primary HR-like symptoms beneath the inoculation droplet, whereas slightly-spreading lesions could 
be seen sporadically in leaf disks. At 7 dpi, the infection site was encircled by a secondary HR-like ring in 
Ctrl (the red arrow), suppressing pathogen growth; while in other treated/silenced samples, the ring was 
not pronounced and the pathogen could successfully colonize the tissue out of the boundary of the 
primarily challenged area. (b), Micrograph of the primary epidermal (the white arrow) and the 
secondary mesophyllic (the red arrow) HR in Sit-Ctrl. (c), The deterrent effect of HBA on pathogen arrest 
in sitiens. Similar phenomena were observed in MSO-treated, TRV2:GS1 and TRV2:GABAT1 samples. 
Scale bars = 50µm.  
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Exogenous application of GABA decreases susceptibility to Botrytis cinerea in wild-type 

tomato  

To further ascertain whether GABA metabolism plays a role in the resistance mechanism 

against B. cinerea, the effect of exogenous GABA application on the defense responses of both 

sitiens and wild-type tomato plants was analyzed. Interestingly, wild-type leaf disks incubated 

overnight in solutions of 1, 5 and 10 mM GABA showed partial resistance to B. cinerea, while no 

significant change could be seen in GABA-treated sitiens compared to the untreated sitiens 

plants. However, simultaneous application of GABA and the GABA-shunt inhibitor HBA (1mM) 

led to increased disease severity in the wild type as well as in the mutant (Fig 3-3a; only data of 

5mM GABA treatment are shown). Further microscopic analysis on the GABA-induced 

resistance in wild-type leaves revealed that pathogen growth was suppressed in the cell layer 

beneath the epidermis forming a mesophyllic HR-like ring that surrounded the slightly-

spreading primary lesion (Fig. 3-3b), quite similar to what was observed in sitiens during later 

stages of the infection (Fig. 3-2b). To examine a direct effect of GABA on growth of B. cinerea, 

the fungus was grown on salt base medium with either sucrose (as carbon source) or GABA (as 

potential carbon and nitrogen source) or sucrose + GABA. The fungus grew and sporulated on 

the sucrose + GABA medium, indicating that GABA could serve as sole nitrogen source and had 

no direct negative impact on fungal growth (Fig. 3-3c). 

Metabolic analysis of GABA level fluctuations during the Botrytis cinerea-tomato interaction 

To investigate how GABA metabolism is modulated upon pathogen invasion in tomato, 

alterations in the levels of GABA were measured at different time points after inoculation using 

a specific ‘ultra performance liquid chromatography’ (UPLC) method.  As shown in Fig. 3-3d, 

GABA levels showed a sharp rise at 8 hpi in the B. cinerea-inoculated sitiens (SI), which was 

totally consumed after 16 hpi, followed by a gradual increase until 48 hpi in both mock-

inoculated (SC) and SI. Conversely, GABA levels showed a marginal increase until 16 hpi in both 

B. cinerea-infected (WI) and mock-inoculated (WC) samples. A marginal increase in WI at 24 hpi 

occurred which was followed by a sudden drop at 48 hpi. Absolute GABA levels, however, were 

higher in wild-type than in sitiens plants (Fig. 3-3d; Supplemental Table S3). 
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Figure 3-3. (a), The effect of exogenous GABA (5mM)  application on disease severity  in sitiens (Sit)  and 
wild-type (WT) plants. Symptoms were evaluated 5dpi. Data represent means ±SE of four different 
plants (leaves), with 6 leaf disks per leaf, from a representative experiment. Different letters indicate 
statistically significant difference (Duncan’s test; α=0.05). (b), Macroscopic and microscopic appearance 
of the infected water-treated wild-type (Ctrl) and GABA-treated wild type (GABA), infected with B. 
cinerea. On right-hand side: the mesophyllic HR ring restricting the lesion in GABA-treated WT. Fungal 
mycelia were stained with ‘trypan blue’ as described in “Material and Methods”. Scale bar = 500µm. (c), 
In vitro effect of GABA (5mM) on the growth and sporulation of B. cinerea grown on Gamborg B5 salt 
base medium (B5SB: with no carbon and nitrogen sources). The black circles indicate the place of the 
inoculation plaque. (d), Measurements of GABA levels in Sit and WT inoculated with B. cinerea. Error 
bars represent ± SE of three biological replicates.  
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Glutamine synthetase contributes to the defense mechanism against Botrytis cinerea in 
sitiens  

The glutamine synthetase/glutamate synthase (GS/GOGAT) cycle constitutes an important 

metabolic node with a central position in plant amino acid metabolism via which the amino acid 

glutamate, the main precursor for GABA biosynthesis, is continuously metabolized (Lam et al. 

1996). Therefore, we next focused on glutamine synthetase (GS), the key enzyme of the 

GS/GOGAT cycle that carries out ammonium re-assimilation (Cren & Hirel, 1999), and 

potentially contributes to plant defense (Tavernier et al. 2007). Total GS enzymatic activity in 

sitiens started to increase from 8 hpi onwards and peaked at 24 hpi at approximately 6 times 

the levels found in non-inoculated controls (Fig. 3-4a). Application of methionine sulfoximine 

(MSO), a selective inhibitor of GS (Takeba, 1984), increased susceptibility in sitiens (Fig. 3-4b) 

resulting in promoted cell death, measured by the amount of electrolyte leaked from the 

inoculated tissue (Kawasaki et al., 2005) (supplemental Fig. S5).  

Interestingly, the rapid increase in the expression of the GABA-shunt comprising genes in sitiens 

(Fig 3-1a), was paralleled by an early upregulation of cytosolic glutamine synthetase (GS1). After 

an 8 h delay, GS1 expression in wild-type mirrored the profile observed for sitiens, while 

expression of the chloroplastic isoform (GS2) rapidly decreased in both sitiens and the wild-type 

(Fig. 3-4c). To determine whether GS1 was involved in the sitiens defense response against B. 

cinerea, GS1-silenced sitiens plants were infected and found to exhibit severe susceptibility to 

B. cinerea. (Fig. 3-4d). Both silencing of GS1 and MSO treatment impaired the ability of the 

mutant to arrest the pathogen, with symptoms quite identical to those resulting from GABAT1 

silencing and GABA-shunt inhibition (Fig. 3-2a-MSO/TRV2:GS1).  
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Figure 3-4. Involvement of glutamine synthetase in sitiens (Sit) and wild-type (WT) defense responses 
against B. cinerea. (a), GS enzymatic activity in sitiens and the wild type in response to B. cinerea. For 
relative activity (infected/mock) of the enzyme, see Supplemental Fig. S4.  Error bars represent ± SE of 
three biological replicates. (b), GS inhibition by MSO led to increased susceptibility in sitiens. The 
downregulation of GS enzymatic activity in inhibitor-treated plants was confirmed (Supplemental Table 
5). Data represent means ±SE of four different plants (leaves), with 4 leaf disks per leaf, from a 
representative experiment. (c), Relative transcript accumulation of GS1 and GS2 in Sit and WT in 
response to B. cinerea infection. (d), Disease severity in GS1-silenced sitiens and wild type plants (Sit-
GS1 , WT-GS1) and control plants  (Sit/Sit-TRV2, WT/WT-TRV2) infected with B. cinerea. The 
downregulation of GS1 gene expression in silenced plants was confirmed using qRT-PCR (Supplemental 
Table S4). Data represent means ±SE of at least six different plants (leaves), with 4 leaf disks per leaf, 
from a representative experiment. Different letters indicate statistically significant difference (Duncan’s 
test; α=0.05). Significant differences between enzyme activity levels in infected and mock-inoculated 
plants (panel a), and gene expression levels in WT and Sit (panel c), are indicated by an asterisk (t-
student test, p < 0.05).  
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Sitiens does not undergo Botrytis cinerea-induced senescence 

Next, the expression pattern of the mitochondrial glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH1), which 

links the GS/GOGAT and the TCA cycle and is known as a molecular marker for stress-induced 

senescence (Masclaux et al., 2002; Pageau et al., 2006), was monitored. Despite an 

upregulation in sitiens at 8 hpi, the relative gene expression level did not alter significantly at 

later time points (16 and 24 hpi); whereas a tremendous rise in GDH transcriptional level was 

observed in infected wild-type (Fig. 3-5a). To further study the difference in the process of 

senescence in the two genotypes, protein degradation during the course of the infection was 

monitored as well. In sitiens, no clear change was detected in total protein content of infected 

leaves compared with the control until 3 dpi. However, total protein content of the wild type 

markedly decreased (Fig. 3-5b). Furthermore, sitiens plants did not exhibit any visually-

detectable symptom of senescence until 7 dpi (Fig. 3-5c). From this time onward, symptoms of 

chlorophyll degradation (pale yellowish color) were uniformly seen around the infection site, 

while the inoculation site (leaf area underneath the inoculation droplet) surrounded by the 

aforementioned HR ring remained green. The green area resembled a phenomenon typically 

associated with biotrophic interactions, the so-called “green bionissia” (Walters et al., 2008) 

(Fig. 3-5d). The ongoing photosynthesis in the green region at 21 dpi was confirmed by live-cell 

imaging when gas bubbles were observed being released through the stomata after light-

stimulation (Supplemental Video). Interestingly, the pathogen contained within the boundaries, 

was still viable as it was successfully re-cultured from beneath the inoculation droplet at 21 dpi.  
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Figure 3-5. Responses of sitiens (Sit) and the wild-type (WT) tomato to the pathogen-induced 
senescence. (a), Relative transcript accumulation of the senescence-associated gene GDH1,  in Sit and 
WT at the indicated time points post inoculation. (b), Changes in total protein content in Sit and WT in 
response to B. cinerea infection. Total protein content was determined using a Bradford assay (Bradford, 
1976). Data presented here are ratio of the measured total protein level in infected plants to the total 
protein level measured in mock-inoculated plants at each indicated time point. Error bars represent ± SE 
of three biological replicates. (c), Monitoring the senescence process in Sit and WT in response to B. 
cinerea infection. Sit’s ability to resist the infection-associated senescence could be seen until 7dpi in the 
whole leaf disk, while the inoculated area within the HR-ring, remained green and viable until 21 dpi. 24 
leaf disks from three different Sit and WT plants were inoculated, and incubated for 3 weeks under 
continuous dark condition at 22 °C. (d), The so-called “green bionissia” phenomenon. Significant 
differences between gene expression, and protein degradation levels in WT and Sit are indicated by an 
asterisk (t-student test, p < 0.05). 
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The phenylpropanoid pathway plays a pivotal role in the resistance response of sitiens 

against Botrytis cinerea  

We have previously shown a strong induction of phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) activity in 

sitiens (at 16 hpi) in response to B. cinerea (Audenaert et al., 2002). However, the importance 

of the phenyl propanoid pathway in the resistance response observed in the mutant remained 

unclear. The function of phenylpropanoid metabolism in plant resistance mechanisms is 

diverse, including strengthening cell walls through deposition of phenolic compounds (Hartley 

& Ford, 1989; Dixon et al., 2002). PAL activity is also known as a major secondary source of 

ammonium production in plant cells, entailing an influx of ammonium into the cytosol as the 

inevitable byproduct of the enzyme activity (Bernard & Habash, 2009). This premise led us to 

hypothesize that the ammonium generated by the strong over-activation of PAL might be 

reassimilated by the GS enzyme, linking the rapid epidermal cell wall fortification studied 

previously (Asselbergh et al., 2007) with the observed alterations in GS/GOGAT-GABA-shunt in 

the mutant. Therefore, the involvement of the phenylpropanoid pathway in the sitiens-B. 

cinerea interaction was further analyzed.  

The relative expression of tomato PAL5 (accession No.: M90692), the main isoform reported to 

be induced in response to biotic stresses in tomato (Chang et al. 2008), was next monitored in 

both sitiens and wild type plants. The relative expression level of PAL5 was higher in B. cinerea-

infected sitiens plants (3.3 at 16hpi and 4.8 at 24hpi), compared with infected wild-type plants 

(0.73 at 16hpi and 2.14 at 24hpi) (Fig. 3-6a). Blast analyses (tblastn, blastx and blastn) revealed 

a GenBank tomato cDNA entry (accession No.: AK320988) showing the highest identity to 

Petunia axillaris PAL1 (85%), Nicotiana tabacum PAL4 (78%) and Nicotiana attenuatae PAL1 

(77%). However, it exhibited no significant sequence similarity to three known tomato PAL1, 

PAL5 and PAL6 genes available in GenBank (accession No.: M83314, M90692 and GO653208) or 

to available sequences for other tomato PAL genes (PAL2, PAL3, PAL4) retrieved from The 

Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) database (Gayoso et al., 2010). Translation of the 

sequence by BLASTX program, revealed 81% and 80% identity (E value = 0) with tomato PAL1 

(accession No.: P26600) and PAL5 (accession No.: P35511) proteins, respectively (Supplemental 
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Fig. S1), suggesting that it may encode a new tomato PAL isoform (hereafter referred to as 

PAL7, see supplemental Fig. S6 for more information). In comparison with PAL5, the 

presumable PAL7 is expressed faster and more strongly in the inoculated mutant. Interestingly, 

PAL7 showed a clear parallel expression pattern with GS1 and the GABA-shunt genes (Fig. 3-6a). 

Furthermore, silencing of PAL7 in sitiens increased susceptibility to B. cinerea (Fig. 3-6b). 

However, the actual existence and functionality of PAL7 protein during the sitiens-B. cinerea 

interaction remains to be proved. 

Further enzymatic analysis of PAL activity in sitiens demonstrated a pronounced increase in the 

overall activity of the enzyme at 8 hpi that was still present at 16 and 24 hpi (Fig. 3-6c). In wild-

type plants, PAL activity increased during infection to only a fraction of the levels in sitiens 

confirming the importance of the phenylpropanoid pathway in regulating resistance of tomato 

to B. cinerea-sitiens. Accordingly, epi-fluorescence (EF) microscopy revealed either epidermal 

(12 hpi) or mesophyllic deposition of phenolic compounds in the mutant (24 hpi) (Fig. 3-6d). 

Furthermore, independent application of two different PAL inhibitors, α-aminooxyacetic acid 

(AOA) and α-aminooxy-β-phenylpropanoic acid (AOPP) (Amrhein & Gödeke, 1977), gave similar 

results and led to extreme susceptibility both in sitiens and WT (Fig. 3-7a –only AOPP data are 

shown).  EF-microscopy confirmed the attenuating effect of PAL inhibition on the deposition of 

phenolic compounds in epidermal cell walls of the mutant (Fig. 3-7b). However, using 3,3’-

diaminobenzidine (DAB) to visualize H2O2 production at the inoculation site revealed that PAL 

inhibition did not affect the early epidermal accumulation of H2O2 typically seen in Botrytis-

infected sitiens (Asselbergh et al., 2007), suggesting an upstream role for ROS spiking in the 

sitiens-Botrytis interaction (Fig. 3-7c). 
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Figure 3-6. Over-activation of the phenylpropanoid pathway during sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. (a), 
Relative transcript accumulation of PAL5 and  the presumable PAL7 in sitiens (Sit) and the wild-type 
(WT). (b), Disease severity in PAL7-silenced sitiens and wild type plants (Sit-PAL7 , WT-PAL7) and control 
plants  (Sit/Sit-TRV2, WT/WT-TRV2) infected with B. cinerea. The downregulation of PAL7 gene 
expression in silenced plants was confirmed using qRT-PCR (Supplemental Table S4). Data represent 
means ±SE of at least six different plants (leaves), with 4 leaf disks per leaf, from a representative 
experiment. Different letters indicate statistically significant difference (Duncan’s test; α=0.05). (c), PAL 
enzymatic activity in sitiens and the wild type in response to B. cinerea infection. For relative activity 
(infected/mock) of the enzyme, see Supplemental Fig. S7.  Error bars represent ± SE of three biological 
replicates. (d), Left: autofluorescence of phenolic compounds deposited in the mesophyll (red arrows) of 
sitiens (Sit) leaf inoculated with GFP-expressing B. cinerea (24 hpi); the white arrow indicates epidermal 
accumulation of phenolics. c: conidium; gt: germ-tube. Right: Epi-fluorescence micrograph of wild-type 
(WT) leaf inoculated with GFP-expressing B. cinerea (24 hpi).  Scale bar = 50 µm. Significant differences 
between gene expression levels in WT and Sit (panel a), and enzyme activity levels in infected and mock-
inoculated plants (panel c), are indicated by an asterisk (t-student test, p < 0.05). 
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Figure 3-7. Effect of PAL inhibition on sitiens (Sit) and wild-type (WT) defense responses against B. 
cinerea. (a), The effect of different concentrations of AOPP on disease severity in sitiens and the wild 
type. The downregulation of PAL enzymatic activity in inhibitor-treated plants was confirmed 
(Supplemental Table S5). Data represent means ±SE of three different plants (leaves), with 4 leaf disks 
per leaf, from a representative experiment. Different letters indicate statistically significant difference 
(Duncan’s test; α=0.05). (b), Epi-fluorescence microscopy showing attenuating effect of  AOPP treatment 
on the accumulation of epidermal cell wall-bound phenolics in sitiens, inoculated with GFP-expressing B. 
cinerea. (c), Effect of AOPP on the epidermal H2O2 accumulation, visualized by DAB staining, in sitiens 
leaf disks infected with a 10 µl droplet of B. cinerea conidial suspension at different time points. One 
representative leaf disk out of three replicates is shown for each time point. The red arrow shows B. 
cinerea mycelia covering sitiens leaf disk, treated with AOPP, representing severe susceptibility. Scale 
bars = 50 µm.   
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Discussion 

In this study, the sitiens-B.cinerea pathosystem was used as a model to understand the 

mechanisms needed to effectively resist a necrotrophic pathogen. The focus was mainly 

directed toward the role of GABA metabolism in the sitiens defense response, inspired by 

previous studies (Asselbergh et al., 2007; Brauc et al., 2011). The results indicate that a timely 

over-activation of the GS/GOGAT cycle and the GABA shunt maintains cell viability, slowing 

down senescence in the site of primary invasion. Induction of such a cell-death alleviating 

mechanism in the cells surrounding the epidermal sites penetrated by B. cinerea, may also 

explain how the  HR-mediated defense response observed in sitiens (Asselbergh et al., 2007) 

can effectively suppress a necrotrophic pathogen. 

In angiosperms, there are two distinct GS isoforms, cytosolic (GS1) and chloroplastic (GS2), 

which feed ammonium in the GS/GOGAT cycle. GS1 is commonly believed to be involved in 

ammonium re-assimilation during natural and stress-induced senescence, as the GS1 transcript 

is known as a putative senescence-associated gene (SAG)/marker (Pageau et al., 2006).  The 

chloroplastic isoform (GS2), though, plays a crucial role in the assimilation of ammonium 

obtained from nitrate reduction and photorespiration (Perez-Garcia et al., 1998; Bernard & 

Habash 2009). Co-induction of SAGs and defense-related genes has been previously observed in 

many cases, highlighting the necessity for an efficient protection against opportunistic 

pathogens during the critical process of senescence (Quirino et al., 2000). For instance, 

overlapping expression of GS1 and PAL has been reported in a number of studies on plant 

tissues undergoing some form of senescence, such as lignin depositing sclerenchyma cells in 

naturally-maturing leaf blades of rice (Sakurai et al., 2001), and senescing leaves of Phaseolus 

vulgaris in response to Colletotrichum lindemuthianum (Tavernier et al., 2007). Accordingly, the 

concurrent high levels of GS1/PAL7 expressions and GS/PAL activities observed in inoculated 

sitiens suggest a metabolic link between the phenylpropanoid pathway and the GS-GOGAT 

cycle, presumably through reassimilation of PAL-derived ammonium. However, according to 

the results presented here, the rapid upregulation of GS1 in sitiens seems not to be associated 

with senescence, since senescence is delayed in the mutant, particularly during early stages of 
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the interaction. Under the pathogen challenge, and considering the downregulation of GS2, the 

cytosolic isoform might play a compensatory role to ensure the critical functionality of the GS-

GOGAT cycle. Therefore, it could be hypothesized that over-activation of GS-GOGAT cycle is not 

merely involved in scavenging the unwanted byproduct of a defensive pathway, but more 

importantly, it might be an influential part of an activated anti-cell death mechanism in sitiens. 

This was further confirmed when either VIGS of GS1 or inhibition of GS by MSO promoted cell 

death and abolished the capacity of sitiens to contain the pathogen during the later stages of 

the interaction (Fig. 3-2a). However, a late upregulation of GS1 was observed in wild-type 

plants, which may be linked to the putative senescence-related role of the gene in agreement 

with the strong senescence occurring in these plants (Fig. 3-5c). 

Besides functioning as the basic step in forming different amino acids, glutamate generation via 

GS-GOGAT cycle serves as a key source for various compounds with possible roles in plant-

pathogen interaction, such as GABA (Galili et al., 2001; Brauc et al., 2011). Cytosolic 

decarboxylation of glutamate by GAD is the main route for GABA biosynthesis (Baum et al. 

1996), as well as a controlling point in the GABA-shunt (Busch & Fromm, 1999). It is also known 

that this route has a regulatory role in central C/N metabolism by providing a major link 

between amino acid metabolism and the TCA cycle (Fait et al., 2008). The genes encoding GABA 

shunt enzymes exhibited in sitiens an early upregulation in response to the pathogen, 

concomitant to the PAL7 and GS1 expression pattern, suggesting a concerted interplay between 

defense response and primary metabolism in the mutant. Further evidence for this interplay is 

provided by the UPLC analysis showing an increase in GABA levels in the resistant sitiens 

mutant at 8 hpi, followed by a considerable consumption of the amino acid. Since absolute 

GABA levels are higher in wild-type plants than in the sitiens mutant, it seems that, rather than 

the level of GABA per se, temporal activation of the GABA shunt is important in defense. It is 

also known that GABA accumulated in plants in response to different environmental stresses 

(Kinnersley & Turano, 2000; Roberts, 2007; Fait et al., 2008), including dark incubation and 

mechanical leaf detachment (Wallace et al., 1984). This might explain the gradual increasing 

levels of GABA in dark-incubated, detached leaves of sitiens and the wild-type plants (Fig. 3D). 

Furthermore, the big difference in GABA levels between B. cinerea-infected wild-type (WI) and 
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mock-inoculated wild-type (WC) at 48 hpi could be related to the spread of the pathogen 

infection in the leaf tissue, catabolizing GABA as a perfect N source (Fig. 3C). 

Under oxidative stress conditions, the TCA enzymes aconitase, succinyl-CoA ligase and the 

NADH-generating α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase are deactivated, resulting in accelerated cell 

death in the stress-undergoing tissue (Sweetlove et al., 2002). Although involvement of the 

GABA-shunt in maintaining redox equilibrium during plant responses to abiotic stresses or 

natural senescence has gained some attention (Ansari et al., 2005; Fait et al., 2005; Shelp et al., 

2012), the literature relating to the cell death-alleviating role of the GABA-shunt in plant 

responses towards pathogen-induced oxidative stress is scarce. According to data presented 

here, over-activation of the GABA-shunt in sitiens plays a vital role in resistance to B. cinerea. 

Likewise, exogenous application of GABA to the wild type could effectively restrict the 

pathogen progress by forming a HR-like ring around the spreading lesion (Fig 3-3b), mimicking 

the mesophyllic ring observed as the secondary wave of defense in sitiens (Fig. 3-2a). Taken 

together, it could be hypothesized that in sitiens timely activation of the GABA-shunt might 

restrict the extent of cell death caused by the H2O2-mediated defense response against B. 

cinerea, particularly in cells in the vicinity of the pathogen penetration sites. The redox 

regulating effect of the GABA shunt may be explained by generation of NADH via SSADH and/or 

by ensuring the functionality of the TCA cycle, under oxidative stress, through bypassing the 

ROS sensitive enzymes of the cycle. This hypothesis is in agreement with the report of Wu et al. 

(2006), suggesting that the GABA shunt may play a role in restricting cell death in both the 

incompatible and compatible  interaction of rice with the blast fungus Magnaporte oryzae. 

Likewise, we have recently proposed a model describing how over-activation of metabolic 

pathways that can maintain the functionality of the GS/GOGAT and TCA cycle in invaded cells 

may function as anti-cell death defense strategy, termed as ‘endurance’, resulting in resistance 

against necrotrophic pathogens (Seifi, et al., 2013).   

Defense responses in plants are known to be highly energy-demanding processes (Heil & 

Bostock, 2002; Berger et al., 2007), heavily draining the TCA cycle-generated energy and 

intermediates (Kinnersley & Turano, 2000; Bolton, 2009). The TCA cycle plays a crucial anabolic 
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role in supporting the costly defense-related metabolic pathways, such as stress-induced 

phenylpropanoid metabolism, which may consume up to 20% of the total photosynthetic 

carbon in the plant (Dennis & Blakeley, 1995). This huge demand highlights the necessity of 

anaplerotic reactions (‘filling-up reactions’; Kornberg, 1965) to replenish the cycle and ensure 

its constant functionality during such circumstances (Kinnersley & Turano, 2000). Under 

pathogen invasion pressure, the GABA-shunt might also operate as an important anaplerotic 

route to the TCA cycle, providing carbon skeleton in the form of succinate (Michaeli et al., 

2011). Accordingly, the race non-specific Lr34-mediated resistance response against the wheat 

leaf rust pathogen Puccinia triticina has been shown to be considerably energy-intensive, 

entailing concurrent upregulation of the TCA cycle and the GABA shunt (Bolton et al., 2008). 

The results presented here may also support this hypothesis, suggesting concurrent over-

activation of the energy-intensive phenylpropanoid pathway and the GABA-shunt during the 

early stages of the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. In this context, and regarding the observed 

delayed senescence in the mutant, the early and moderate transcriptional upregulation of 

sitiens GDH1 in sitiens might be associated with the PAL-GS1 pattern and the deaminating 

activity of the enzyme, forming 2-oxoglutarate from glutamate, functioning as another 

anaplerotic entry point into the TCA cycle. However, the late and substantial increase in GDH in 

the wild-type is seemingly associated with the aminating activity of the enzyme, exhausting the 

TCA cycle and facilitating cell death as suggested previously (Pageau et al., 2006).  

It seems that the lower levels of ABA in sitiens lead to a metabolic state in which the process of 

senescence is slowed down (Fig. 3-5c, Sit-Mock). Accordingly, ABA was shown to play a major 

role in the regulation of leaf senescence in Lilium leaves (Arrom & Munne-Bosch., 2012). 

Interestingly, in the inoculated sitiens, cell viability and photosynthesis are retained within the 

pathogen-infested area (beneath the inoculation droplet) until at least 21 dpi, while still 

containing viable B. cinerea mycelia. The term “green bionissia” was first defined by Walters et 

al. (2008) as a “localized green area of host tissue, in which both host and pathogen cells are 

alive, surrounded by yellow, senescent host tissue”. This is typically seen in plants invaded by 

obligate biotrophs, such as rusts and mildews, benefitting the pathogen by prolonging 

availability of a living nutrient source. Here, however, we report that ABA deficiency in the 
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sitiens mutant of tomato results in a rare type of green bionissia, encircled within a mesophyllic 

HR-like ring, functioning as a resistance mechanism to retard the necrotrophic pathogen-

induced senescence in the invaded area. In wild-type tomato plants none of the anti-

senescence defense mechanisms discussed above were observed at early time points, 

suggesting that they are suppressed by basal ABA levels in the susceptible interaction. It should 

be noted that exogenous application of ABA suppresses all defense responses in sitiens 

(Asselbergh et al., 2007; Curvers et al., 2010). However, how exactly ABA may negatively 

control such defense mechanisms still remains unanswered. 

In summary, through our model sitiens- B. cinerea pathosystem, molecular features of a 

biphasic resistance mechanism in response to a true necrotrophic invasion strategy was 

eventually unraveled. We propose that, in addition to the epidermal HR-mediated defense 

response (Asselbergh et al., 2007), timely reconfiguration of the host central C/N metabolism 

plays a vital role in shaping a secondary line of defense response in the resistant mutant (Fig. 3-

8). Initially, the ‘fast pathogen arrest’ phase, consisting of a rapid epidermal ROS accumulation 

followed by cell wall fortifications, in which the phenylpropanoid pathway plays a vital role, 

arrests the penetrating pathogen in the epidermis. Concurrently, a ‘maintenance’ phase of 

basic metabolism begins presumably in the mesophyll cells surrounding the infection site, 

tightly controlling the extent of the epidermal HR-mediated defense response, and slowing 

down the infection-induced senescence. The ammonium produced by PAL activity is re-

assimilated by the cytosolic GS, reutilizing the byproduct of the primary phase to reduce the 

damage to the GS/GOGAT cycle in the absence of the chloroplastic isoform.  Subsequently, the 

GS-GOGAT-generated carbon skeleton is supplied into the TCA cycle via the over-activated 

GABA-shunt, replenishing the redox-regulating and anabolically critical Krebs cycle under the 

constant pressure of infectious mycelia of B. cinerea. Ultimately, activation of such a survival 

mechanism in the vicinity of the penetration site, culminates in forming a rarely-seen anti-

necrotrophic type of ‘green bionissia’ in sitiens, enabling a HR-mediated defense strategy to be 

ultimately effective against a HR-favoring necrotrophic pathogen. 
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Figure 3-8. The multifaceted resistance mechanism in sitiens against B. cinerea. The model depicts the 
interplay between two spatially and functionally different defensive phases, working synergistically to 
suppress the pathogen progress: the epidermal HR-mediated response (fast pathogen arrest phase, red 
asterisks), and the mesophyllic GS1/GABA-shunt-mediated anti cell death mechanism (maintenance 
phase, green asterisks). The immunologically stained micrograph of an infected sitiens leaf section has 
been adopted from our previous study (Curvers et al. (2010)), showing two HR-undergone epidermal 
cells in response to the pathogen penetration (red asterisks). Enzymes are indicated in gray rectangles. 
PAL, phenylalanine ammonia lyase; GS1, cytosolic glutamine synthetase; GAD, glutamate decarboxylase; 
GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid; GABA-T, GABA-transaminase; SSA, succinate semialdehyde; SSADH, SSA 
dehydrogenase; GDH, glutamate dehydrogenase. 
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Materials and Methods 

Plant and pathogen materials and growth conditions 

The ABA-deficient sitiens mutant of tomato (Taylor et al., 1988, 2000), and the corresponding 

wild type ‘Moneymaker’ were grown in potting compost soil in a growth chamber at 

temperature ranging from 20°C to 25°C during a 16 h light/8 h dark regime, with 75% relative 

humidity. Conidia of Botrytis cinerea strain R16 (Faretra & Pollastro, 1991) and codon-optimized 

GFP-expressing Botrytis cinerea strain B05.10 (Leroch et al., 2011) were maintained as 

previously described (Audenaert et al., 2002; Asselbergh et al., 2007).  

Inoculation method and disease index evaluation 

The inoculation conidial suspension was prepared according to Curvers et al. (2010), containing 

5 × 105 spores mL-1 in 0.01 M KH2PO4 and 6.67 mM glucose, while for mock inoculation conidia 

were omitted from the suspension. For infection trials, leaf disks were inoculated according to 

Asselbergh et al. (2007) by putting 10-µL droplets of the inoculation suspension on the adaxial 

surface of leaf disks punched from fifth or sixth leaves of 5-week-old plants. Inoculated leaf 

disks were placed in enclosed 24-well plates and incubated at 22°C under darkness. Disease 

index was evaluated 5 dpi as described before (Curvers et al., 2010), using a disease scoring 

scale containing four infection severity categories (supplemental Fig. S1). Spray inoculation was 

used for enzymatic assays and transcriptional analyses. The fifth or sixth leaves of 5-week-old 

plants were excised and placed in a plastic tray on four layers of absorbent paper, moistured 

with 400-500 mL of demineralized water. Leaves were sprayed with the inoculation suspension 

using an atomizer until a homogenous coverage of 1-2 µL droplets of the leaf was reached.  

Visualization of defense responses 

H2O2 accumulation was visualized using DAB staining according to the protocol of Thordal-

Christensen et al. (1997). Samples were floated on aqueous solution of DAB-HCL (1 mg mL-1, pH 

4) for three hours and then cleared and fixed in 100% ethanol at the desired time point as 

previously described (Azami-Sardooei et al., 2010). To visualize cell wall modifications, safranin-

O staining was performed according to Lucena et al. (2003). Leaf disks were incubated in 0.01% 
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safranin-O in 50% ethanol for 3 min. Fungal structures were stained using a slightly modified 

trypan blue staining technique (Asselbergh et al. 2007), with 0.1% trypan blue in 10% acetic acid 

for 15 seconds. All the staining protocols were followed by extensive rinsing steps in 

demineralized water and finally samples were mounted in 50% glycerol before microscopic 

observation. Accumulation of autofluorescing phenolic compounds was detected using an 

Olympus BX51 epifluorescence microscope (U-MWB2 GPF filter set, excitation filter 450-480 

nm, dichroic beam splitter 500 nm, barrier filter BA515) according to De Vleesschauwer et al. 

(2010). Live cell imaging was done using U-MWG2 filter cube (excitation filter 510-550 nm, 

dichroic beam splitter DM 570, barrier filter BA590). Images were digitally acquired using 

‘Olympus Color View II’ camera, and further processed with the ‘Olympus analysis ‘cell^F’ 

software.  

Enzymatic activity assays and total protein content measurement 

Soluble proteins were extracted by resuspending the crushed tissue  (150 mg fresh weight) in 

0.8 mL of potassium phosphate buffer 0.1 M, pH 8, containing 2% (W/V) polyvinylpyrrolidone, 

0.1% (V/V) Triton X-100, 1mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and 1mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 

(PMSF). The extracts were then vortexed for 1 min and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm, 4°C for 10 

min. The Bradford method (Bradford, 1976), was used for the measurement of protein levels in 

extracts used in enzymatic assays. 

PAL enzyme activity was assayed according to Sreelakshmia and Sharma (2008), in a reaction 

mixture containing an aliquot of the protein extract (100 µL) in 0.9 mL of 0.1 M borate buffer, 

pH 8.8, and 10 mM L-phenylalanine (total volume of 1 mL). The reaction was carried out for 60 

min at 37°C and the increase in absorbance at 290 nm was recorded at every 10 min interval. 

The enzyme activity was determined kinetically based on the rate of formation of trans-

cinnamic acid by calculating the slope of the linear part of the plot as ‘ΔAbs290 per min per mg 

of protein’.  

GS enzyme activity was measured by the synthetase reaction (glutamate + ammonia + ATP  

glutamine + ADP), according to Machado et al. (2001) with minor modifications. The assay 

mixture was composed of 500 mM glutamate, 100 mM hydroxylamine, 200 mM MgSO4, 80 mM 
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ATP and 50 mM imidazole buffer, pH 7.4. The reaction was started by adding an aliquot of the 

protein extract (0.2 ml) to a final volume of 2 mL. One mL of the mixture was immediately 

removed (at 0 min) and added to 1 mL of Ferguson and Sims (FS, 1971) reagent, consisting of 

0.67 N HCl, 0.20 M TCA and 0.37 M FeCl3. Another 1 mL of the assay was incubated at 32°C for 

15 min when the reaction was stopped by the addition of 1 mL of the FS reagent. The resulting 

precipitate in both tubes (0 and 15 min) was removed by centrifugation at 1500 x g for 3 min 

and the absorbance of the supernatant was recorded at 535 nm. The enzyme activity was 

calculated as ‘ΔAbs535 per 15 min per mg of protein’.  

SSADH enzyme activity was assayed as described by Busch and Fromm (1999). The reaction 

mixture contained 900 µl of 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 9.0, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM SSA, 

0.5 mM NAD+ and 100 µL of SSADH-containing protein extract. Enzyme activities were 

monitored for 5 min, and the increase in absorbance at 340 nm was recorded at every 0.5 min 

interval at 24°C. The enzyme activity was determined by calculating the slope of the linear part 

of the absorbance plot as ‘ΔAbs340 per min per mg of protein’. 

Pharmacological experiments 

The leaf disk/24-well plate method, described by Asselbergh et al. (2007) was used for all 

inhibitor treatments. Prior to inoculation and microscopic observations, leaf disks of sitiens and 

wild type were floated for 12 h on aqueous solutions of the respective inhibitors at the 

indicated concentrations, while control leaf disks were placed on sterile demineralized water.  

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, and quantitative RT-PCR analysis 

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis, and quantitative RT-PCR analysis were performed following 

the procedure described by De Vleesschauwer et al. (2010). Briefly, total RNA was isolated from 

frozen leaf tissue using the Spectrum Plant Total RNA kit (Sigma). First-strand cDNA synthesis 

was done using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit and random primers (Applied 

Bioscience), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Nucleotide sequences of all primers 

used in this study are listed in Supplemental Table S1. Maxima Sybr Green qPCR master mix 

(Fermentas) and the Mx3005P real-time PCR detection system (Stratagene) were used for 
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quantitative PCR amplifications. A dissociation curve analysis was included to verify the target 

specificity of the primers used. Two different reference genes actin (accession No.: AB199316.1) 

and elongation factor 1α (accession No.: X14449.1) (Lovdal & Lillo, 2009), were used as internal 

controls to normalize the amount of plant RNA in each sample. Samples collected from mock-

inoculated plants at 0 hpi were selected as a calibrator and the generated data were analyzed 

with the Mx3005P software (Stratagene).  

Virus-Induced gene silencing 

Virus-induced gene silencing was carried out on tomato seedlings according to Velásquez et al. 

(2009). Briefly, fragments of the tomato (herein called) PAL7 (AK320988.1), GS1 (AF200360.1) 

and GABAT1 (NM_001247407.1) were amplified by PCR from a tomato cDNA library with gene-

specific primers (Supplemental Table S2). Adaptor-PCR was used to attach the GATEWAY 

recombinatorial cloning (Invitrogen) attB1 (5’-GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCT-3’) and 

attB2 (5’-GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGT-3’) sites to the fragments. The resulting 

fragments were cloned into the pTRV2-GW vector (Liu et al., 2002a). Constructed plasmids and 

the helper plasmid pTRV1 were isolated and transferred into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain 

GV3101 by electroporation. A mixture of A.tumefaciens containing the pTRV1 and the 

pTRV2:GUS (or the pTRV2 containing the genes of interest) in a 1 to 1 ratio was used for agro-

inoculation. Three to four weeks after inoculation, fully expanded leaves of both silenced plants 

and vector control plants were used for infection with B. cinerea.  

GABA level measurement 

GABA was extracted from 50 mg of freeze-dried tissue powder with 400 µL of methanol, 200 µL 

of chloroform and 400 µL of water at room temperature. Aliquots of 200 µL of the upper phase 

were dried under vacuum and residues were resuspended in 50 µL of ultra-pure water. GABA 

was derivatized using the AccQTM Tag Ultra derivitization kit (Waters Corporation, Milford, USA) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Derivatized GABA was analyzed using an 

AcquityTM UPLC system (Waters Corporation, Milford, USA) as described by Jubault et al. (2008). 

For each sample, GABA was reliably identified by comparison of sample chromatograms with 
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standard, and then quantified after normalization against internal standards and plant material 

fresh weight. 
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Supplemental Figure S1. Illustration of the severity scale used for disease index evaluation. A 
disease index was calculated as described previously (Curvers et al., 2010), with four different 
scores (0, resistant; 1, slightly spreading lesion; 2, moderately spreading lesion; 3, severely 
spreading lesion) using the following formula: [(0 × a) + (1 × b) + (2 × c) + (3 × d)/(a + b + c + d)] × 
100/3 where a, b, c, and d are the number of discs examined with scores 0, 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively. 

Supplemental Figure S2. Relative values (inoculated/mock) of SSADH enzymatic activity in 
sitiens (Sit) and wild-type (WT) tomato plants at different time points post inoculation. 
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Supplemental Figure S3. A fully expanded 5
th

 leaf (left) and a 4 week-old PDS-silenced sitiens plant 
(right). The frequency of gene silencing in  PDS-silenced plants were almost 100% (i.e. percentage 
of plants showing silencing phenotype (bleaching or yellowing) among total infiltrated plants).  

Supplemental Figure S4. Relative values (inoculated/mock) of GS enzymatic activity in sitiens 
(Sit) and wild-type (WT) tomato plants at different time points post inoculation. 
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Supplemental Figure S5. The effect of glutamine synthetase inhibition by MSO on electrolyte 
leakage in sitiens (Sit) and the wild type (WT) inoculated with B. cinerea. MSO treatment, B. 
cinerea inoculation and electrolyte leakage measurement were performed as described in 
“Material and Methods”. Cell death electrolyte leakage was measured as described by Dhawan 
et al. (2009). Briefly, upon the inhibitor treatment and at the indicated time points, leaf disks 
were collected, washed with Milli-Q water and placed in a tube containing 15 mL of Milli-Q 
water, after which the conductivity was measured using a conductivity meter (Model AG 644, 
Conductometer, Metrohm). Vertical bars indicate standard errors.  
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Supplemental Figure S6. Sequence alignment (BlastX) of the novel tomato PAL (PAL 7) and 
existing tomato PAL1 (accession No.: P26600)  and PAL5 (accession No.: P35511)  isoforms. 
Translation of the sequence gave 81% and 80% identity (E value = 0) with tomato PAL1 and 
PAL5 proteins, respectively. 
More information regarding the cDNA entry AK320988:  
The sequence showed the highest identity to other species’ PALs, such as Petunia axillaris 
PAL1 (85%), Nicotiana tabacum PAL4 (78%) and Nicotiana attenuatae PAL1 (77%). However, 
it exhibited no significant sequence similarity to three known tomato PAL1, PAL5 and PAL6 
genes available in GenBank (accession No.: M83314, M90692 and GO653208) or to available 
sequences for other tomato PAL genes (PAL2, PAL3, PAL4) retrieved from The Institute for 
Genomic Research (TIGR) database (Gayoso et al., 2010).  
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Supplemental Figure S7. Relative values (inoculated/mock) of PAL enzymatic activity in 
sitiens (Sit) and wild-type (WT) tomato plants at different time points post inoculation. 

Supplemental Figure S8. The phenotype of the HBA-treated wild-type leaf disks. 
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Genes Genbank 

accession number 
Forward (5’-3’) Reverse (5’-3’) 

Act AB199316.1 TCGGAATGGGACAGAAGGATGCG TGCCTCAGTCAGGAGAACAGGG 
EF1-α X14449.1 ATGCACCACGAAGCTCTCCAGG ATGACCTGGGCAGTGAAGCTGG 
PAL7 AK320988.1 GCTATCAACGCGTTCCAACAGGC ACCATTGAGGCCAAGCCAGAGC 
PAL5 M90692.1 TCGTGGGACGATCACTGCATCG ACAGCCTTGGAGTTAGGCCTGC 
GS1 AF200360.1 ATTGGCGGTTTTCCTGGCCC ACTGTCCCGGCATGACTTCACC 
GS2 U15059.1 CGCCCAGCTTCAAACATGGACC AGCTTCAGCCTCAAGGGTTGGC 
GAD2 AB359914 CGTCGTTGTACCACCACTACGC ACGCGAAAGTCGAGTGAACGG 
DAO AJ871578.1 ACCGTTCGATTATCCAGCGTGGC ATACCAACCAGCAGCGACGG 
GABA-TA NM_001247407.1 AGGAGTTCTCCACCAGGTTGGC AGGCACAGATGACCTCATCCGC 
SSDH AB359921.1 TCTCCGCTGAGGAGGGTAAACG ACAAGCAAGAGCAGGGCCAACC 
GDH U48695.1 AGCACGACAATGCACGAGGG ATATTGGCGACCGCTGTCTTCC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplemental Table S1. Gene-specific primers used in quantitative real-time PCR 

Supplemental Table S2. Gene-specific primers used in virus-induced gene silencing 
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Supplemental Table S3. Concentrations of GABA in sitiens (Sit) and wild-type (WT) 
tomato at different time points post inoculation. Abbreviations: SC/WC: Mock-
inoculated (control) Sit/WT; SI/WI: B. cinerea-inoculated (infected) Sit/WT. Data 
represent values ±SE of three biological replicates.  

Supplemental Table S4. Levels of silencing of (VIGS) target genes 

Supplemental Table S5. Levels of inhibition of target enzymes  
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Chapter  

4 

 

Addendum to Chapter 3 (Concurrent over-activation of the cytosolic glutamine synthetase 

and the GABA-shunt in the abscisic acid-deficient sitiens mutant of tomato leads to resistance 

against Botrytis cinerea) 

Hamed Soren Seifi, Aziz Aziz, Monica Höfte 

The role of asparagine synthetase in B. cinerea-tomato interaction 

he fungal plant pathogen Botrytis cinerea is the causal agent of gray mold disease on a 

broad range of hosts. As a true necrotroph, B. cinerea possesses several virulence factors 

for inducing cell death in its host. Therefore, progress of B. cinerea colonization is commonly 

associated with induction of senescence in the host tissue, even in non-invaded regions. In the 

previous chapter (Chapter 3), we showed that abscisic acid deficiency in the sitiens tomato 

mutant culminates in an anti-senescence defense mechanism which efficiently contributes to 

the restriction of B. cinerea growth in the host leaf tissue. However, a strong induction of 

senescence could be observed in the susceptible wild-type tomato upon B. cinerea infection. 

Such pronounced infection-induced senescence in the wild-type plant was confirmed by higher 

levels of total protein degradation and upregulation of two key senescence associated genes 

(SAGs), namely glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) and cytosolic glutamine synthetase (GS1). In 

this chapter, the possible involvement of another key SAG, asparagine synthetase (as) in the B. 

cinerea-tomato interaction has been explored.  

T 
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The amino acid asparagine is one of the major metabolic products in senescing leaves in plants 

(Begona et al., 2006).  Asparagine has a N:C ratio of 2:4, which makes it an efficient metabolite 

for nitrogen transport, particularly during the process of senescence (Kim et al., 1999; Lea et al., 

2007). The major route of asparagine synthesis in the plant cell is the ATP-dependent transfer 

of the amino group of glutamine to a molecule of aspartate to form glutamate and asparagine 

(Glutamine+Aspartate+ATP           Glutamate+Asparagine+AMP+PPi), catalyzed by the enzyme 

asparagine synthetase (Lea et al., 2007). AS is also known as a senescence associated gene and 

marker (Gaufichon et al., 2010), with possible roles in plant-pathogen interactions (Abuqamar 

et al. 2006; Pageau et al. 2006). According to our previously proposed model, over activation of 

AS functions as an ‘evasion’-natured metabolic modulation that, depending on the pathogen 

lifestyle, affects the overall defense response in two opposite ways. It seems that evasion-

natured metabolic alterations are normally associated with resistance to biotrophic invasions, 

whereas they may facilitate necrotrophic infections (Seifi et al., 2013; Chapter 2). For instance, 

an early (5 hpi) induction of AS1 in pepper was shown to be involved in resistance against the 

hemibiotrophic bacterial pathogen Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria, while later (15-20 

hpi) induction of the enzyme (during the necrotrophic phase of the pathogen infection) was 

associated with susceptibility (Hwang et al. 2011). Similarly, a late induction (2 dpi peaking at 4 

dpi) of AS in the compatible interaction of the hemibiotrophic pathogen Pseudomonas syringae 

and tomato (Olea et al. 2004), was hypothesized to facilitate the cell death associated with the 

necrotrophic phase of the infection.  

In the previous chapter (Chapter 3), It was shown that ABA deficiency in the sitiens mutant of 

tomato results in the over-activation of a GABA-shunt/GS1 mediated, anti-senescence defense 

mechanism in response to B. cinerea infection which crucially contributes to the resistance 

response in the mutant. However, in Chapter 3, how mechanistically B. cinerea may induce the 

observed strong senescence in the susceptible wild-type plant (Chapter 3, Fig. 3-5c), remained 

largely unexplained.  

In addition to the data already presented in Chapter 2, we also performed other transcriptional, 

metabolic and in vitro assays to further study the process of infection-induced senescence in 
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the necrotrophic tomato-B. cinerea interaction. Besides monitoring the expression pattern of 

two well-established key SAGs, GS1 and GDH, in sitiens and wild-type plants upon B. cinerea 

infection (Chapter 3, Fig. 3-4c and 3-5a), transcriptional alterations of the tomato AS1 gene 

(GeneBank accession No. AY240926.1) were also monitored. The AS gene showed a 

tremendous upregulation in response to B. cinerea in the wild-type tomato, whereas such 

strong induction was not seen in the case of the sitiens mutant (Fig. 4-1). 

 

Figure 4-1. Expression level of the 
asparagine synthesized gene in 
mock (M) and B. cinerea-
inoculated (I), wild type (WT) and 
sitiens (Sit) plants. The AS1-specific 
primer pair used in qRT-PCR 
analysis: Forward: 

TCCCCTTTGGTGTTCTGCTCTCG, 
Reverse: 

TGCTCCCCATTGCTTAGCAGC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, the levels of different amino acids were measured in mock-inoculated and B. 

cinerea-infected plants (both genotypes) following the protocol described before (Chapter 3, 

“Material and Methods”). The levels of the amino acid asparagine increased in the mock-

treated plants, showing the effect of dark incubation on the accumulation of asparagine, as 

suggested previously (Oliveira et al., 2001). Interestingly, the amino acid asparagine was 
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tremendously depleted in the wild-type tomato after 48 hpi, while in sitiens none of the amino 

acids showed such a strong depletion ratio (Fig. 4-2, 4-3).  

 

Figure 4-2. Depletion ratio (level in mock/level in infected), 48 hours after B. cinerea infection, of 
different amino acids in the wild-type and the sitiens mutant tomatoes in response to B. cinerea 
infection. 
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Figure 4-3. Alterations in asparagine levels in sitiens (Sit) and wild-type (WT), mock (M) and infected (I) 
plants, at different time points post inoculation. 

Additionally, an in vitro assay, using Gamborg B5 salt base medium following the protocol 

described previously (Chapter 3, “Material and Methods”), showed that the amino acid 

asparagine is a perfect nitrogen source for B. cinerea, resulting in a normal mycelial growth and 

a dense sporulation (Fig. 4-3).  

 

Figure 4-3. In vitro effect of asparagine (Asn, 5mM) on the growth and sporulation of B. cinerea grown 
on Gamborg B5 salt base medium (B5 base: with no carbon and nitrogen sources). “S” stands for 
sucrose, used as the carbon source in the assay. The black circles indicate the place of the inoculation 
plaque. 
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As it was previously discussed in this chapter, induction of senescence in the host is a well-

studied pathogenicity mode for the necrotrophic pathogen B. cinerea (Swartzberg et al., 2008). 

Accordingly, it seems that in the wild-type tomato plant, susceptibility to B. cinerea is 

correlated with a strong induction of the AS gene. AS has been also shown to be an ABA-

responsive gene being upregulated in response to different abiotic stresses (Wang et al., 2005; 

Genevestigator, Zimmermann et al., 2005). This might explain why in the ABA-deficient sitiens 

mutant, compared with the wild-type plant, the AS gene is only slightly induced by B. cinerea 

infection. Furthermore, it has been shown that depletion in sugar levels in tomato plants 

submitted to prolonged darkness conditions, results in a strong induction of the AS gene 

(Devaux et al., 2003). Accordingly, the strong induction of AS in the B. cinerea-infected wild-

type tomato (Fig. 4-1), might be mediated through both catabolization of the host apoplastic 

sugar content by the pathogen, and incubation of tomato leaves in a continuous dark condition. 

Interestingly, B. cinerea-induced upregulation of AS in the wild-type plant seems to be followed 

by strong depletion of the amino acid asparagine in the infected leaves, suggesting a causal link 

between the two transcriptional and metabolic phenomena. Having the highest N content 

among all amino acids, asparagine can be a rich N source for B. cinerea in vitro (Fig. 4-3), and 

possibly in planta. Therefore, it could be hypothesized that strong induction of AS in the 

susceptible wild-type tomato might play a dual role in the pathogenicity of B. cinerea, i.e., both 

facilitating virulence-associated senescence in the host tissue, as well as,  providing a rich N 

source for the progressive in planta growth of the pathogen. 
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Chapter 

5 

 

Characterization of ammonium nitrate induced-resistance against Botrytis 

cinerea in tomato 

Hamed Soren Seifi, Aziz Aziz, Monica Höfte 

 

n this study, the effect of ammonium nitrate (AN) supplementation on the defense reaction 

of tomato against B. cinerea has been studied. Our results indicate that AN fertilization (5 

mM supplemented to the soil) can reduce susceptibility to B. cinerea in the wild-type tomato 

plant. Furthermore, we present evidence that the unknown mechanism mediating this type of 

induced resistance in the wild-type tomato clearly differs from the epidermal HR-mediated 

resistance response, previously characterized in the sitiens mutant. However, there seems to be 

some symptomatic resemblance to the secondary mesophyllic defense reaction in the sitiens 

mutant, described previously in Chapter 3, proposing a possible role for the host central C/N 

metabolism in the observed AN-induced resistance against B. cinerea in the wild-type plant. 

  

I 
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Introduction 

A renewed attention has been paid to the interplay between plant primary metabolism and 

defense mechanisms against pathogens (Berger et al., 2007). It is being increasingly reported 

that primary metabolism is an indispensable component of the defense machinery of plants 

(Bolton, 2009; Seifi et al., 2013). However, molecular knowledge on the role of central 

metabolism in plant defense mechanisms against different pathogenic strategies is still scarce 

(Liu et al., 2010).  

Nitrogen (N) is an essential element for plant growth and development. However, in response 

to pathogen infection, the effect of plant N content on defense seems to be very complicated. 

It is believed that N deficiency facilitates disease development, presumably due to the 

hampered defense reaction caused by nutritional stress (Bolton, 2009). Similarly, in Arabidopsis 

both the constitutive and induced levels of defense-associated proteins have been reported to 

be  higher at high N conditions (Dietrich et al., 2004). On the other hand, over-fertilization of N 

can also promote disease by providing extra nutrients, such as free amino acids, for the 

developing pathogen (Solomon et al., 2003). In the same vein, it is believed that some defensive 

compounds functioning as structural barriers against pathogens may considerably decline at a 

low C⁄N ratio, which are the consequence of a high N nutrition (Talukder et al., 2005).  

There is also a recent body of evidence suggesting that the level of N, per se, is not the main 

determinant of defense outcome, but the pathogen lifestyle may also play an influential role in 

this context (Walters and Bingham, 2007; Seifi et al., 2013). This pathogenesis-dependent effect 

of N on the host defense can be seen in a number of research studies. For instance, examining 

the effect of N fertilization (in the form of nitrate) on tomato defense response to different 

pathogens, Hoffland et al. (2000) reported that increased N concentrations in tomato 

hydroponic cultivation could reduce susceptibility to B. cinerea, whereas it significantly 

increased susceptibility to the biotrophic powdery mildew fungus Oidium lycopersicum. 

Accordingly, it was recently demonstrated that nitrogen supplementation (in the form of 

nitrate) alleviates the disease severity of B. cinerea infection on leaf-pruning wounds of tomato 

stems (Lecompte et al., 2010). However, both medium and high levels of N supplementation in 
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the biotrophic wheat-Puccinia recondita (leaf rust pathogen) interaction increase spore 

production and lesion size, compared with low N conditions (Robert et al., 2004). Very recently, 

different types of N supplementations, i.e. NO3 and NH4
+, have been shown to induce different 

effects on the defense response of tobacco against Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola 

(Gupta et al., 2012). The authors have demonstrated that NO3 treatment culminates in an 

enhanced nitric oxide (NO), salicylic acid (SA)-mediated HR reaction; while NH4
+ treatment does 

not stimulate such defense response, and only results in increased levels of free amino acids in 

the host tissue. Nevertheless, experimental information on possible mechanisms through which 

N-supplementation might alter defense responses against different pathogenic lifestyles is still 

fragmentary.  

It is known that N-fertilization increases antioxidant capacity, chlorophyll content and 

photosynthetic performance, consequently delaying senescence in the plant leaf (Zhang et al., 

2010). Furthermore, according to our previous results (presented in Chapter 3 and 4), it seems 

that induction of senescence in tomato leaf tissue functions as an effective virulence 

mechanism for B. cinerea to establish its colonization. In the light of these findings, we 

examined the effect of N-fertilization on the defense response of the wild-type tomato against 

B. cinerea to further explore the role of senescence in tomato-B. cinerea interaction. 

 

Results 

Ammonium nitrate (AN) fertilization decreases susceptibility in the wild-type tomato plant 

Wild-type tomato plants were grown in greenhouse conditions (16/8 hours light/dark regime, 

at 25/20°C temperature). Plants were supplemented with AN (5mM and 1mM) for three weeks 

prior to infection trials, while control plants were irrigated with tap water. After five weeks 

(post seed germination), tomato leaves were detached for inoculation with B. cinerea. At this 

stage the 5mM AN-supplemented plants were clearly greener with thicker and larger leaves 

compared with the control and 1 mM AN-supplemented plants (Fig. 5-1A). Detached leaves of 

5-week old tomato plants were inoculated with B. cinerea conidial suspension using droplet 
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inoculation method (Chapter 3); while results of the infection trial were scored 3 days post 

inoculation. Interestingly, fertilization with 5 mM AN could significantly reduce susceptibility to 

B. cinerea in wild-type plants, while 1 mM AN did not show any significant effect (Fig. 5-1B).  

 

Figure 5-1. A, The effect of AN 
supplementation (1 and 5 
mM) for the period of 3 weeks 
on the growth and phenotypic 
characteristics of 5-week-old 
wild-type tomato plants. B, 
The effect of AN 
supplementation on the 
defense response of wild-type 
tomato against B. cinerea. 
Different letters indicate 
statistical significance 
(Duncan’s test; α=0.05). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AN-induced resistance in the wild-type tomato is not mediated by an early ROS accumulation 

To assess whether the AN-induced resistance response to B. cinerea in wild type holds similar 

characteristics to the already studied resistance response observed in the sitiens mutant, the 

DAB staining method (Asselbergh et al., 2007), was used to visualize the pattern of H2O2 

accumulation and localization during the course of infection. Interestingly, no sign of an early 

H2O2 accumulation was seen in AN wild-type leaf disks. However, at later stages (24 hpi) 
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sporadic necrotic brownish spots were observed leading to a restricted DAB-stained pattern, 

within the border of the inoculation droplet, at later stages (48 hpi) (Fig. 5-2). 

 

Figure 5-2.  Visualization of the accumulation of H2O2 at different time points post inoculation in AN-
treated (WT-AN) and control (WT-Ctrl) wild-type tomato plants using DAB staining technique. Sitiens 
(Sit-Ctrl) leaf disks have been used as another control, showing an early accumulation of H2O2 in 
response to B. cinerea. 

 

Microscopic analysis of AN-induced resistance reaction in wild-type leaves 

Additionally, bright-field microscopic analysis of the defense response in AN-treated wild-type 

leaves further confirmed that the AN-induced resistance in the wild-type tomato is not 

associated with the epidermal HR-mediated defense response, previously observed in the 

sitiens mutant, referred to as the primary ‘fast pathogen arrest’ phase (Chapter 3). However, at 

later stages of B. cinerea infection (3 dpi), a mesophyllic HR-like ring around the inoculation 

site, restricting the pathogen growth, was revealed in the AN-wild-type leaf (Fig. 5-4). This 

phenomenon strongly resembled the mesophyllic HR-like ring previously observed in the sitiens 

mutant during the secondary phase of resistance against B. cinerea, termed as the 

‘maintenance’ phase (Chapter 3, Fig. 3-2 a).  
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Figure 5-4.  Macroscopic and microscopic 
analysis of the defense response of AN-
supplemented wild-type leaves (WT-AN) at 
3 dpi, compared with the defense response 
of sitiens leaves (Sit). In WT-AN a 
mesophyllic HR-like symptom can be seen, 
while in Sit the HR reaction mainly occurs in 
the epidermis. 

 

 

 

 

 

AN-supplementation does not change the cuticle permeability in the wild-type tomato 

It has been previously shown that the sitiens mutant of tomato possesses a high level of cuticle 

permeability which positively correlates with resistance to B. cinerea (Curvers et al., 2010). 

Therein, it was hypothesized that a more permeable cuticle in sitiens may facilitate a more 

efficient permeation of potential defense-eliciting signaling molecules that results in a timely 

perception of B. cinerea attack, consequently leading to a fast and effective defense response in 

the mutant. In the light of this hypothesis, we tested the possible effect of AN-supplementation 

on the cuticle permeability of wild-type tomato leaves. To do this, leaf disks derived from AN-

treated wild-type plants were compared with leaf disks of water-treated wild-type plants, 

naturally possessing a very low level of cuticle permeability (as the negative control), and sitiens 

leaves exhibiting a high level of cuticle permeability (as the positive control). However, the 

results indicated that AN-supplementation did not alter the leaf cuticle permeability in wild-

type leaves (Fig. 5-3).   
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Figure 5-3.  The effect of AN supplementation on the cuticle permeability of the wild-type (WT) tomato 
leaves. Water-treated wild-type (WT-Ctrl) and sitiens (Sit) leaf disks were used as controls. All leaf disks 

were floated upside-down on the toluidine-blue dye solution overnight. The more permeable cuticle 
allows more efficient penetration of the dye through the leaf tissue. The cuticle permeability was 
visually qualified based on the surface of the leaf disk which has been either stained or remained 
unstained. In this image, sitiens leaf disks are totally stained with the dye, showing a high level of cuticle 
permeability; whereas the AN-treated wild-type leaf disks (WT-AN), like the water-treated controls (WT-
Ctrl), remained unstained. 

 

Amino acid profiling of AN-treated wild-type plants during the course of infection 

We also monitored the changes in free amino-acid concentrations during the course of 

infection in AN-treated and control plants. However, due to an unexpected problem in the 

heating/cooling system of the growth chamber used in this experiment (causing inconsistent 

temperature (12-22°C) and relative humidity (50-80 %) changes during the 5th week of the 

growth period), the experiment needs to be repeated in more consistent growth conditions. 

Nevertheless, since the phenomenon of AN-induced resistance was still detectable in AN-

treated plants, the collected data might be worthy of consideration, providing some clues about 

the interaction of host amino acid metabolism and B. cinerea infection in AN-treated tomato 

plants. According to this set of data, the most striking changes were seen in glycine, serine, 

glutamate, glutamine, aspartate, asparagine, arginine and GABA amino acids (Fig. 5-6). 
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Figure 5-6. Changes in the concentration (nmol/g fresh weight) of free amino acids in AN-treated control 
(AN), and AN-treated, B. cinerea-inoculated (ANI) tomato leaves. 
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The activity of the photorespiratory glycolate oxidase (GOX) enzyme increases in AN-

supplemented wild-type plants 

The photorespiration pathway is the main route of the biosynthesis of glycine and serine in 

plants (Lea and Azevedo, 2007). The observed accumulation of serine and glycine in AN-

supplemented plants in response to B. cinerea infection may hint at the involvement of the 

photorespiration pathway in the resistance response in AN-supplemented wild-type plants. To 

further assess this hypothesis, the activity of the photorespiratory enzyme, glycolate oxidase 

(GOX, Chapter 2, Fig. 2-1) was measured in AN-treated and control plants at 8 hpi. Interestingly, 

results showed that AN-fertilization increased GOX enzyme activity in both mock and B. 

cinerea-inoculated wild-type tomato leaves (Fig. 5-5), confirming the over-activation of 

photorespiration in AN-supplemented wild-type leaves. Moreover, in response to B. cinerea 

infection, the GOX enzyme showed even higher activity in AN-wild-type, suggesting a role for 

the photorespiration pathway in the observed resistance response (Fig. 5-5). 

                        

Figure 5-5.  Activity assay of the GOX enzyme in mock (M) and inoculated (I) wild-type control (WT-C) 
and AN-treated (WT-AN) plants. Vertical bars indicate ±SE of three biological replicates. Different letters 
indicate statistically significant difference (Duncan’s test; α=0.05). 
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Discussion 

A well-known hypothesis on the role of N availability in plant defense mechanisms is known as 

the “carbon/nutrient balance” (CNB) hypothesis (Bryant et al., 1983). According to this 

hypothesis, alterations in the host C/N ratio play a key role in the biosynthesis of the type of 

defense-related compounds (i.e. containing more N or C),  consequently affecting the outcome 

of defense. For instance, in low N conditions, when the C/N ratio increases, plant growth 

declines and fewer precursors are allocated for the generation of N-based defense-related 

secondary metabolites, such as alkaloids. Although the CNB hypothesis provides a mechanistic 

explanation for the involvement on plant N content in defense mechanisms, it cannot explain 

the observed cases of increased susceptibility in N-fertilized plants against biotrophic 

pathogens (such as Hoffland et al., 2000). Moreover, in another study on tomato-B. cinerea, a 

positive correlation was found between the C/N ratio and the levels of the key N-rich 

antimicrobial secondary metabolite α-tomatine (Hoffland et al., 1999). These authors therefore 

proposed that instead of lower N-allocation for N-rich secondary metabolites, higher levels of 

soluble sugars, providing a rich C source for the pathogen, might induce susceptibility to fungal 

pathogens in low N conditions.  

The present study also provides some insights into the role of N availability in plant-pathogen 

interactions. Our results may present further evidence for our previously proposed hypothesis 

on the role of glutamate metabolism in the induction of resistance against B. cinera. The 

mechanism controlling the observed AN-induced resistance seems to be quite distinct from the 

rapid epidermal defense reaction previously seen in the sitiens mutant (Asselbergh et al., 2007; 

Curvers et al., 2010). However, the symptoms of the AN-induced resistance in wild-type leaves 

are almost identical to the secondary mesophyllic reaction of the sitiens mutant, termed as the 

‘maintenance’ mechanism (Chapter 3), proposing a similar mechanism to be involved in this 

type of induced resistance response. According to our previously depicted model on the 

biphasic defense mechanism of sitiens against B. cinerea (Chapter 3, Fig. 8), the secondary 

‘maintenance’ defense reaction comprises of a timely reconfiguration of central C/N 

metabolism in the cells surrounding the penetration sites. This type of metabolic modulation, 
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also termed as ‘endurance’ (Chapter 2), may protect cell viability in the invaded tissue, slowing 

down the necrotrophic pathogen-induced senescence. ‘Endurance’-associated modulations 

occur through over-activation of those metabolic pathways that supply the critical components 

of basic metabolism (such as the TCA and GS/GOGAT cycles) in the challenged area, like the 

GABA-shunt and the photorespiration pathway (Chapter 2; Fig. 2-1). This was further 

highlighted by the GOX enzyme activity measurements, indicating an over-activation of the 

photorespiratory enzyme prior to and after B. cinerea infection in AN-treated plants. In the 

same vein, higher levels of glycine and serine in the resistant AN-treated plant might also be 

linked to the over-activation of the photorespiration pathway in response to B. cinerea 

infection. However, occurrence of some inconsistent growth conditions during the last week of 

the growth period, may have affected the amino acid metabolism in our plants. Nevertheless, 

considering the levels of different amino acids in both the control and treated samples, we are 

still able to see the sole effect of B. cinerea infection and N-supplementation on the amino acid 

profile of these tomato plants. In other words, although inconsistent temperature conditions in 

the last week of the growth period may have modified the levels of some amino acids in all the 

samples, the presented data may still provide some useful clues. 

Interestingly, it has been shown that the direct product of the GOX enzyme, glyoxylate, is also a 

major substrate for the GABA-shunt key enzyme, GABA transaminase in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Clark et al., 2009). This suggests a causal link between photorespiration and the GABA shunt, 

which might be also involved in AN-induced resistance against B. cinerea in tomato. Moreover, 

a clear pattern of depletion of all nitrogen-rich amino acids can be seen in AN-wild type leaves 

in response to B. cinerea attack (Fig. 5-6). This reaction might be also related to the allocation of 

the host nitrogen reservoir on the defensive pathways related to central C/N metabolism, such 

as the photorespiration pathway and the GABA shunt, in the challenged tissue. However, in this 

study, such metabolic interaction between the two pathways and their possible roles in the 

observed AN-dependent defense response remain unexplored. Collectively, the data presented 

here, seem to be in general agreement with our previously proposed ‘endurance’ resistance 

model against necrotrophic pathogens (Seifi et al., 2013; Chapter 2). It could be therefore 

hypothesized that the boosted ‘endurance’ state in the invaded tissue, caused by 
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supplemented central C/N metabolism, restricts the extent of the cell death, induced by the 

necrotrophic pathogen. Accordingly, some results hint at the photorespiration pathway to be 

involved in this (seemingly) central C/N metabolism-dependent resistance mechanism against 

B. cinerea. However, still more empirical data are necessary to be able to come up with a solid 

explanation on the observed AN-induced resistance response against B. cinerea. 

 

Material and methods 

Plant growth conditions and inoculation method  

Wild-type tomato plants were cultured in normal potting soil under 16/8 hours light and 25/20 

C° temperature regimes. All plants were watered with tap water for two weeks after 

germination, while  N-supplementation was applied into the soil using ammonium nitrate (AN) 

solutions (1 and 5 mM), for the period of three weeks afterwards. Control plants were irrigated 

with tap water for the whole period of five weeks. At 5-week old stage, plants were used for 

the inoculation trial.  The inoculation conidial suspension contained 5 × 105 spores mL-1 in 0.01 

M KH2PO4 and 6.67 mM glucose, while for mock inoculation conidia were omitted from the 

suspension. The fifth or sixth leaves of 5-week-old plants were excised and placed on four 

layers of absorbent paper, moistured with 400-500 mL of demineralized water, in a plastic tray. 

Disease index was evaluated 3 days post inoculation (dpi) as described before (Chapter 3).  

GOX enzymatic assay 

Total protein extraction and measurement were done as described previously (Chapter 3). The 

GOX enzyme activity was measured by an enzyme-coupled assay following the protocol 

described by Macheroux et al. (1991). Briefly, the H2O2 generated by GOX during the oxidation 

of glycolate is scavenged by horseradish peroxidase and o-dianisidine. Formation of the O-

dianisidine radical cation, which reflects the catalytic activity of GO, can be measured 

spectrophotometrically at 440 nm and 25°C.  
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Amino acid measurements 

Samples were ground in liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried. Amino acid extraction was made on 

50 mg fresh weight of the resulting dry powder using the following procedure: the powder was 

suspended in 400 µL of a methanolic solution containing 100 µM DL-3-aminobutyric acid (i.e. β-

aminobutyric acid) solution in methanol, followed by 15 min of agitation at room temperature. 

200 µL of chloroform was then added, followed by a 5-min agitation step. Finally, 400 µL of 

water was added, and samples were then vortexed vigorously to induce phase separation and 

centrifuged at 13,000g for 5 min. 200 µL aliquots of the upper phase, which contains amino 

acids, was transferred to clean vials and dried under vacuum. Dry residues were resuspended in 

50 µL of ultra-pure water and 10 µL was used for the derivatization using the AccQ-Tag Ultra 

derivitization kit (Waters) according to Jubault et al. (2008). Derivatized amino acids were 

analyzed using an Acquity UPLC system (Waters). Two microliters of the reaction mixture was 

injected onto an Acquity UPLC BEH C18 1.7-mm 2.1- 3 100-mm column heated at 55°C. Amino 

acids were eluted with a mixture of 20-fold diluted AccQ-Tag Ultra-eluent A (Waters) and pure 

acetonitrile at a flow rate of 0.7 mL min-1 according to the following gradient: initial, 99.9% A; 

0.54 min, 99.9% A; 6.50 min, 90.9% A; 8.50 min, 78.8% A; 8.90 min, 40.4% A; 9.50 min, 40.4% A; 

9.60 min, 99.9% A; and 10.10 min, 99.9% A. Derivatized amino acids were detected at λex 260 

nm and λem 473 nm using a fluorimeter detector. Amino acids were characterized by co-

chromatography of individual standards and quantified by comparison of individual external 

calibration curves. 
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 mutant of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) with reduced abscisic acid (ABA) production 

(sitiens) exhibits increased resistance to the necrotrophic fungus Botrytis cinerea. This 

resistance is correlated with a rapid and strong hydrogen peroxide-driven cell wall fortification 

response in epidermis cells that is absent in tomato with normal ABA production. Moreover, 

basal expression of defense genes is higher in the mutant compared with the wild-type tomato. 

Given the importance of this fast response in sitiens resistance, we investigated cell wall and 

cuticle properties of the mutant at the chemical, histological, and ultrastructural levels. We 

demonstrate that ABA deficiency in the mutant leads to increased cuticle permeability, which is 

positively correlated with disease resistance. Furthermore, perturbation of ABA levels affects 

pectin composition. sitiens plants have a relatively higher degree of pectin methylesterification 

and release different oligosaccharides upon inoculation with B. cinerea. These results show that 

endogenous plant ABA levels affect the composition of the tomato cuticle and cell wall and 

demonstrate the importance of cuticle and cell wall chemistry in shaping the outcome of this 

plant-fungus interaction.   

A 
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Introduction 

Plant defense against pathogens often involves the induction of mechanisms after pathogen 

recognition, including defense signaling, cell wall strengthening, and localized cell death, but 

plants also have preformed chemical and structural defense barriers. Fungal pathogens that 

penetrate the plant tissue directly through the outer surface, rather than via natural plant 

openings or wounds, must pass through the plant cuticle and epidermal cell wall. Penetration of 

the host surface happens either by physical means (i.e. by a highly localized pressure in the 

appressorium) or by chemical means (i.e. by the release of hydrolyzing enzymes). Necrotrophic 

plant pathogens like Botrytis cinerea typically use the latter strategy. During penetration, they 

produce cutinases and pectinolytic enzymes such as pectin methylesterases, 

endopolygalacturonases, and exopolygalacturonases (van Kan, 2006).  

The cuticle is a hydrophobic barrier that covers the aerial surfaces of the plant. It is mainly 

composed of cutin, a polyester matrix, and soluble waxes, a complex mixture of hydrophobic 

material containing very-long-chain fatty acids and their derivatives, embedded into and 

deposited onto the cutin matrix. It plays an important role in organ development and 

protection against water loss (Yephremov et al., 1999; Sieber et al., 2000; Kurata et al., 2003; 

Jung et al., 2006). The cuticle is generally considered as a mere passive physical barrier against 

pathogen invasion, but it has also been recognized as a potential source of signaling and elicitor 

molecules (Jenks et al., 1994; Reina-Pinto and Yephremov, 2009). Plant cutin monomers trigger 

cutinase secretion in pathogenic fungi (Woloshuk and Kolattukudy, 1986), and cutin and wax 

components initiate appressorium formation and penetration in appressorium-forming 

pathogens (Kolattukudy et al., 1995; Francis et al., 1996; Gilbert et al., 1996; Fauth et al., 1998; 

Dickman et al., 2003). In plants, cutin monomers induce pathogenesis-related gene expression 

and elicit hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) synthesis (Fauth et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2008; Park et al., 

2008). Transgenic tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) plants expressing the yeast Δ-9 desaturase 

gene had high levels of cutin monomers that inhibited powdery mildew (Erysiphe polygoni) 

spore germination, leading to enhanced resistance (Wang et al., 2000). Arabidopsis 

(Arabidopsis thaliana) plants expressing a fungal cutinase or mutants with a defective cuticle, 
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such as long-chain acyl-CoA synthetase2 and bodyguard, are generally more susceptible to 

bacteria and equally susceptible to biotrophic fungi but are surprisingly resistant to B. cinerea 

(Bessire et al., 2007; Chassot et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2007). It has been postulated that a 

defective or thin cuticle encourages these plants to constitutively express defense-related 

mechanisms and to secrete antifungal compounds to the plant surface, thereby inhibiting B. 

cinerea growth (Bessire et al., 2007; Chassot et al., 2007). In addition, cuticle metabolic 

pathways might directly modulate plant-pathogen interactions by interacting with hormonally 

regulated defense pathways (Fiebig et al., 2000; Garbay et al., 2007; Mang et al., 2009) or with 

complex lipid signaling pathways leading to hypersensitive cell death (Raffaele et al., 2008).  

Once plant pathogens have penetrated the cuticle, they secrete hydrolases that target the plant 

cell wall (ten Have et al., 1998; Oeser et al., 2002; Vogel et al., 2002; Jakob et al., 2007) that is 

mainly composed of cellulose, hemicellulose, and pectin (35% of total dry weight). Pectin 

consists mainly of the polysaccharides homogalacturonan and rhamnogalacturonan I and II. 

Homogalacturonans are linear chains of α-(1–4)-linked d-GalA residues that can be 

methylesterified at C-6. Rhamnogalacturonan I and II are more complex, branched 

polysaccharides. B. cinerea is typically regarded as a pectinolytic pathogen because it possesses 

an efficient pectinolytic machinery, including a variety of polygalacturonases and pectin 

methylesterases (PMEs), some of which are important virulence factors (ten Have et al., 1998, 

2001; Valette-Collet et al., 2003; Kars et al., 2005). Pectins are a rich source of 

oligogalacturonides (OGAs), biologically active signaling molecules that can activate plant 

defense mechanisms (Hahn et al., 1981; Côté and Hahn, 1994; Messiaen and Van Cutsem, 1994; 

Ridley et al., 2001). The eliciting capacity of the OGAs was shown to depend on their size, which 

in turn is influenced by the methylesterification pattern of the homogalacturonan fraction 

(Mathieu et al., 1991; Messiaen and Van Cutsem, 1994). To counteract the activity of fungal 

pectinases, many plants express polygalacturonase-inhibiting proteins and PME inhibitors, 

which are localized in the cell wall. The role of these proteins in plant defense against B. cinerea 

has been extensively demonstrated (Powell et al., 2000; Ferrari et al., 2003; Sicilia et al., 2005; 

Joubert et al., 2006, 2007; Lionetti et al., 2007). The interaction with the inhibitors not only 

limits the destructive potential of polygalacturonases but also leads to the accumulation of 
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elicitor-active OGAs (De Lorenzo and Ferrari, 2002). How OGAs are perceived by the plant is still 

unclear, but in view of the diversity of biological activities and structure requirements, they are 

thought to be recognized through different proteins, including receptor-like kinases, wall-

associated kinases, arabinogalactan proteins, and Pro-rich proteins (Côté and Hahn, 1994; 

Showalter, 2001; Humphrey et al., 2007).  

Over the past years, the role of abscisic acid (ABA) in plant-pathogen interactions has gained 

increased attention. ABA is mostly negatively correlated with resistance against 

phytopathogens through down-regulation of defense responses orchestrated by salicylic acid, 

jasmonic acid, and ethylene (Mohr and Cahill, 2001; Audenaert et al., 2002; Mauch-Mani and 

Mauch, 2005; Asselbergh et al., 2008). In tomato, the ABA-deficient mutant sitiens has an 

enhanced resistance to B. cinerea (Audenaert et al., 2002) that depends on a timely, localized 

oxidative burst leading to rapid epidermal cell wall fortification and a faster and higher 

induction of defense-related gene expression upon infection compared with the wild type 

(Asselbergh et al., 2007). Moreover, basal defense gene expression is higher in this mutant than 

in the wild type. As this early response is of vital importance for the resistant reaction of 

tomato against B. cinerea, we investigated whether alterations in cuticle and/or cell wall, which 

form the first barrier to the invading pathogen, affect resistance. We demonstrate that the 

sitiens cuticle is more permeable and that permeability is positively correlated with resistance 

to B. cinerea. Furthermore, differences in pectin composition and rate of methylesterification 

occur. Together, these data hint at an unanticipated role for extracellular matrix components in 

the resistance of tomato against B. cinerea and thus shed new light on the largely unexplored 

interrelationship between the extracellular matrix and plant-pathogen interactions.  
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RESULTS 

Different localization of pathogen growth in the wild type and sitiens 

We previously showed that resistance in sitiens is based on H2O2 accumulation in the epidermal 

cells starting at 4 h post inoculation (hpi) followed by cell wall fortification starting at 8 hpi, 

restricting fungal colonization of the underlying tissue (Asselbergh et al., 2007). We here used 

immunological detection of pectic cell wall components in transverse sections to visualize pectin 

breakdown upon B. cinerea inoculation (Knox et al., 1990). Using the JIM7 antibody, which binds 

to methylesterified pectin epitopes, we found that in the wild type, B. cinerea causes degradation 

of the pectin matrix in all leaf cell layers at 32 hpi, while in sitiens, degradation is restricted to the 

outer anticlinal and periclinal cell wall of epidermal cells (Fig. 6-1). The staining pattern of JIM5, 

which recognizes low to non methylesterified epitopes, was similar to that of JIM7 (Supplemental 

Fig. S1). Based on these immunological stainings, we could not distinguish quantitative 

differences in pectin methylesterification between wild-type and sitiens tomato. However, these 

data confirm the importance of epidermal anticlinal cell wall fortification in obstructing B. cinerea 

growth and infection, as shown previously (Asselbergh et al., 2007). Moreover, they indicate that 

in sitiens, defense reactions and cell wall degradation are restricted to the epidermal cell layer, 

hinting at the epidermis as a source of defense signaling molecules. As the cuticle and cell wall are 

among the first plant barriers to pathogen ingress, we further investigated whether the fast 

defense response and resistance in sitiens are caused by changes in cuticle and/or cell wall 

composition.  
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Figure 6-1. Pectin degradation during B. cinerea infection in sitiens and wild-type tomato. Degradation of 
pectin at 32 h after B. cinerea inoculation (A) or mock inoculation (B) was detected with monoclonal 
antibody JIM7 and secondary labeling with fluorescein isothiocyanate. Some sites with cell wall 
degradation are indicated with arrows. Bars = 50 μm. At least 10 samples from different plants were 
examined for the wild type and sitiens, and representative images are shown.  

 

Ultrastructural differences in cell wall and cuticle of sitiens 

Transverse sections of fifth leaves of the wild type and sitiens were examined by transmission 

electron microscopy (Fig. 6-2). The cuticle was visible as a dark (electron-dense) layer on top of 

the cell wall. Abnormalities in the sitiens cuticle were visible as thicker and irregular electron-

dense layers, which besides structural differences might indicate a different lipid content in the 

cuticle of the mutant (Fig. 6-2, B and D). A distinction could also be made between the cell wall 

architecture of the wild type and sitiens. In the wild type, the epidermal periclinal cell wall is 

regular in shape, whereas that of sitiens was generally thicker and less dense. Furthermore, 

irregular depositions of cell wall material were found in the mutant, giving rise to structural 

distortions in the epidermal cell walls (Fig. 6-2E). Complementation of sitiens plants with 
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exogenous ABA restored the wild-type phenotype in the mutant, whereas the control treatment 

did not (Fig. 6-2, C and D).  

  

Figure 6-2. Transmission electron micrographs of wild-type and sitiens transverse leaf sections. 
Micrographs show leaf epidermal cell walls of the wild type (A), sitiens (B), sitiens + 100 μm ABA in 0.05% 
ethanol (C), and sitiens + 0.05% ethanol (D). The cuticle (cu) is visible as the dark (electron-dense) 
apposition on the cell wall (cw). E, Examples of cell wall abnormalities found in cell wall and cuticle of 
sitiens leaf. Similar observations were made in sections of three different wild-type and sitiens plants. The 
experiment was repeated with similar results.  

 

ABA deficiency leads to a decrease in surface hydrophobicity and leaf trichome number 

Cuticular permeability to watery solutions and hydrophilic compounds is known to be correlated 

with wax amounts and composition (Hauke and Schreiber, 1998; Popp et al., 2005). Furthermore, 

wax amounts and the relative composition of the hydrocarbon, alcohol, and aldehyde fractions of 
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the cuticular wax determine the hydrophobicity of the leaf surface (Bringe et al., 2006; Koch and 

Ensikat, 2007). Therefore, hydrophobicity of wild-type and sitiens leaves was analyzed by the 

contact angle method, in which contact angles of a droplet of distilled water with the surface are 

measured (Kasahara et al., 1993). The contact angles for sitiens were smaller than those for the 

wild-type leaves, indicating a more hydrophilic surface and thus a difference in wax amount or 

composition (Fig. 6-3, A and B). Cuticle composition has been shown to also affect trichome 

development in several Arabidopsis mutants (Yephremov et al., 1999; Wellesen et al., 2001). 

Moreover, ABA deficiency in plants leads to pleiotropic effects and might thus affect trichome 

density. As trichome density could influence droplet formation on the tomato leaf surface, we 

counted the trichomes on wild-type and sitiens leaf discs of 4 mm diameter. Clearly, ABA 

deficiency in the sitiens tomato mutant leads to a decrease in leaf trichome number (Fig. 6-3, C 

and D).  

 Figure 6-3. Leaf 
surface hydrophobicity 
and trichome density. A, 
Images of droplets on 
wild-type and sitiens 
leaf surfaces illustrating 
the differences in 
surface tension. B, 

Hydrophobicity 
determined by 
measuring the contact 
angle of a 10-μL droplet 
of distilled water on the 
leaf surface by the 
sessile drop method. 
Mean contact angles 
were averages of at 
least 10 measurements. 

Fourth leaves of 5-week-old plants (seventh leaf stage) were used. Error bars indicate se. A Student’s t test 
indicated that differences between the wild type and sitiens were statistically significant, indicated by the 
star (P < 0.001). C, Number of trichomes per 10 mm2. Error bars indicate se. A Mann-Whitney test 
revealed a significant difference between the wild type and sitiens, indicated by the star (P < 0.001). D, 
Representative photographs of leaf sections illustrating differences in trichome density between the wild 
type (top) and sitiens (bottom).  
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ABA deficiency leads to increased surface permeability 

As a measure for surface permeability, we monitored the chlorophyll efflux rates (Chen et al., 

2004). Total chlorophyll was extracted at room temperature with 80% ethanol and sampled at 

different time points during a 4-h period from equal amounts of intact leaves of wild-type, sitiens, 

and ABA-complemented sitiens plants. Clearly, the chlorophyll efflux was faster in sitiens (Fig. 6-

4A), and complementation with ABA restored permeability of the sitiens cuticle to the wild-type 

level (Fig. 6-4B). However, since the sitiens mutant is known to have a higher stomatal density, 

which might influence chlorophyll efflux rate (Nagel et al., 1994), we additionally monitored leaf 

surface permeability to aqueous staining solutions to assess the permeability of the cuticle of 

sitiens and wild-type plants. We used three histological stains that bind different cell wall 

epitopes: the pectic carboxyl group-binding dyes ruthenium red and alcian blue and the 

polychromatic cell wall dye toluidine blue. Based on dye accumulation in leaf discs floating on 

staining solutions, increased permeability of the sitiens cuticle was demonstrated (Fig. 6-4C; data 

shown for toluidine blue, with all dyes giving similar results). Dye accumulation was not linked 

with stomatal distribution (Fig. 6-4C; data not shown). Complementation with ABA reduced the 

permeability to toluidine blue of the sitiens cuticle back to that of the wild type (Fig. 6-4C).  

 Figure 6-4. Cuticle and cell 
wall permeability of sitiens 
and the wild type. A, 
Extraction of chlorophyll 
from equal amounts of 
wild-type and sitiens intact 
leaves for 0.5 to 4 h in 80% 
ethanol at room 
temperature. B, Total 
chlorophyll extracted from 
leaves of the wild type, 
sitiens, and sitiens 
complemented with ABA 
by spraying 100 μm ABA in 
0.05% ethanol until runoff 
twice per week during 
their development at 
different time intervals 
with SD. C, Leaf discs 
excised from the fourth 
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leaf of 5-week-old wild-type and sitiens plants floating on their adaxial side on a 0.05% toluidine blue 
solution in water for 1 h. sitiens plants were complemented with ABA by spraying 100 μm ABA in 0.05% 
ethanol until runoff twice per week during development. As a control, a mock solution containing 0.05% 
ethanol was used. Biological replicates of the experiments produced similar results.  

 

Cuticle permeability is directly linked with resistance against B. cinerea 

Increased resistance to B. cinerea in Arabidopsis mutants with an aberrant cuticle has been 

shown to be, at least in part, the consequence of the diffusion of antimicrobial compounds from 

the epidermal cells to the leaf surface, thereby inhibiting the hyphal growth (Bessire et al., 2007; 

Chassot et al., 2007). To determine whether a similar phenomenon is responsible for the resistant 

phenotype in sitiens plants, we measured the germination rate of B. cinerea spores in quarter-

strength potato dextrose broth that had been incubated for 18 h on wild-type and sitiens leaf 

surfaces so that any antifungal substances could have diffused into them. Quantification of the 

spore germination for 5 h revealed no significant difference in the presence of the wild-type or 

sitiens exudates (Supplemental Fig. S2A). Additionally, microscopic monitoring of hyphal growth 

on the leaf surface revealed no differences between sitiens and the wild type (Supplemental Fig. 

S2B). To test whether the cuticular permeability correlates directly with disease resistance against 

B. cinerea, we tested all leaves of 5-week-old wild-type and sitiens plants for permeability and 

disease susceptibility (Fig. 6-5). Disease and permeability indices were calculated for leaf discs of 

the same leaf, and their correlation was statistically analyzed. The permeability of the leaves was 

variable at different developmental stages, and a significant negative correlation was observed 

between permeability and susceptibility in sitiens, as indicated by the Spearman’s rank 

correlation coefficient (ρ = −0.770, P < 0.01), but not for the wild type (ρ = −0.330), due to the 

very high susceptibility of all leaves (Fig. 6-5B).  
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Figure 6-5. Correlation between leaf surface permeability and resistance against B. cinerea. A, Schematic 
representation of a 5-week-old tomato plant (seventh leaf stage) with leaf numbers indicated. B, 
Permeability index and disease index calculated on four leaf discs of each leaf of 5-week-old (seventh leaf 
stage) wild-type and sitiens plants. Disease index was evaluated using four scoring categories (0, resistant; 
1, slightly spreading lesion; 2, moderately spreading lesion; 3, severely spreading lesion), and permeability 
index was calculated based on the surface area stained with toluidine blue using four categories (0, 0%–
25%; 1, 25%–50%; 2, 50%–75%; 3, 75%–100%). Data represent means ± se of three different plants with 
four discs per leaf and per plant (n = 12). A significant correlation was observed between permeability and 
resistance in sitiens, as indicated by the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ = −0.770, P < 0.01), but 
not for the wild type (ρ = −0.330).  

 

Increased methylesterification rate of sitiens homogalacturonan  

As B. cinerea produces pectinolytic enzymes during infection, we tested whether the wild type 

and sitiens are differentially sensitive to pectinase treatment. Pectinase or polygalacturonase 

catalyzes the random hydrolysis of 1,4-α-d-galactosiduronic linkages in pectin and other 

galacturonans. Methylesterified pectin is not degradable by polygalacturonases and requires the 

action of PMEs. Wild-type leaf discs floating on pectinase solutions of different concentrations 

were more susceptible to polygalacturonase degradation after 3 d than sitiens leaf discs, 

suggesting a lower degree of methylesterification (Fig. 6-6). Treatment with cellulase at different 

concentrations resulted in similar degradation patterns in the wild type and sitiens, indicating that 

both genotypes were equally prone to degradation by cellulase (Supplemental Fig. S3). A more 

detailed chemical analysis of cell wall sugars was performed on sitiens and wild-type total leaf 
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crude cell wall preparations. Figure 6-7 presents the monosaccharide composition of the sitiens 

and wild-type cell walls. A Student’s t test was used to find differences between wild-type and 

sitiens monosaccharide composition (P < 0.05). The neutral sugar levels, expressed as a 

percentage of cell wall dry weight, did not differ significantly between mutant and control plants, 

except for Fuc. Total Gal and GalA contents were significantly lower in sitiens than in the wild 

type. Further analysis revealed that the decrease is mainly due to a reduction in Gal and 

unmethylesterified GalA (Fig. 6-7). In conclusion, sitiens has a relatively higher degree of 

methylesterification of homogalacturonic residues compared with the wild type.  

  

Figure 6-6. Pectinase treatments of wild-type and sitiens leaf discs. A, Leaf discs excised from fifth leaves of 
wild-type and sitiens plants floating at room temperature on 1 mL of pectinase (Pectinex Ultra SPL; Sigma-
Aldrich) solutions at different enzyme concentrations (units mL−1). Photographs were taken after 3 d. B, 
Quantification of the leaf disc surface area with the image-analysis software APS Assess 2.0. Two biological 
replicates gave similar results. WT, Wild type.  
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Figure 6-7. Cell wall composition of wild-type (WT) and sitiens plants. Monosaccharide composition of the 
cell walls of fifth leaves of 5-week-old wild-type and sitiens plants. Results are expressed as a percentage of 
cell wall dry weight. Bars indicate SE (n = 4; n = 2 for Gal [gal], GalA [galA], and methylesterified GalA 
[galAmet]).  

 

Differences in oligosaccharides released from sitiens and wild-type epidermal cell walls  

The OGAs released from the cell wall during pathogen infection are known to play a role in 

disease signaling and pathogen-induced gene expression (Norman et al., 1999). OGAs with a 

degree of polymerization between 9 and 15 are potent inducers of plant defense responses 

(Mathieu et al., 1991; Bellincampi et al., 1993; Côté and Hahn 1994), although smaller pectin 

fragments have some bioactivity (Boudart et al., 1995; Simpson et al., 1998; Moerschbacher et 

al., 1999). As the degree of methylesterification in epidermal cell walls of sitiens apparently differs 

from that in the wild type, we hypothesized that different OGAs might be released. We analyzed 

the carbohydrates released from the wild-type and sitiens leaf surfaces into an infection droplet 

at 0, 6, 12, and 48 hpi using capillary electrophoresis (Williams et al., 2003; Ström and Williams, 

2004; Goubet et al., 2006). As a control, a B. cinerea inoculation solution was incubated for the 

same periods. Derivatization of the carbohydrates with 8-amino-1,3,6-pyrenetrisulfonic acid, a 

fluorescent label that readily reacts with the reducing end of oligosaccharides and 

polysaccharides, allowed detection of the labeled oligosaccharides. Electropherograms of the 
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different samples are presented (Fig. 6-8). At 0 hpi, no differences can be observed between wild-

type, sitiens, and control samples. Peaks observed around scans 1,850, 2,000, 2,500, 2,630, 3,000, 

and 3,250 are thus originating from the Glc-containing B. cinerea inoculation solution. At 6 hpi, no 

differences can be observed between wild-type and control samples. However, in sitiens, new 

peaks with strong fluorescence around scans 1,750 and 2,250 appear, indicating modifications in 

the saccharide composition in the inoculation droplet at that moment. A similar pattern is 

observed at 12 hpi. At 48 hpi in the wild type, electrophoretic mobilities drastically shift 

compared with previous time points, and more peaks are distinguishable. This indicates that the 

oligosaccharide composition in the wild-type droplet drastically differs from that of the previous 

time points, which might correlate with total digestion of the plant cell wall upon infection by B. 

cinerea. Around 48 hpi, B. cinerea infection causes visible symptoms on wild-type leaves that 

generally appear as macerated lesions (Asselbergh et al., 2007). In sitiens, differences in the 

electropherogram occur mainly in signal intensities. Infection symptoms in sitiens plants at this 

time point are restricted to localized necrotizing cells beneath the infection droplet, but without 

tissue maceration.  

 

Figure 6-8. Electropherograms obtained from capillary electrophoresis of wild-type and sitiens 
oligosaccharides released into B. cinerea inoculation droplets. Oligosaccharides released into B. cinerea 
inoculation droplets on fifth leaves of 5-week-old plants were sampled at 0, 6, 12, and 48 hpi and labeled 
with 8-amino-1,3,6-pyrenetrisulfonic acid. Signal intensity as relative fluorescence units is given in the 
ordinate, and scan numbers are given in the abscissa. For each sample, three biological replicates were 
analyzed, of which one is represented here. 
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DISCUSSION 

The ABA-deficient sitiens tomato mutant has previously been shown to be more resistant to the 

necrotrophic fungus B. cinerea (Audenaert et al., 2002). A timely induction of defense reactions, 

including H2O2 production and cell wall fortification in epidermal cells, was shown to be 

important for the increased resistance in this mutant (Asselbergh et al., 2007). Additionally, 

basal defense gene expression is higher in the sitiens mutant compared with the wild type 

(Asselbergh et al., 2007). In this study, we show that ABA deficiency in tomato leads to 

alterations in leaf surface structure and composition, which might shed some new light on the 

resistance mechanism of this mutant to B. cinerea.  

Using immunological staining of leaf sections with antibodies that bind to pectin epitopes, we 

showed that pectin breakdown in wild-type tomato 32 h after B. cinerea inoculation occurs in 

epidermal cells as well as in the mesophyll. In sitiens, pectin breakdown was restricted to the 

outer periclinal and anticlinal cell walls at 32 hpi. This is in accordance with previous findings 

that rapid induction of H2O2-fueled cell wall fortification prevents spreading of the fungus in the 

mutant. Together, these data suggest that the outer surface layer plays a vital role in the 

resistance mechanism against B. cinerea.  

Ultrastructural analysis of leaf sections using transmission electron microscopy revealed 

deformation of epidermal cell walls and irregular deposition of electron-opaque material, which 

represents cutin, in the sitiens mutant. As the cuticle is a modification of the epidermal cell 

wall, with the cutin matrix linked to the cell wall constituents, it is likely that changes in the 

epidermal cell wall metabolism may affect the cuticle and vice versa. A difference in cuticle 

composition was also suggested by the lower leaf surface hydrophobicity observed in sitiens as 

measured by the contact angle method. Differences in contact angle, however, might have 

been influenced by the lower trichome density in sitiens. Intriguingly, Arabidopsis fiddlehead-1 

and lacerata mutants, which have altered cuticle composition, also have dramatically lowered 

trichome numbers (Yephremov et al., 1999; Wellesen et al., 2001). Overexpression of SHN, 

encoding an AP2/EREBP transcription factor involved in regulating the metabolism of lipid 
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and/or cell wall components, resulted in altered wax composition and a decrease in leaf 

trichome number in Arabidopsis (Aharoni et al., 2004). Similarly, several eceriferum (cer) 

mutants of barley (Hordeum vulgare) and Arabidopsis originally isolated as wax deficient exhibit 

increases in stomata number (Zeiger and Stebbins, 1972; Gray et al., 2000). It has been 

suggested that the cuticle composition affects epidermal cell differentiation (Bird and Gray, 

2003). As indicated by our data on trichome numbers and the higher stomatal density in the 

sitiens mutant (Nagel et al., 1994), a similar connection between cuticle composition and 

epidermal cell differentiation might exist in tomato, although mere pleiotropic effects of ABA 

deficiency cannot be ruled out at this point.  

Structural and/or compositional differences in the sitiens cuticle were associated with higher 

cuticular permeability, which was shown to be positively correlated with higher resistance to B. 

cinerea. Similar observations have been made in Arabidopsis cuticle mutants (Bessire et al., 

2007; Chassot et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2007). Several scenarios have been proposed to explain 

the increased resistance to B. cinerea. In some studies, resistance (partially) depended on 

enhanced export of antifungal compounds to the leaf surface (Bessire et al., 2007; Chassot et 

al., 2007). As germination of B. cinerea spores was not different in leaf exudates from sitiens or 

wild-type plants and no differences in germination and penetration on wild-type or sitiens 

surfaces have been observed (Asselbergh et al., 2007; this study), this mechanism probably 

does not (significantly) contribute to the resistance observed in sitiens. Additionally, it rules out 

an effect of leaf surface structure or composition in the early infection stages of B. cinerea.  

Another scenario considers the increased permeability of the cuticle to elicitors from B. cinerea, 

allowing a faster induction of defense mechanisms (Chassot et al., 2007). Furthermore, it has 

been speculated that cutin monomers, which are released onto the surface of Arabidopsis 

cuticle mutants, or the action of cutinase/hydrolase might be relevant for the resistance to B. 

cinerea (Xiao et al., 2004; Chassot and Métraux, 2005; Chassot et al., 2007). Monomers 

released from the cuticular layer are able to induce plant defense reactions (Schweizer et al., 

1996a, 1996b; Chassot and Métraux, 2005; Kim et al., 2008). In etiolated hypocotyls of 

cucumber (Cucumis sativus), cutin monomers from hydrolysates of cucumber, apple (Malus 
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domesticus), and tomato elicited H2O2 production (Fauth et al., 1998), further supporting the 

notion that plants have the potential to recognize breakdown products of the cuticle and 

activate defense-related mechanisms.  

We suggest that plant defense elicitors released by B. cinerea, or hydrolytic enzymes producing 

cell wall-derived elicitors, may diffuse faster through the more permeable sitiens cuticle. 

Alternatively, monomers released from a defective cuticle might induce signaling events leading 

to the activation of plant defense mechanisms. In favor of this hypothesis, pathogenesis-related 

gene expression is higher in sitiens plants under noninfected conditions than that of the wild 

type (Asselbergh et al., 2007). Although no sensor for cuticle integrity was known until now, a 

mechanism involving a sensor in the extracellular matrix has been described. The Arabidopsis 

plasma membrane-bound receptor-like kinase THESEUS1 has been found to act as a cell wall-

integrity sensor that positively regulates the expression of genes related to defense, oxidative 

stress, and cell wall metabolism (Hématy et al., 2007).  

It is interesting that, in contrast to the link between cuticle permeability and B. cinerea 

resistance in Arabidopsis and tomato leaves, in tomato fruits a less permeable cuticle leads to 

B. cinerea resistance. Fruits of the tomato mutant delayed fruit deterioration have a denser 

cutin matrix and higher wax and cutin contents than the wild-type cv Ailsa Craig and are highly 

resistant to B. cinerea, unless the cuticle is damaged (Saladié et al., 2007). This indicates that 

there is a different defense mechanism against B. cinerea operating in tomato leaves as 

compared with fruits, which have a 10-fold thicker cuticle.  

As ABA plays an important role in drought stress regulation and the cuticle protects plants 

against drought, it is likely that ABA might regulate the biosynthesis of this waxy layer, although 

strong evidence for direct involvement of basal endogenous ABA in the cuticle biosynthesis 

process is scarce. Some genes involved in cuticle biosynthesis (AtMYB41, AtCER6, AtWBC11, 

and LpLTP1-3) are induced by exogenously applied or stress-induced ABA, and the CER6 gene 

involved in long-chain fatty acid biosynthesis contains a cis-ABA-responsive element in its 

promoter (Treviño and O’Connell, 1998; Hooker et al., 2002; Luo et al., 2007; Cominelli et al., 
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2008). More recently, it has been shown that water deficiency and ABA treatment induce an 

increase in cuticular wax load in Arabidopsis, and water deficit increases total cutin monomer 

amount and alters the proportional amounts of cutin monomers (Kosma et al., 2009). Our 

results clearly indicate a role for ABA in the regulation of cuticle biosynthesis. Accordingly, 

transcript levels of a lipid transfer protein are low in sitiens compared with the wild type 

(Asselbergh et al., 2007). Besides their role in plant defense, lipid transfer proteins are involved 

in the transport of lipids through the extracellular matrix to form cuticular wax (Cameron et al., 

2006).  

We also observed an effect of ABA deficiency on the rate of homogalacturonan 

methylesterification, which is controlled by PMEs (Wolf et al., 2009). Contradictory roles for 

ABA in PME regulation have been reported (Micheli, 2001). PME activity is inhibited by ABA 

during yellow cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkatensis) and Medicago truncatula seed germination 

(Ren and Kermode, 2000; Gimeno-Gilles et al., 2009). In tomato seed germination, ABA 

enhances PME activity (Downie et al., 1998). In drought-stressed Arabidopsis, PME genes are 

down-regulated (Bray, 2004), but in ripening banana (Musa acuminata) fruit, ABA increases 

PME activity (Lohani et al., 2004). Although immunological staining was not sensitive enough to 

reveal putative differences in pectin methylesterification rate between the wild type and sitiens 

(Fig. 6-1; Supplemental Fig. S1), pectinase treatment and gas chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS) data indicated a higher degree of methylesterification in the sitiens 

mutant. Our data show a correlation between low endogenous ABA content and higher pectin 

methylesterification in tomato leaves, indicating that ABA plays a role in the regulation of PMEs 

that are expressed in the leaves.  

One explanation for the high resistance of sitiens might be that the pectin layer is less 

degradable by hydrolase activities that are secreted by B. cinerea, due to the higher degree of 

methylesterification. However, sitiens is more resistant to several other (biotrophic) pathogens 

that do not secrete pectinases for penetration and/or tissue colonization (Thaler and Bostock, 

2004; Achuo et al., 2006). Moreover, B. cinerea secretes PMEs during leaf penetration, and it is 

not clear whether PME activity is required for the virulence of the pathogen (Valette-Collet et 
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al., 2003; Kars et al., 2005). Rather, we hypothesize that in sitiens, the methylesterification 

pattern and degree account for the release of more active elicitors. OGAs with a polymerization 

degree between 9 and 15 are known to be most bioactive (Mathieu et al., 1991; Messiaen and 

Van Cutsem, 1993). Additionally, methylesterification rate was shown to have an effect on 

elicitation capacity of OGAs against B. cinerea in strawberry (Fragaria vesca; Osorio et al., 2008). 

Our hypothesis is strengthened by the observation that different carbohydrates accumulated in 

infection droplets incubated on sitiens leaves than on those of the wild type. Thus, our results 

indicate that the higher degree of pectin methylesterification in sitiens might result in the 

release of different and more bioactive OGAs upon pectin breakdown by B. cinerea. The 

identity of the carbohydrates as well as their potential in vivo elicitor activity are the subjects of 

further investigation.  

A synergistic effect of the alterations in sitiens cuticle and pectin is conceivable. A model of this 

hypothesis is presented (Fig. 6-9). Dimers of homogalacturonide chains bridged by Ca2+ ions 

form an egg-box conformation that is necessary for OGAs to be biologically most active 

(Decreux and Messiaen, 2005). This egg-box conformation induced a significant increase in the 

binding of OGAs to the transmembrane receptor-like wall-associated kinase WAK1 (Cabrera et 

al., 2008). Moreover, when fungi invade plant tissue, chitin oligosaccharides and de-N-

acetylated chitosan oligosaccharides are produced, which elicit defense responses in various 

plants (Hahn, 1996). Chitosan oligomers were recently shown to stabilize the OGA egg boxes, 

leading to enhanced elicitor capacity in vitro (Cabrera et al., 2010). Previous results showed that 

in sitiens, a chitinase is highly expressed prior to infection (Asselbergh et al., 2007). A high 

activity of this enzyme in the extracellular space could induce the release of chitin and chitosan 

oligomers from B. cinerea and subsequently associate with OGAs released from the cell wall of 

epidermal cells. As stabilization of the elicitor-active egg-box conformation is time dependent 

(Cabrera et al., 2008), one could speculate that the higher permeability of the sitiens cuticle 

permits faster elicitor maturation, resulting in faster induction of defense reactions. Our 

observation of a clear correlation between leaf surface permeability and resistance is in favor of 

this hypothesis.  
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Figure 6-9. Schematic representation of the putative oligosaccharide signaling in the wild type and 
sitiens. In sitiens, the perception by the plant of a defective cuticle might lead to the constitutive 
expression of chitinases and glucan endo-1,3-β-glucosidases (1), releasing elicitor-active molecules from 
the fungal cell wall (2). The higher degree of methylesterification in the sitiens cell wall delivers more 
active host elicitors. Both types of elicitors can have a synergistic effect or even interact with each other 
to form even more elicitor-active complexes (3). Together with the higher permeability of the sitiens 
cuticle, the signaling would be faster and more effective with defense gene expression and the resistant 
phenotype that typifies the mutant as a consequence. In the wild type, basal expression of chitinases 
and glucan endo-1,3-β-glucosidases is not high enough to release elicitors from the germinating B. 
cinerea, and expression is induced only upon infection. The cuticle is not permeable, which delays the 
diffusion of signaling molecules/complexes into the cytosol of epidermal cells. Because of the absence of 
early signaling reactions, defense is delayed, resulting in cell wall breakdown, cell death, and fungal 
spreading. co, Conidium; cu, cuticle; ep, epidermal cell layer; me, mesophyll cell layer; pe, point of 
penetration.  

 

There has been a long-standing controversy over whether or not hydrolase activity enhances 

fungal infection (Schäfer, 1993; Valette-Collet et al., 2003; Kars et al., 2005). Our results indicate 
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that the composition of the epidermal leaf surface itself has an influence on the end products 

of hydrolase activity and may influence the role of these enzymes as a virulence factor.  

In conclusion, we have shown that endogenous ABA levels play a decisive role in (the regulation 

of) cuticle and cell wall biosynthesis in tomato leaves and consequently determine the structure 

and composition of the outer surface layers. ABA deficiency resulted in a more permeable 

cuticle and a higher degree of pectin methylesterifcation. We furthermore demonstrated that 

the more permeable cuticle of the ABA-deficient sitiens mutant is directly correlated with 

enhanced resistance to B. cinerea. We suggested that the higher degree of pectin 

methylesterification in the mutant results in more bioactive OGAs. Together with the higher 

permeability that allows faster diffusion of elicitors, this results in a faster induction of defense 

responses in sitiens, which renders these plants more resistant to B. cinerea than the wild type. 

A model was presented in which synergistic effects of the alterations in cell wall and cuticle 

composition contribute to the resistant interaction of sitiens with B. cinerea. Further studies 

will be needed to shed light on the exact role of the cuticle and pectin composition in the 

resistance of tomato against B. cinerea and in plant-pathogen interactions in general. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Plant material and exogenous ABA treatment 

The tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) wild-type “Moneymaker” and its sitiens mutant (a kind gift of 

Prof. M. Koornneef, Wageningen University) were grown in potting compost soil (Substrat 4; 

Klasmann-Deilmann) in a growth chamber at 22°C with 75% relative humidity under a 16-h-

light/8-h-dark regime. For the GC-MS experiment, plants were grown in a greenhouse with 

approximately 65% relative humidity. ABA complementation was as described by Achuo et al. 

(2006). Plants were sprayed until runoff with 100 μm ABA in 0.05% ethanol every 5 d during their 

development. Controls were fed with 0.05% ethanol.  

Fungal material and infection method 

Conidia of Botrytis cinerea strain R16 (Faretra and Pollastro, 1991) were obtained as described 

(Audenaert et al., 2002). An inoculation suspension was prepared containing 5 × 105 spores mL−1 

in 0.01 m KH2PO4 and 6.67 mm Glc. Conidia were pregerminated for 2 h in the inoculation 

suspension at 22°C. Fifth leaves were used for B. cinerea inoculation with 10-μL droplets. 

Incubation was at 22°C under dark conditions. Symptoms were evaluated after 3 to 4 d. For mock 

inoculation, the inoculation suspension was prepared omitting the spores.  

Tissue fixation and immunological staining 

Transverse sections of tomato leaves embedded in LR White (LRW; Sigma-Aldrich, Fluka) resin 

were used for immunological staining. Leaf segments (2 mm × 8 mm) were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaric dialdehyde (Acros Organics) in 0.05 m PIPES (Sigma-Aldrich) 

for 2.5 h after 30 min of vacuum infiltration. After dehydration in a graded series of ethanol, LRW 

was gradually added to the samples: one-third LRW + two-thirds ethanol for 40 min; one-half 

LRW + one-half ethanol for 40 min; and two-thirds LRW + one-third ethanol for 40 min. Next, 

three successive incubations of 2 h in pure LRW were done. The samples were transferred to 

electron microscopy-purpose beam microembedding capsules (Laborimpex) filled with LRW and 

incubated for 24 h at 60°C for polymerization. Semithin sections (2 μm) were cut with a 

motorized rotary microtome (Leica RM2265; Leica Microsystems). After blocking the sections 
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using 3.33% normal rabbit serum (Gentaur) in TBSB-T (Tris-buffered saline solution, pH 7.4, + 

0.1% bovine serum albumin + 0.01% Tween 20), primary antibody incubation (JIM5 and JIM7 

[PlantProbes], 20 times diluted in TBSB-T) was performed overnight at 4°C. An anti-rat IgG-

fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugate (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a secondary antibody. Samples 

were washed several times, mounted in Vectashield Hardset mounting medium (VWR), and 

examined with an Olympus BX51 epifluorescence microscope with U-MWB2 filter cube (450- to 

480-nm excitation filter, DM500 dichroic beam splitter, and BA515 long-pass filter).  

Electron microscopy 

For transmission electron microscopy, tomato leaf sections (2 × 2 μm) were excised from fourth 

leaves of 5-week-old plants (seventh leaf stage), briefly immersed in dextran 15% to 20%, and 

frozen immediately in a high-pressure freezer (EM Pact; Leica Microsystems). Over a period of 4 

d, tissues were freeze substituted in dry acetone containing 1% OsO4 and 0.1% glutaraldehyde as 

follows: −90°C for 26 h, 2°C h−1 temperature increase over 15 h, −60°C for 8 h, 2°C h−1 

temperature increase over 15 h, −30°C for 8 h, with rinsing three times with acetone in an 

Automatic Freeze Substitution System (Leica Microsystems). At the end, samples were slowly 

warmed up to 4°C and infiltrated at 4°C stepwise in Spurr’s resin over 3 d. Ultrathin sections of 

gold interference color were cut with an ultramicrotome (Ultracut E; Leica Microsystems) and 

collected on formvar-coated copper slot grids. Sections were poststained in an LKB ultrastainer 

(http://www.lkb.com.au/) for 40 min in uranyl acetate at 40°C and for 10 min in lead stain at 20°C 

and then transferred to grids. Grids were viewed with a JEOL 1010 transmission electron 

microscope operating at 80 kV.  

Leaf surface hydrophobicity measurement 

Contact angles of 10-μL droplets of distilled water on wild-type and sitiens fourth leaf surfaces 

were measured according to the sessile drop contact angle method with the EasyDrop 

tensiometer and Droplet Shape Analysis software (Krüss) using the L-Y circle-fitting method. 

Measurements were done at room temperature. The values of the contact angles were averages 

of at least 10 measurements. For each experiment, the fourth leaves of at least five different 

plants were used. A two-sided Student’s t test was applied for statistical analysis. The experiment 
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was repeated with similar results.  

Trichome density 

Trichome density on the adaxial leaf side was measured by counting the trichomes on leaf discs 

of 4 mm diameter. At least 10 replicates of the surface of the fourth leaf of three different wild-

type and sitiens plants were examined. Data were statistically analyzed using a Mann-Whitney 

test.  

Toluidine Blue, Alcian Blue, and Ruthenium Red staining for assessment of cuticular 

permeability 

Leaf discs from fourth leaves of 5-week-old plants (seventh leaf stage) floating on the adaxial 

surface were placed in a 0.05% aqueous dye solution for 1 h (Sterling, 1970; Tanaka et al., 2004).  

Chlorophyll efflux rate measurement 

To measure the chlorophyll efflux rate, equally sized leaflets from fourth leaves from three 5-

week-old plants were used as described (Chen et al., 2004). Three replicates of mutant and wild-

type leaves were immersed in an 80% ethanol solution in 50-mL tubes with covers. Tubes were 

agitated gently on a shaker platform. Aliquots of 1 mL were removed at 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 4 h 

after initial immersion. The amount of chlorophyll extracted into the solution was quantified with 

a UV-160A spectrophotometer and calculated from UV light absorption at 480, 645, and 663 nm.  

In vitro effect of leaf diffusate on B. cinerea germination  

Ten-microliter droplets of quarter-strength potato dextrose broth (Difco) were incubated for 18 h 

on three wild-type and sitiens leaves. Potential leaf diffusates were collected directly into these 

droplets and mixed with B. cinerea spores in water to a final concentration of 5 × 104 spores 

mL−1. Spore germination was observed with the microscope for 5 h.  

In vivo assessment of hyphal growth 

For in vivo assessment of hyphal growth, leaf discs of fifth leaves were inoculated with B. cinerea 

as described above and sampled at 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 hpi by clearing and fixing in 100% ethanol. 
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Hyphae were visualized using 0.01% trypan blue in 10% acetic acid. Bright-field microscopy was 

performed as described above, and hyphae length was measured using the software package 

CELL-F (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions).  

Assessment of correlation between permeability and susceptibility 

To study the correlation between permeability and susceptibility in wild-type and sitiens plants, 

both traits were analyzed on the same leaf. Leaf discs were cut from every leaf (leaves 1–6) of the 

seventh leaf stage of wild-type and sitiens plants. Per leaf, four discs were inoculated with B. 

cinerea for disease evaluation as described above, and four leaf discs were used for toluidine blue 

permeability assay. A disease index was calculated with four different scores (0, resistant; 1, 

slightly spreading lesion; 2, moderately spreading lesion; 3, severely spreading lesion) using the 

formula [(0 × a) + (1 × b) + (2 × c) + (3 × d)/(a + b + c + d)] × 100/3 where a, b, c, and d are the 

number of discs examined with scores 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For each experiment, leaves of 

three different plants were used (n = 12). A permeability index was determined based on the 

percentage of leaf disc area covered by toluidine blue after overnight staining (0, 0%–25%; 1, 

25%–50%; 2, 50%–75%; 3, 75%–100%). The correlation between both traits was analyzed using 

Spearman’s rank correlation test.  

Pectinase treatment 

Leaf discs were excised from fifth wild-type and sitiens leaves and floated at room temperature 

for 3 d on 24-well plates on pectinase solutions (Pectinex Ultra SPL; Sigma, P2611) containing 0, 

100, 1,000, and 2,000 units mL−1. Degradation was quantified by measuring leaf disc surface area 

(percentage coverage) with the APS Assess 2.0 software. As a control, leaf discs were floated on 

cellulase solutions (Sigma, C2730).  

Chemical analysis of cell walls using GC-MS 

Fifth leaves of four 5-week-old wild-type and sitiens plants were washed four times with 70% 

ethanol at 70°C and subsequently lyophilized overnight, ground in a potter homogenizer, and 

washed in acetone and methanol. The remaining homogenate was considered as representative 

of the cell walls. Five milligrams of this cell wall preparation of each sample was used for further 
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analysis. The prepared cell wall was resuspended in 1.25 mL of 1 M imidazole and reduced with 3 

× 0.25 mL per 100 mg mL−1 NaBD4 for 2 h according to Kim and Carpita (1992). Samples were 

neutralized with 3 × 50 μL of acetic acid and dialyzed overnight. Upon lyophilization, samples 

were dissolved in 0.25 mL of water. To distinguish Gal, GalA, and methylesterified GalA by GC-MS, 

the sample was split in two and a second reduction was done overnight with NaBH4 (to obtain 

the proportion of esterified over total uronic acids) or NaBD4 (to obtain the total uronic acids), 

followed by neutralization with acetic acid. After dialysis and freeze drying, carboxyl-reduced wall 

material was hydrolyzed with 2.5 M trifluoroacetic acid for 2 h at 100°C. Alditol acetate 

derivatives were prepared as described (Albersheim et al., 1967). Derivatized samples were 

redissolved in 20 μL of dichloromethane, and 1-μL aliquots were analyzed by GC-MS with a high-

polarity 25-m × 0.22-mm (i.d.) BPX70 column (SGE). Myoinositol was added to the samples as an 

internal standard. Identification of the derivatives was based on published mass spectra and the 

elution order in relation to standards. The degree of esterification of uronic acid groups was 

calculated by the relative proportions of diagnostic fragments in the NaBH4- and NaBD4-reduced 

samples (mass-to-charge ratios of 217 and 219 for hexosyl derivatives).  

Oligosaccharide sampling 

Ten-microliter B. cinerea inoculation droplets containing 5.25 × 104 conidia mL−1 in 15.7 mm 

KH2PO4 and 25 mM Glc were inoculated on fifth leaves of 5-week-old wild-type and sitiens leaves 

and incubated at 22°C for 0, 6, 12, and 48 h. As a control, B. cinerea inoculation suspension was 

incubated under the same conditions. After inoculation, droplets were collected and centrifuged 

for 2 h at 22,000 g to remove B. cinerea spores. One hundred microliters of the supernatant was 

vacuum dried and used for further analysis.  

Electrophoretic separation of labeled oligosaccharides 

The samples were labeled overnight by incubation at 37°C in 1 μL of a 1:1 mixture of 20 mm 8-

amino-1,3,6-pyrenetrisulfonic acid in 1.2 m citric acid and 1 m NaCNBH3 in dimethyl sulfoxide. 

Samples were injected in the capillaries of an ABI 3130 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems) and 

analyzed with Genescan 3.1 software (Applied Biosystems) as described (Laroy et al., 2006). 
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Supplemental material 

 

Supplemental Figure S1. Pectin degradation during B. cinerea infection in sitiens and wild-type tomato. 

 

Supplemental Figure S2. Evaluation of spore germination and hyphal growth. 
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Supplemental Figure S3. Cellulase treatment of wild-type and sitiens leaf discs.  

 

Author contribution (only for H. Seifi) 

H. Seifi generated these data: Fig. 6-3 C, D; Fig. 6-5, Fig. S2 A, B; and was partially involved in 

generating these data: Fig. 6-3 A, B.  
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Chapter  

7 

Addendum to Chapter 6 (Abscisic acid deficiency causes changes in cuticle permeability and 

pectin composition that influence tomato resistance to Botrytis cinerea; Plant Physiology, 

154: 847-860) 

 

Further characterization of potential signaling components involved in 

sitiens defense response to B. cinerea 

Hamed Soren Seifi, Juan Carlos Cabrera, Katrien Curvers, Pierre Van Cutsem, Monica Höfte 

 

A fast perception of microbial challenge plays a prominent role in the timely induction of plant 

defense mechanisms against pathogens. We have previously shown that the abscisic acid 

deficient sitiens mutant of tomato possesses a highly permeable cuticle which plays a key role 

in the observed resistance against the necrotrophic pathogen Botrytis cinerea. It was 

accordingly hypothesized that the more permeable cuticle may allow a faster and more 

efficient penetration of potential signaling components generated during early stages of 

infection, triggering downstream defenses in sitiens. It was also proposed that, due to the 

higher level of methyl esterification in pectin content, a highly active signaling molecule 

conformation with strong elicitation capacity, termed as egg-box molecule, might have a higher 

chance to be formed in the sitiens mutant. As an addendum to the previous chapter, this 

chapter has been dedicated to our follow-up analyses on the nature of potential signaling 

molecules that are involved in the fast defense response of sitiens against B. cinerea. 
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Introduction 

Plants have evolved several strategies to defend themselves against the pathogens they are 

constantly surrounded with, including preformed and induced mechanisms. Preformed barriers 

include the plant cuticle and cell wall, where the battle between plant and fungus starts. The 

main constituents of the primary cell wall are a cellulose-xyloglucan network embedded in a 

matrix of pectic polysaccharides. A cuticular layer, composed of cutin and wax components, 

covers the cell wall. Pathogens that penetrate the cell wall to gain access to the nutrient 

content of the plant protoplast, create microscopic wounds at the site of penetration, by 

physical or enzymatic rupture, inevitably generating plant cell wall fragments which, next to 

being a carbon source for the fungi, have potential elicitor capacity. The importance of the 

extracellular matrix as a source for such signaling molecules generated during plant-pathogen 

interactions has been well studied (reviewed by Hématy et al., 2009). On the plant side, break-

down products of the cell wall can potentially elicit hydrogen peroxide production and induce 

pathogenesis related gene expression (Fauth et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2008; Park et al., 2008). 

Pectic fragments known as oligogalacturonides (OGAs) are best characterized in this context. 

The eliciting capacity of OGAs was shown to depend on their degree of polymerization (DP) and 

methylesterification (Mathieu et al., 1991, Messiaen and Van Cutsem, 1994; Menard et al., 

2004). It has been demonstrated that one of the most biologically active forms of OGAs, is a 

homogalacturonide dimer electrostatically bridged by calcium ions, forming an egg-box-like 

conformation (Decreux and Messiaen, 2005).  Formation of these egg-box molecules (EBMs) 

can significantly increase the level of binding of OGAs to the plant cell wall associated OGA 

receptor, WAK1 (Cabrera et al., 2008).  

Previously, our laboratory reported  that an early epidermal production of ROS (H2O2) followed 

by cell wall fortifications, results in arresting the spreading of B. cinerea in the abscisic acid-

deficient sitiens mutant of tomato (Asselbergh et al. 2007).  However it was recently revealed 

that the previously reported, ROS-fueled ‘fast pathogen arrest’ reaction is not solely sufficient 

to resist B. cinerea infection, but a timely over-activation of an anti cell-death mechanism, 

referred to as  the ‘maintenance’ phase, is also critical to fully suppress the necrotrophic 
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pathogen growth in the mutant (Chapter 3).  All these ‘early’ defense reactions in sitiens clearly 

hint at the quality of a fast and efficient perception of the microbial challenge in the mutant. To 

study the characteristics of such quality, we first investigated the structure of the cuticle and 

cell wall of the mutant, as they make up the interface of the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. In 

Chapter 6, we have demonstrated that reduced levels of ABA lead to a more permeable cuticle 

in sitiens which is positively correlated with the observed resistance response against B. 

cinerea. We therefore hypothesized that the more permeable cuticle allows faster permeation 

of pathogen-derived elicitors or any break-down product of the host cell wall resulted by the 

pathogen attempt of penetration, leading to a faster induction of defense responses in the 

sitiens mutant. Since stabilization of the egg-box molecule is time-dependent (Cabrera et al., 

2008), and because of the higher permeability of cuticle, it was therefore hypothesized that the 

EBM maturation process might occur faster in the mutant, resulting in faster induction of 

defense reaction (Curvers et al., 2010; Chapter 6). We continued our study on early signaling 

events of the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction, verifying our previous hypothesis on the EBM nature 

of the signaling components involved in this responsive resistance response. 

 

Results 

Assessing the effect of pre-inoculation application of synthetic egg-box compound on 

susceptibility of the sitiens mutant and wild-type tomato to Botrytis cinerea 

We have previously emphasized the importance of a timely elicitation in the induction of an 

efficient defense mechanism to suppress B. cinerea infection in the sitiens mutant (Chapter 3; 

Chapter 6). To further ascertain the prominent role of an early elicitation in tomato-B. cinerea 

interaction, synthetic EBM solution (kindly provided by Prof. Van Cutsem, Notre Dame de 

Namur University) was applied on sitiens and wild-type leaves. EBM solution was first solely 

tested for its biological activity on the leaf surface of both genotypes. Incubation of droplets 

containing 50 ppm EBM for 24 h induced visually (macroscopically) detectable HR-like 

symptoms on wild-type leaves (Fig. 7-1 A); whereas 10 and 1 ppm concentrations had no effect. 
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However, lower concentration of EBMs (10 ppm) was sufficient to induce a HR-like reaction in 

sitiens leaves (Fig. 7-1 B), while 1 ppm did not show any effect. Interestingly, application of 50 

ppm EBMs on sitiens resulted in an even stronger induction of HR in the mutant (Fig. 7-1 C), 

which (in some leaves), was accompanied by a systemic HR-reaction in the whole surface of the 

leaf (Fig. 7-1 D). Further DAB staining (Asselbergh et al., 2007; Chapter 3), followed by 

microscopic analysis on the HR-like symptoms (on EBM- treated wild-type and sitiens leaf disks) 

revealed that EBM application can trigger an epidermal ROS-fueled HR in both plants (Fig. 7-1).  

 

 

Figure 7-1. A, B, C: Macroscopic 
and microscopic analyses of the 
effect of direct application of 
different concentrations of 
synthetic EBM solution on the 
induction of HR in sitiens and wild-
type leaves. Scale bar = 50 µm.  
D: The systemic effect of direct 
application of 50 ppm EBMs on 
some sitiens leaves. 
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Next, we assessed the effect of EBMs on the defense response of the wild-type and sitiens 

mutant against B. cinerea. Following the previously described 24-well plate method (Chapter 3), 

leaf disks of the two genotypes were incubated on different concentrations of the EBM solution 

(1, 10 and 50 ppm) overnight, while the buffer solution without EBMs was used as the control 

treatment. An aggressive inoculation was first used on wild-type leaf disks, that gave no 

significant difference between the elicitor-treated and control samples. We then hypothesized 

that the aggressive level of infection might have masked the potential of the EBM elicitor to 

induce some (possibly insubstantial) levels of resistance in the host. Therefore, a mild 

inoculation suspension (prepared with lesser conidial, glucose and potassium phosphate 

concentrations as described in ‘Material and Methods’) was then chosen to lower the pressure 

of the infection, seeking the observation of any possible effect of EBM on the basal defense 

capacity of the wild-type plant. Interestingly, under a mild pressure of B. cinerea infection, 

application of EBM solution with the concentration of 1ppm could reduce susceptibility in the 

wild-type leaf disks, while higher concentrations did not show a significant effect (Fig. 7-2).This 

observation may further confirm our previously proposed hypothesis on the importance of an 

early elicitation in the induction of resistance against B. cinerea (Chapter 6). 

 

 

Figure 7-1. The effect of 
synthetic EBM solution on the 
defense response of the wild-
type tomato to a mild infection 
of B. cinerea. Vertical bars 
indicate ±SE of three biological 
replicates. Different letters 
indicate statistically significant 
difference (Duncan’s test; 
α=0.05). 
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Furthermore, inoculation of EBM-treated sitiens leaf disks with an aggressive conidial 

suspension gave no significant effect for lower concentration (1 and 10 ppm); while 

unexpectedly, at higher levels (50 ppm) of EBM application, increased susceptibility was 

observed in the mutant (Fig. 7-3). 

 

Figure 7-3. The effect of synthetic 
EBM solution on the defense 
response of sitiens to a mild 
infection of B. cinerea. Vertical 
bars indicate ±SE of three 
biological replicates. Different 
letters indicate statistically 
significant difference (Duncan’s 
test; α=0.05). 

 

 

 

Chromatographic analysis of the compounds existing in the inoculation droplets incubated on 

sitiens and wild-type leaves. 

Inoculation droplets containing B. cinerea conidial suspension were placed on the adaxial 

surface of sitiens and wild-type leaves following the inoculation and incubation methods 

described in Chapter 6. At different time points post-inoculation the droplets, presumably 

containing some exuded signaling components, were gently collected from the leaf surface of 

the two genotypes, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and finally kept at -80° C for further 

analytical experiments. High Performance Anion Exchange Chromatography with Pulse 

Amperometric Detection technique (HPAEC-PAD) was used to detect the nature of the 

compounds in leaf exudates of the sitiens mutant and the wild-type plants in a time course 

after inoculation. Using a PA100 column, specifically designed for detecting sugar-natured 

molecules, we observed one clearly different peak in the mutant chromatogram at 4 hpi, rising 

up in successive time points (8, 12, 16 and 24 hpi), while in wild-type the peak was much less 
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pronounced, particularly at early time points (Fig. 7-4). This observation confirms our previous 

report on the presence of some sugar-natured signals, detected using the capillary 

electrophoresis technique, during early stages of the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction (Chapter 6). 

However, due to some technical limitations and complexities, further analysis of this sugar-

natured signal was not carried out.  

 

Figure 7-4. Evolution of the peak, that appeared with a retention time of 11 min on the HPLC 

chromatogram ( using PA100 column), during the time course of infection. 

For further analysis of the possible elicitation-associated compounds present in the samples 

derived from the two genotypes, a C-18 column (Alltima HP C18 5 µ 250 x 4.6) was then chosen. 

This column separates different compounds based on their hydrophobicity and charge 

properties. Having performed C-18 column separation, we detected two signals, showing clear 

differences between sitiens and wild type plants at early time points, particularly with the 

largest difference at 12 hpi (Fig. 7-5, red arrows). Next, next purified six different possible 
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fractions derived from C-18 separation flow, to further analyze any potential elicitation activity 

of the detected signals, (Fig. 7-5).  

 

Figure 7-5. C-18 column separation chromatogram of sitiens and wild type samples at 12 hpi. Six 
fractions were isolated for further analyses. 

 

Biological activity of the six isolated fractions on sitiens leaf disks 

After the purification of all the 6 fractions, we next sought whether the observed peaks might 

induce any defense-related reaction in tomato leaves. The very little amount of the purified 

fractions, as well as, higher levels of cuticle permeability of the sitiens leaf, ensuring a more 

efficient diffusion of signaling compounds (Curvers et al., 2010), convinced us to test the few 

available droplets only on the sitiens mutant. To test the biological activity of the isolated 

fractions, we incubated droplets containing the purified fractions on the leaf surface of sitiens 

for 24h at 22°C in dark condition. As an important marker of defense response induction in the 

host tissue, accumulation of ROS (H2O2) was then visualized in the inoculated sitiens leaf disks. 

Using DAB staining technique, we found out that among the six isolated fractions, the two 
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different signals, existing in the fraction No. 1 and 3 (F1 and F3) (Fig. 7-5 red arrows), could 

induce H2O2 generation and HR-like symptoms in sitiens leaf disks (Fig. 7-6 A,B). However, it 

seems that the location and the intensity of H2O2 accumulation are different between the two 

fractions. While a moderate and sporadic induction of ROS generation in both epidermal and 

mesophyllic layers could be seen in F1-inoculated samples, F3 inoculation induced a much more 

pronounced ROS generation, particularly in the mesophyll cells (Fig 7-6 A,B).  

 

Figure 7-6. Macroscopic and 
microscopic analysis of the effect of 
fraction No. 1 (F1) (A), and fraction 
No. 3 (F3) (B), on the induction of ROS 
generation and epidermal HR in the 
inoculation site (beneath the 
inoculation droplet) in sitiens leaf 
disks. Scale bar= 50 µm.  
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Detection of the building blocks of the ROS-inducing signal No. 3. 

The strong induction of ROS generation by F3-inoculation, prompted us to focus on detection of 

the molecular composition of this biologically-active fraction. To achieve this, we used MALDI-

TOF (Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionisation-Time of Flight) mass spectrometry (MS) 

technique. Our MALDI-TOF MS analytical experiments lead to the identification of the presence 

of six different molecules existing in F3, namely: rhamnose, arabinose, glucose, galactose, 

galacturonic acid and glucose amine. However, how exactly these molecules (building blocks) 

might contribute to the final biochemical structure of the observed signal in F3 (signal 3), 

remained uninvestigated.  

 

Discussion 

We have previously proposed a model explaining how the permeable cuticle in the sitiens 

mutant of tomato may result in a faster induction of defense response against B. cinerea. It was 

also hypothesized that, due to the higher level of methyl esterification in the structure of pectic 

compounds in the mutant, different type of OGA fragments, with higher degree of 

polymerization (DP), might be released during early stages of sitiens-B. cinerea interaction, 

which in turn may increase the chance of an effective EBM conformation (Chapter 6). 

Interestingly, direct application of synthetic elicitors (EBMs) could induce an HR-like reaction in 

the epidermal cells of both sitiens and the wild-type plants. The HR reaction in sitiens could be 

induced by a 5 time lower concentration of the elicitor (10 ppm in sitiens compared with the 

effective 50 ppm in wild type), which can be explained by the higher cuticle permeability of the 

mutant. Furthermore, pre-inoculation application of synthetic EBMs on the wild-type plant 

could reduce susceptibility to a mild infection of B. cinerea. This observation again highlights 

the importance of a timely elicitation of plant defenses in inducing resistance to B. cinerea, as 

reported previously (Caillot et al., 2012). In contrast, higher levels of EBMs (50 ppm) induced 

some levels of susceptibility in the mutant. It seems that a strong induction of ROS 

accumulation before inoculation and cell death in the sitiens leaf tissue, might have alleviated 
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the resistance capacity of the mutant. This observation implies that only a delicately balanced 

level of ROS generation might be effective in the induction of the downstream defense 

response in the mutant, whereas over-induction of ROS and HR would be detrimental for 

resistance against B. cinerea. 

Our analytical experiments provide some evidence for the existence of some potential sugar-

natured elicitors during early stages of the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. However, whether the 

two biologically active, isolated fractions (F1 and F3) might contain compounds with an egg-box 

conformation remained totally unclear. Interestingly, it has been shown that, during a plant-

fungal pathogen interaction, EBMs may even show higher elicitation activity when stabilized 

with a chain of fungal pathogen-derived chitin oligomer, called chitosan (COS). Such 

interspecies complex molecules, electrostatically formed between positively charged  COSs and 

negatively charged OGAs,  can function as the ‘danger’ signal that alerts the host cell on both 

cell wall degradation and pathogen attack, triggering a considerably stronger response than the 

EBM molecules alone (Cabrera et al., 2010). Our results on the building blocks of the 

biologically active F3 fraction might hint at the presence of such COS-OGA molecules in the 

purified active elicitor in the F3 fraction. According to our MS analysis data, the isolated F3 

fraction consists of four different sugar monomers: rhamnose, arabinose, galactose and 

glucose; the plant-derived pectin-degradation product, galacturonic acid and glucose amine. 

This hypothesis might gain more credit considering the previous microarray data showing that, 

prior to B. cinerea infection, a chitinase gene is highly upregulated in the sitiens mutant 

(Asselbergh et al., 2007). Additionally the presence of glucose amine (known as the monomer 

of chitin molecule) in the extracted fraction from the infected plants, might further propose the 

chitinase activity in the mutant. However, more evidence is needed to prove the presence of a 

fungal-derived molecule in the feraction.  

Some preliminary data on the activity of the pectin hydrolyzing enzyme polygalacturonase (PG) 

during early stages of infection in sitiens and the wild-type plant, revealed a higher PG activity 

in the resistant mutant (data not shown). The higher PG activity in sitiens, might be likely 

associated with the permeable cuticle, allowing more efficient permeation of the enzyme into 
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the host-pathogen interaction substrate, the inoculation droplet. It has been accordingly shown 

that wounding stress can induce PG activity in tomato leaves, generating endogenous OGA 

elicitors that in turn may trigger systemic activation of defense responses against pathogens 

(Bergey et al., 1999).  

Thus, it could be collectively hypothesized that during early stages of the sitiens-B. cinerea 

interaction,  a higher activity of the chitinase enzyme in the sitiens extracellular space may 

release chitin fragments (COSs) from B. cinerea mycelium. Subsequently, degraded COSs can 

bond with OGAs which may abundantly be released form the cell wall of sitiens epidermal cells, 

mediated by both the fungal and plant-derived PGs. Concomitant occurrence of these early 

events in the sitiens mutant might  increase the chance and the level of COS-OGA formation, 

culminating in a timely and strong activation of downstream defense responses. However, the 

data presented here still lack substantial evidence to fully support the abovementioned 

hypothesis.  

 

Material and Methods 

Mild infection inoculation  

The inoculation solution was made according to our previously described method (Chapter 6), 

with these concentrations: 0.01 M glucose, 6.67 mM KH2PO4 and 6.25×104 conidia/ml. Infection 

method and disease index evaluation were done as described previously (Chapter 6). 

Separation and collect on reverse phase  

Inoculated sitiens, inoculated wild-type, mock sitiens, mock wild-type and blank were separated 

(30 times for each) on C18 (Alltima HP C18 5 µ 250 x 4.6). Reverse Phase High Performance 

Liquid Chromatography was performed using a Dionex GP 50 Pump following this gradient: 
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Column :          (Alltima HP C18 5 µ 250 x 4.6) 

T° :              35°C   

Flow rate : 1ml/min   

Injection: 20 µl   

Eluent A : H2O/Formic acid 0.1% 

Eluent B : H2O/Acetonitrile (30/70) formic acid 0.1%  

    

Detection was performed with Shimadzu UV-vis SPD-6AV at 205 nm. Samples of interest were 

collected (30 times) between 13.2 and 13.8 min. Collected fractions were then evaporated to 

dryness and the residues resuspended in 0.5 mL Milli Q grade water.  

Carbohydrates identifications   

The aliquots were hydrolysed in trifluoroacetic acid (0.5 mL, 2 M) at 120°C for 2 h. The 

hydrolysates were then evaporated to dryness and the residues resuspended in 0.5 mL Milli Q 

grade water. Subsequently a 400 µL aliquot of each sample was centrifuged (13,000 g, 15 min) 

prior to injection into the HPAEC system. High Performance Anion Exchange Chromatography 

with Pulsed Amperometric Detection (HPAEC–PAD) was performed using a Dionex ICS 3000 in 

order to identify some neutral monosaccharides collected on C18 separation. Chromatic 

separation of the monosaccharides was performed on a CarboPac PA-20 column (Dionex, 3 µ 

150 mm) connected to a guard column (3 µ 30 mm). Five mM NaOH at a flow rate of 0.5 

mL/min was employed under constant helium pressure as the mobile phase. A post-column 

derivatisation was performed by the addition of 0.75 M NaOH. The sample injection volume 

was 20 µL and column oven temperature 35°C. The column was reconditioned with 200 mM 

NaOH for 10 min then re-equilibrated with the starting buffer. Pure sugars from Sigma Aldrich 

were used as standards and also treated to an identical hydrolysis procedure. 

Mass Spectroscopy detection  

Aliquots were injected in direct infusion on MS with a KD scientific syringe at 20 µl/min. The 

mass spectrometer was operated in positive ionization modes and acquired data in the mass 
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range from m/z 50 to 1000 with a spectra rate of 1 Hz. The accurate mass data of the molecular 

ions were processed through the software DataAnalysis 4.0 (Bruker Daltonik), which provided a 

list of possible elemental formulas by using the SmartFormula Editor tool. Internal calibration 

was performed using lithium formate cluster. 
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Chapter  

8 

 

 

General conclusions and perspectives 

 

In the first part of this final chapter, I integrated several pieces of conclusions derived from 

previous parts (chapters 2-7), seeking some overall lessons from our research on the sitiens-B. 

cinerea model pathosystem, while providing final answers to the essential questions posed in 

the opening passage of the thesis (Chapter 1). This work may also open up new fertile 

directions for future research, which are proposed in the second part of this chapter. 
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General conclusions 

Glutamate metabolism is a rich source of plant enzymatic resistance (eR) genes 

The plant resistance response to pathogens could be schematically divided into three 

successive phases that are: (1) perception of the pathogen existence, (2) transduction of 

invasion-associated signals towards the nucleus of the invaded cell and finally (3) expression of 

defense-associated genes.  The expression of the latter group of genes leads to the generation 

of an array of defense-associated products, such as anti-microbial and cell-wall strengthening 

compounds. Recently, the new concept of plant “enzymatic resistance” (eR) genes has emerged 

that also suggests defensive roles for some metabolic pathways involving host central C/N 

metabolism (Taler et al., 2004). The term “eR genes” was coined after studies showing that 

resistance to the downy mildew pathogen Pseudoperonospora cubensis  in melon is 

predominantly controlled by the expression of two photorespiratory amino transferases 

(Kenigsbuch and Cohen 1992; Taler et al., 2004). The latter authors have shown that the higher 

activity of the two aminotransferases, and the resulted consumption of the substrate of the 

enzymes, glyoxylate, leads to a ROS-dependent resistance response against the biotrophic 

pathogen P. cubensis (see Chapter 2, section “cell death/viability).    

The present work suggests that plant glutamate metabolism (GM) could be considered as a rich 

source for some effective eR genes against both biotrophic and necrotrophic pathogens 

(Chapter 2). Our empirical research based on previous microarray data (Asselbergh et al., 2007; 

Chapter 1) has revealed a prominent role for the host central amino acid metabolism in the 

defense response of sitiens against B. cinerea. In this context, we have introduced some novel 

GM-dependent eR genes, like GABATA1 and GS1 that critically control resistance against the 

necrotrophic pathogen, B. cinerea (Chapter 3). Our proposed ‘endurance’ model provides 

further mechanistic insights into the indispensable role of plant eR genes in molding an 

effective resistance against pathogens with true necrotrophic lifestyle (Chapter 2).  According to 

this model, over-activation of metabolic pathways that can maintain critical basic metabolism in 

the invaded tissue may function as an anti cell-death/senescence defense strategy, resulting in 

increased resistance against necrotrophic pathogens. We have also presented evidence that 
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ammonium nitrate supplementation reduces susceptibility to B. cinerea in the wild-type tomato 

(Chapter 5), presumably through an eR-mediated defense mechanism. According to our 

preliminary results, both photorespiration and the GABA shunt might be considered as 

influential eR pathways that control ammonium nitrate-induced resistance against B. cinerea in 

tomato. 

 

Priming is a pivotal element of sitiens resistance response to B. cinerea  

An important phenomenon in sitiens defense response to B. cinerea that is worth extra 

attention, is the timeliness and the strength of all transcriptional, enzymatic and metabolic 

alterations that occur in the mutant (Asselbergh et al., 2007; Chapter 3). It seems that 

responsive activation of defense mechanisms in the mutant plays a vital role in the observed 

resistance response against B. cinerea. Interestingly, for many (but not all) of defense reactions 

rapidly induced in the resistant sitien, there are identical defense reactions in the susceptible 

wild-type plant, yet induced much later with lesser magnitude. For instance, accumulation of 

ROS, generation of GABA and induction of the PAL enzyme are all apparent in the wild type-B. 

cinerea interaction as well; however, the timing and the induction level of these defense 

reactions are not comparable with the sitiens plant. This may hint at the existence of ‘priming’ 

for pathogen defense in the sitiens mutant. It could be hypothesized that the constant presence 

of the biotic drought stress in sitiens, caused by ABA deficiency, has culminated in a primed 

state in the mutant resulting in a faster and stronger defense reaction to B. cinerea.  

As it has been shown in this work, ABA deficiency in sitiens results in alterations in cuticle 

permeability that correlates with resistance to B. cinerea (Chapter 6). It has been also proposed 

that a permeable cuticle can facilitate faster perception of putative pectin/chitosan-natured 

elicitors released from the freshly germinated spores, resulting in a rapid, ‘pre-penetration’ 

induction of defense-associated genes (Chapter 6). Therefore, it could be hypothesized that the 

enhanced defense reaction in sitiens might be also associated with the capability of the mutant 

for a very fast perception of the pathogen ‘presence’ on the surface of its leaf, even hours 

before any physical damage caused by the penetrating pathogen germ tube.  We could also 
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isolate two biologically active fractions with the potential of cell-death induction from the 

sitiens-B. cinerea substrate of interaction (the inoculation droplet), which might be involved in 

the proposed pre-penetration primed reaction in the mutant.  

 

An effective resistance response against broad-host range necrotrophs relies upon a 

multifaceted type of defense mechanism 

An important overall lesson that can be derived from our study on the model sitiens-B. cinerea 

pathosystem is that an efficient resistance against a broad-host necrotroph seems to be made 

up of several layers of defenses, each playing a critical role in shaping the ultimate resistance 

response. Thus, quite different form simply-inherited resistance mechanisms against biotrophic 

and host-specific necrotrophic pathogens (Chapter 1),  such a complex and multi-layered 

defense mechanism involves separate features that all work synergistically together to 

eventually suppress an archetypal necrotrophic pathogen like B. cinerea.  

In conclusion, the multifaceted resistance mechanism in sitiens against B. cinerea can be 

summarized as following: 

 A fast perception of the pathogen invasion that elicit a rapid activation of defense 

signaling in the host (Chapter 6). 

 An early epidermal HR-mediated cell wall fortification that arrests the pathogen within 

the penetration site, referred to as the ‘fast pathogen arrest’ phase (Asselbergh et al., 

2007; Chapter 3).  

 Over-activation of genes involved in secondary metabolism, like the PAL enzyme, 

culminating in the accumulation of phenolic compounds in the invaded tissue 

(Audenaert et al., 2002; Chapter 3).   

 And finally, over-activation of several endurance-associated metabolic pathways 

(Chapter 2), such as the cytosolic glutamine synthetase and the GABA-shunt, that 

results in an anti cell-death/senescence defense reaction in the cells surrounding the 

penetration site, referred to as the ‘maintenance phase’ (Chapter 3). Moreover, our 
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results propose a metabolic link between the initial HR-mediated PAL-dependent 

pathogen containment (fast pathogen arrest’ phase), and the secondary endurance-

natured defense response (‘maintenance’ phase) through reassimilation of the 

byproduct of PAL activity by the GS1 enzyme. 

 

Perspectives and unanswered questions 

The findings presented in this manuscript may have provided new insights into understanding 

the complexity of plant defense mechanisms against a broad-host range necrotrophic 

pathogen. However, as the old quote says: “more knowledge brings more questions”, our study 

may have also raised interesting issues for future research: 

 We have demonstrated that over-activation of pathways involving central C/N 

metabolism, referred to as the ‘endurance’ metabolic state, plays a vital role in sitiens 

resistance response to B. cinerea. This finding may also explain the observed reduced 

susceptibility to the pathogen in ammonium nitrate-supplemented wild-type plants. 

Both the photorespiration pathway and the GABA-shunt seem to be promising 

candidates for future investigation in this context. To fish out the exact role of 

photorespiration in AN-induced resistance in tomato against B. cinerea, conducting 

infection trials on AN-treated plants in non-photorespiratory conditions (CO2>2%) could 

be considered as a useful method. 

 The recent work of Mur’s lab, suggesting a prominent role for NO in the induction of a 

HR-mediated defense in potassium nitrate-treated tobacco plants (and not in 

ammonium-treated plants) against Pseudomonas syringae (Gupta et al, 2013), is 

particularly interesting. In light of these recent findings, the role of different N sources, 

like non-ammonium nitrates, as well as, the mechanistic role of NO in tomato defense 

response against B. cinerea could also be worth further investigation. In this case, 

visualization of the spatiotemporal pattern of NO accumulation, using the cell-

permeable fluorescent dye 4,5-diaminofluoresceins (DAF-2 DA) (Zeier et al., 2004), in 
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sitiens and the wild-type plant in response to B. cinerea infection might be a possible 

approach.  

 To further analyze the proposed mechanistic concepts of this thesis on the roles of 

central C/N metabolism in plant defense mechanisms against necrotrophic pathogens, 

monitoring the fluctuations of actual N-flux of the GS/GOGAT and TCA cycles in the host 

tissue during the course of B. cinerea infection, seems to be a necessity for future 

research.  

 It has been shown that ABA deficiency in the hp3 (high-pigment 3) mutant of tomato 

culminates in enlargement of the plastid compartment size, resulting in enhanced 

biosynthesis of carotenoids and chlorophyll (Galpaz et al., 2008). Interestingly, it has 

been also shown that application of OGA-natured elicitors on Arabidopsis leaves induces 

resistance against B. cinerea, which is mainly mediated by the induction of higher levels 

of accumulation of the secondary metabolite phytoalexin, camalexin (Ferrari et al., 

2007). In the light of these findings, and regarding our observation on the strong 

induction of PAL activity in sitiens in response to B. cinerea, a greater capacity of 

biosynthesis and accumulation of different anti-microbial secondary metabolites in the 

sitiens mutant could be also hypothesized. Therefore, attenuation of resistance in the 

sitiens mutant by functional disruption of critical pathways of central C/N metabolism, 

might be also explained by the resulted downregulation of highly energy-demanding 

defense-associated secondary metabolism in the mutant. However, whether there 

might be a causal metabolic link between the GS/GOGAT and the GABA-shunt 

functionality and production of potent antimicrobial secondary metabolites in the 

sitiens resistance response remains unexplored.  

 We have reported a rare phenomenon of green bionissia formation as an anti-

senescence defense strategy against a necrotrophic pathogen (Chapter 3). However, in 

the typical form of green bionissia, induced by some biotrophic pathogens as a 

nutritional virulence strategy, accumulation of cytokinins, mainly secreted by the 

pathogen, plays a key role in delaying senescence (Walters et al., 2008). Since most 

necrotrophs, including B. cinerea, do not produce cytokinins (Walters and McRoberts, 
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2006), the observed delayed senescence in the green bionissia phenomenon in sitiens 

could be possibly attributed to the host-derived cytokinins. Therefore the presumable 

antagonistic interaction between cytokinins and ABA in the induction of the observed 

anti-cell death mechanism in the sitiens mutant, remains completely unexplored. 

Measuring the levels of cytokinins during different stages of the sitiens-B. cinerea 

interaction might be a preliminary step in this case. Furthermore, how exogenous 

application of cytokinins may modulate the wild-type tomato defense response against 

B. cinerea is also of particular important for better understanding of hormonal 

regulations that govern necrotrophic plant-pathogen interactions. 

 It should be underlined that ABA deficiency plays the key role in all the studied 

processes and mechanisms involved in sitiens resistance to B. cinerea. The outcome of 

the mutation in the aldehyde oxidase (AO) gene, catalyzing the last step of ABA 

biosynthesis (Chapter 1), seems to result in pleiotropic effects in tomato, affecting 

different aspects of the plant physiology and morphology. The resulted ABA-deficient 

sitiens mutant possesses certain physiological/morphological characteristics with 

prominent roles in conferring resistance against B. cinerea. For instance, a physiological 

effect of ABA deficiency in sitiens might be lower induction levels of the ABA-responsive, 

senescence-associated gene (SAG), asparagine synthetase (AS) during the course of B. 

cinerea infection (Chapter 4). This newly-gained metabolic characteristic might give a 

higher capacity to the central C/N metabolism of the invaded cells to provide more 

substrate for the anaplerotic routes, such as the GABA-shunt, rather than undergoing 

the infection-induced drainage of the GS/GOGAT cycle (see Chapter 2, figure 2-1). 

Consequently, the resulted availability of higher levels of glutamate for the GABA-shunt 

may partially contribute to shaping an ‘endurance’-type of reaction in the invaded 

tissue. However, in addition to “substrate availability”, there might be other 

mechanisms regulating the observed defensive processes in the ABA-deficient mutant, 

such as transcriptional regulations or post-translational modifications of the enzymes, 

which warrant further investigation. 
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 We could isolate two biologically active compounds with possible elicitation-associated 

roles during early stages of the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. Our analytical data on the 

building blocks of the active fraction (fraction 3; Chapter 6), may hint at the presence of 

some sort of  interspecies signaling compounds, formed as pectic dimers that are 

stabilized with chitosan fragments and calcium ions (termed as COS-OGAs, Chapter 6). 

However, the exact nature of the purified active elicitor (F3), remains an open question. 

Foliar application of the synthetic COS-containing egg box molecules (EBMs) (developed 

by the lab of Prof. Van Cutsem, Notre Dame de Namur University, Namur, Belgium) on 

the wild-type tomato, and comparing its effect to COS-free EBMs (Chapter 7) against B. 

cinerea infection,  seems to be an essential experiment for future investigation in this 

context. 

 It has been previously shown that ABA deficiency in the sitiens mutant of tomato 

culminated in elevated resistance to other pathogens as well, namely the 

hemibiotrophic Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (Thaler and Bostock, 2004), the 

biotrophic Oidium neolycopersici (Achuno et al., 2006), and the necrotrophic, Erwinia 

chrysanthemi (Asselbergh et al., 2008). This broad spectrum disease resistance against 

different pathogenic lifestyles may again hint at the existence of a multilayered defese 

capacity in the mutant, which has synergistic components to effectively suppress 

contrasting pathogenic virulence strategies. It could be hypothesized that the rapid HR-

mediated, epidermal defense response in the mutant (referred to as ‘fast pathogen 

arrest’ phase, Chapter 3), might function as an effective defense reaction towards 

(hemi)biotrophic pathogens; while, the mesophyllic, anti-senescence defense 

mechanism might result in resistance against necrotrophs. For instance, Asselbergh et 

al. (2008) have reported that sitiens leaves exhibit levels of resistance against the 

necrotrophic bacterial pathogen E. chrysanthemi, mediated by a ROS-dependent, cell-

wall-strengthening response that restrict the pathogen spread within the infiltration 

site. They observed a clear border between the mesophyllic area of ROS accumulation 

and a zone of normal, ROS-free cells, encircling the infiltration site (Fig. 8-1); while such 

phenomenon could not be seen in the susceptible wild-type plant. However, how 
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mechanistically the extent of this defensive ROS accumulation in the mutant might have 

been tightly restricted during a necrotrophic interaction, was not explained. In light of 

our results, we may see a similar reaction in sitiens towards B. cinerea infection (Fig. 8-

1), comprising of an over-activated ‘maintenance’-natured defense mechanism in the 

region in the vicinity of the pathogen penetration site (Chapter 3). However, fishing out 

mechanistic similarities between our model pathosystem and those abovementioned 

ones remain empirically unexplored. 

 

Figure 8-1. The symptomatic resemblance between the defense response of the sitiens mutant 
to B. cinerea (right), and E. chrysanthemi (left). The image of E. chrysanthemi has been adopted 
from Asselbergh et al. (2008). 
 

 It is commonly known that growth conditions with low light regime are generally 

favorable for B. cinerea infection. This positive correlation may be explained by the 

negative effect of dark incubation on photosynthesis and the resulted induced-

senescence in the plant leaf. Having stated this, the standardized experimental 

conditions used in this work, imposing continuous dark incubation on all detached leaf 

samples, may have been largely in favor of the necrotrophic pathogen. However, some 

preliminary experiments on detached leaves under 16/8 hours light/dark regime have 

shown no obvious qualitative change in the defense response of sitiens and wild-type 
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plants to the pathogen.  Nevertheless, how natural light/dark circadian rhythm may 

affect the quantitative aspects of the previously studied defense response to B. cinerea 

(such as alterations in the genes controlling central amino acid metabolism), warrants 

further investigation.  

 It is known that some strains of B. cinerea (such as B05.10 and SAS56) produce and 

secrete ABA with possible roles in pathogenicity (Siewers et al., 2006). Regarding our 

findings, ABA production by B. cinerea could be considered as a virulence mechanism via 

which the necrotrophic pathogen manipulates its host central metabolism to induce 

senescence. An example of such senescence-triggering metabolic manipulation by the 

pathogen could be seen in the strong induction of the ABA-responsive, senescence-

associated gene, asparagine synthetase in the wild-type plant. Therefore, it would be 

very interesting to know, firstly, whether the R16 strain used in this study, resulting 

from the cross SAS56 × SAS405 (Faretra and Pollastro, 1991), is able to produce ABA 

both in axenic cultures and in planta; and secondly, whether in planta secretion of ABA 

(if any) plays a role in the senescence-inducing virulence mechanism of the R16 strain in 

our model pathosystem. 

 B. cinerea belongs to a group of plant pathogens which actively acidify the host tissue 

during their infection (Miyara et al., 2012). This pH-dependent virulence strategy is 

mainly induced by secretion of oxalic acid by the pathogen, which ultimately results in 

the induction of cell death and also extension of macerated lesions in the host tissue 

(Dickmen and Mitra, 1992; Rollins, 2003; van Kan 2006). In this context, measuring the 

alteration of pH during different stages of B. cinerea infection on sitiens and wild-type 

leaves could be very informative for understanding the essential role of B. cinerea-

induced pH modulation in both resistant and susceptible responses.  

 Studying the multifaceted resistance response of sitiens against B. cinerea infection can 

be very informative and useful to understand the complex orchestration of signaling, 

transcriptional, proteomic and metabolic events ruling necrotrophic host-pathogen 

interactions.  Nevertheless, careful consideration towards all the similar events in the 

pathogen side is a vital necessity as well. However, in the present work the pathogenic 
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behavior of B. cinerea during this incompatible interaction remained totally unstudied, 

leaving many important unanswered questions. Questions like, what happens to B. 

cinerea’s virulence components, such as phytotoxins and oxalic acid? Why B. cinerea 

seems to be pathogenically ‘paused’ up to three weeks post-inoculation (Chapter 3)? 

And probably more importantly, what are the most determining metabolic modulations 

in the pathogen side that may have formed such a biotrophic-like behavior in a well-

established necrotrophic pathogen?  
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Summary 

As the inevitable result of a ping-pong-type co-evolution, plants have devised sophisticated 

defense mechanisms to cope with the constant threat of pathogenic microorganisms. These 

mechanisms are diverse, varying from constructing physical barriers in order to mechanically 

halt pathogen penetration, to de novo synthesis of various anti-microbial compounds in order 

to chemically suppress pathogen growth in the host tissue. On the other hand, pathogens have 

also developed different virulence mechanisms to surpass plant defenses, which have 

ultimately culminated in shaping distinct invasion strategies, often categorized into three main 

groups of lifestyles, i.e. biotrophy, necrotrophy and hemibiotrophy. Biotrophic pathogens need 

living host tissue to establish their life cycle, whereas necrotrophs kill host cells first, and then 

feed on the dead tissue. The third group, hemibiotrophs, exhibit an early biotrophic phase 

followed by a necrotrophic lifestyle in later stages of infection. Moreover, necrotrophic 

pathogens have been further categorized into two major groups based on their host 

specificity/range, as host-specific necrotrophs, and broad-host range necrotrophs.  

Studying a model incompatible pathosystem in the present work, we have explored host 

resistance mechanisms which can efficiently suppress an archetypal broad-host range 

necrotrophic pathogen, the ascomycete Botrytis cinerea. B. cinerea (teleomorph: Botryotinia 

fuckeliana) is the causal agent of the gray mold disease (or Botrytis blight), attacking over 200 

species worldwide. Our lab has previously shown that deficiency of the phytohormone abscisic 

acid (ABA) in the sitiens mutant of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum  Mill. cv Moneymaker) results 

in increased resistance to the necrotrophic fungus B. cinerea through rapid hydrogen peroxide  

production in the epidermis, followed by epidermal  hypersensitive response cell death and cell 

wall fortifications which ultimately suppress the pathogen progress. Moreover, microarray 

analysis revealed that in addition to groups of genes coding for pathogenesis related proteins 

and enzymes related to cell-wall structure being upregulated, expression of a cluster of genes 

involved in central carbon/nitrogen (C/N) metabolism also significantly increased in the 

resistant mutant.  
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In the present work, we have initially provided a review on the reconfiguration of plant central 

C/N metabolism in response to different pathogenic lifestyles, and the potential roles it may 

play in plant defense responses. The main focus in the review has been directed at the plant 

glutamate metabolism (GM). Being at the interface between central carbon and nitrogen 

metabolism, the plant GM orchestrates critical defense-associated events related to nitrogen 

transportation, cellular redox regulation, and TCA cycle-dependent energy reprogramming. 

These modulations seem to eventually result in either ‘endurance’, i.e. maintaining the 

functionality of critical pathways involved in basic metabolism of the challenged cell; or 

‘evasion’, i.e. disruption of cellular basic metabolism, facilitating the death process in the 

challenged cell. The success and failure of these ‘endurance’ or ‘evasion’-natured defenses 

appear to be highly dependent on the invasion style of the pathogen, i.e. biotrophy, 

hemibiotrophy and necrotrophy. In other words, alterations in the host glutamate metabolism 

in response to different pathogenic scenarios may function in two opposing ways, either 

backing the ongoing defense strategy, or being exploited by the pathogen to facilitate infection.   

In addition, we have shown that the efficiency of the previously observed HR-mediated defense 

response against the B.cinerea in the sitiens mutant of tomato is vitally dependent on 

restructuring of the central C/N metabolism. Our transcriptional, enzymatic and metabolic 

results revealed an influential role for the cytosolic glutamine synthetase (GS1) and the GABA-

shunt in shaping a secondary line of defense in sitiens, functioning as an anti-cell death 

mechanism to tightly control the extent and localization of the defense-associated HR. Further 

genetic evidence, gained through virus induced gene silencing, and microscopic analysis 

confirmed the importance of the GABA-shunt and the GS1 genes in restricting the growth of the 

pathogen within the inoculation site in the sitiens mutant. It was also shown that exogenous 

application of GABA can reduce susceptibility to the pathogen in the wild-type plant, seemingly 

through the anti-cell death defense mechanism observed in sitiens. Collectively, these results 

suggest an interplay between primary amino acid metabolism and defense response during the 

necrotrophic sitiens-B.cinerea interaction, whereby the epidermal H2O2-mediated pathogen 

arrestment is crucially linked with a durable maintenance of basic metabolism in the challenged 

area. 
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Having paid attention to the important role for a fast reaction in the observed resistance 

response in the mutant, we also explored early signaling events in the sitiens-B. cinerea 

interaction. In this part of the study, evidence has been presented that ABA-deficiency in sitiens 

results in increased cuticle permeability which is also positively correlated with disease 

resistance. It was then hypothesized that a permeable cuticle can facilitate faster perception of 

putative elicitors released from the pathogen, or from the mechanical attempt of pathogen 

penetration, resulting in a rapid induction of defense-associated genes. Moreover, the pectin 

molecule in sitiens was found to have a higher degree of methylesterification. Therefore, it was 

also proposed that upon challenge with B. cinerea, different types of oligosaccharides with 

more efficiency in elicitation may possibly be released from the altered pectin fraction of the 

sitiens cell wall. We could also isolate two biologically active compounds with possible 

elicitation-associated roles during early stages of the sitiens-B. cinerea interaction. Our 

analytical data may hint at the presence of some complex interspecies signaling compounds, 

formed as pectic dimers that are stabilized with chitosan fragments and calcium ions (termed as 

COS-OGAs).  

In conclusion, we have shown that ABA deficiency in the sitiens mutant of tomato has resulted 

in a multifaceted resistance response against the broad-host range necrotrophic pathogen B. 

cinerea, in which several layers of defenses, such as primary metabolism, secondary 

metabolism, cuticle permeability and potent signaling components, play critical roles.  
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Samenvatting 

De co-evolutie van planten met hun pathogene micro-organismen heeft onvermijdelijk geleid 

tot het ontstaan van gesofisticeerde verdedigingsmechanismen die de plant in staat stellen 

weerstand te bieden aan de constante bedreiging van deze pathogenen. Deze 

verdedigingsmechanismen zijn zeer verscheiden, gaande van fysieke barrières die de pathogeen 

mechanistisch tegenhouden tot de novo synthese van anti-microbiële componenten die de 

groei van de pathogeen in de waardplant  chemisch een halt toe roepen. Langs de andere kant 

hebben pathogenen ook verschillende virulentiemechanismen ontwikkeld om zo de 

verdediging van de plant te omzeilen. Dit heeft uiteindelijk geleid tot drie categorieën van 

pathogenen met elk een verschillende invasieve strategie, nl biotrofen, hemibiotrofen en 

necrotrofen. Biotrofe pathogenen hebben levend plantenweefsel nodig om hun levenscyclus te 

voltooien, terwijl necrotrofen de gastheercellen eerst afdoden en vervolgens overleven op het 

dode weefsel. De hemibiotrofen doorlopen achtereenvolgens een biotrofe fase en schakelen 

nadien over naar een necrotrofe levenswijze in latere fasen van de infectie. Necrotrofe 

pathogenen kunnen verder onderverdeeld worden in twee grote groepen op basis van hun 

gastheerspecificiteit: waardplantspecifieke necrotrofen en necrotrofen met een breed 

waardplantspectrum. 

Gebruikmakend van een incompatibel model pathosysteem hebben we de 

resistentiemechanismen onderzocht die de waardplant in staat stellen om op efficiënte wijze 

de ascomyceet Botrytis cinerea te onderdrukken, een archetypische necrotroof met een breed 

waardplantspectrum. B. cinerea (teleomorf: Botryotinia fuckeliana) is de veroorzaker van de 

grauwe schimmel ziekte (Botrytis blight) in meer dan 200 plantensoorten wereldwijd. Ons labo 

heeft reeds eerder aangetoond dat deficiëntie van het plantenhormoon abscissinezuur (ABA) in 

de sitiens mutant van tomaat (Solanum lycopersicum Mill. cv Moneymaker) resulteert in 

verhoogde resistentie tegen de necrotrofe schimmel B. cinerea. Een snelle productie van 

waterstofperoxide in de epidermis, gevolgd door epidermale hypersensitieve respons celdood 

en celwandverstevigingen onderdrukken de pathogeeninfectie. Bovendien toonde microarray 

analyse niet alleen de opregulatie aan van genen die coderen voor pathogenese gerelateerde 
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eiwitten en enzymen die betrokken zijn bij celwandstructuren, maar ook de significant 

toegenomen expressie van een gencluster die betrokken is bij het centraal koolstof/stikstof 

(C/N) metabolisme. 

In het voorliggende werk bieden we eerst een overzicht van de regulatie van het centrale C/N 

metabolisme in de plant als reactie op pathogenen met een verschillende levensstijl en zijn 

mogelijke rol in de verdedigingsmechanismen van de plant. De nadruk in dit overzichtsartikel 

ligt op het glutamaatmetabolisme van de plant dat dankzij zijn positionering op het raakvlak 

tussen het centraal koolstof en stikstof metabolisme in staat is een controlerende rol uit te 

oefenen op belangrijke verdedigingsgerelateerde processen die betrekking hebben op het 

stikstoftransport, cellulaire redoxregulatie en TCA-cyclus afhankelijke 

energieherprogrammering. Deze aanpassingen lijken uiteindelijk te resulteren in ofwel 

‘volharding’, dit houdt in dat de  functionaliteit van kritieke pathways in het basale 

metabolisme van de aangevallen cel behouden blijft, ofwel ‘ontwijking’, waarbij het basale 

metabolisme verstoord wordt en het sterfproces in de aangevallen cel vergemakkelijkt. Succes 

of mislukking van deze ‘volharding’ of ‘ontwijkings’ strategieën lijkt sterk af te hangen van de 

invasieve levensstijl van de pathogeen, biotrofie, hemibiotrofie of necrotrofie. Met andere 

woorden, veranderingen in het glutamaatmetabolisme van de gastheer als reactie op 

verschillende pathogene scenarios kan in twee tegengestelde richtingen werken: 1) ofwel 

wordt de opgestarte verdediging ondersteund, ofwel wordt 2) het glutamaatmetabolisme 

uitgebuit door de pathogeen om zo infectie te vergemakkelijken.  

Voorts hebben we aangetoond dat de efficiëntie van de eerder waargenomen HR-gestuurde 

verdediging tegen B. cinerea in de sitiens mutant van tomaat hoofdzakelijk steunt op de 

herstructurering van het centrale C/N metabolisme. Onze transcriptionele, enzymatische en 

metabolische resultaten onthullen een belangrijke rol voor het cytosolische glutamine 

synthetase en de GABA-shunt in de vorming van een secundaire verdedigingslinie in sitiens die 

werkt als een anticeldood mechanisme om het niveau en de lokalisatie van de HR te 

controleren. Genetisch bewijs verkregen via virus geïnduceerde gen-silencing en 

microscopische analyses bevestigden het belang van de GABA-shunt en de glutamine 
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synthetase genen in het inperken van de groei van de pathogeen ter hoogte van de 

inoculatieplaats in de sitiens mutant. Tevens werd aangetoond dat exogene toediening van 

GABA de gevoeligheid voor de pathogeen kan verminderen in het wild-type, waarschijnlijk via 

het anticeldoodmechanisme dat ook werd waargenomen in sitiens.  

Samengenomen suggereren deze resultaten dat er een wisselwerking plaatsvindt tussen het 

primaire aminozuurmetabolisme en verdedigingsreacties tijdens de necrotrofe sitiens-B. 

cinerea interactie, waarbij de link tussen de epidermale H2O2-gereguleerde onderdrukking van 

de pathogeen en de duurzame instandhouding van het basale metabolisme in de aangetaste 

zone van cruciaal belang is. 

Aangezien een snelle reactie in de waargenomen resistentiereactie in de mutant van groot 

belang is, hebben we ook gekeken naar vroege signalisatie in de sitiens-B. cinerea interactie. In 

dit deel van de studie hebben we bewijs geleverd dat ABA-deficiëntie in sitiens leidt tot een 

verhoogde cuticula permeabiliteit, wat tevens gecorreleerd is met ziekteresistentie. We stelden 

de hypothese dat een meer doorlaatbare cuticula een snellere perceptie toelaat van elicitoren 

die worden vrijgesteld door de pathogeen of tijdens de penetratie, wat resulteert in een 

snellere inductie van verdediging-geassocieerde genen. Bovendien maten we in sitiens een 

hogere graad van pectine-methylesterificatie. Daarom stelden we dat door de gewijzigde 

methylesterificatie van de pectinefractie in de sitiens celwand, na infectie met B. cinerea 

mogelijk andere types van oligosacchariden zouden kunnen vrijgesteld worden die een 

efficiëntere elicitatie mogelijk maken. Daarnaast hebben we ook twee biologisch actieve 

componenten kunnen isoleren waarvan de functie mogelijk gerelateerd is aan vrijstelling 

tijdens de eerste stadia van de sitiens-B. cinerea interactie. Onze analytische data kunnen een 

aanwijzing vormen voor de aanwezigheid van complexe, interspecies signaalcomponenten, 

gevormd als pectine dimeren die gestabiliseerd worden met chitosan fragmenten en  calcium 

ionen (aangeduid als COS-OGAs). 

Als besluit kunnen we zeggen dat we hebben aangetoond dat een tekort aan ABA in de sitiens 

mutant van tomaat resulteert in een veelzijdige resistentie tegen de necrotrofe breed 

waardplantspectrum pathogeen B. cinerea, waarbij verschillende lagen van het 
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afweermechanisme, zoals het primaire metabolisme, het secundaire metabolisme, de 

doorlaatbaarheid van de cuticula en krachtige signaalmoleculen, een belangrijke rol spelen.   
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